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Break Out the Carrot
Cake — He's Fifty!
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Disney's Greatest
Feature Examined

ROBOTECH
Five Years Later,
an Overview

Plus: Roger Rabbit's Roots • Interviews with Disney's Bill Justice
and Bullwinlde's Bill Scott • News, Reviews, and Much More!
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: more, including Get Animated Video Lost, a section of reviews
: of recent, rareiyMiscussed videotape releases.

16 Right and Wrong: Morality and the Story Structure of
Ptnocchto
An analysis of the story and characters of Walt Disney's 1940
feature, in an essay based on a paper given at the first confer-
ence of the Society for Animation Studies.

Column by John Cawley

: 42 Koho Komments
: The making of Gulliver's Travels, part two.Article by Mark Mayerson

Column by G. Michael Dobbs
20 Roger Rabbit's Roots
Before Spielberg, before Zemeckls, before Williams, Danell Van
Otters worked on the very earliest stages of Roger Rabbit's trip
to the big.screen. In this article he recalls how his veision was-
and wasn't — like what ended up in Who Framed Roger Rabbit.
Plus, Karl Cohen on Roger's delinquent cousin and Harry
McCracken on where Roger may be headed.
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Column by David Bastlan
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: 56A Little Birdie Told Me
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: noses out the news.

24 Birthday Boy Bunny
Our Bugs-infested celebration of the rabbit's big fives' includes
critical looks at some of his most popular films by Dave Mackey
and Harry McCracken, brief tributes by several Animato writers,
and a look at his comic strip by John Cawley.

32 Importing Robotechnology: A Looh Bach at
Robotech With Carl Maceh
On the fifth anniversary of Robotech's invasion of American
shores, a retrospective of the show'- how it got here and where
it went.

. :Regular Features
Column by Thelma Scumm

38 From Snow White to Disney World (and Almost
Everything Inbetween)
Animator Bill Justice talks about his long and varied Disney
career, including work on classic feature films, the Chip 'n' Dale
cartoons, and the theme parks.

Interview by John Province

Article by Bob Miller

: 4 Animatorial
: Our new format, and other notes.

:. 4 Fan Mail From Some Flounder
: Your mail, focusing this time on The Little Mermaid.

: 7 Praxlnoscope
: Our roundup of short features, including an interview with Bill

Scott, a profile of versatile artist Pete Alvarado, the debut of Jay
. 'Rath's Cartoon Parade, and lots more.

: 45 Film Poll
: Your animated favorites in five categories.

' .52 Short Subjects
: Reviews of Matt Groening's The Simpsons; Charles Solomon's

14 Get Animatedl industry Watch : Enchanted Drawings; two volumes of Cultoons; Roger Rabbit' s
SatAM programming trends; merchandise managment and : late st; and more.
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Animatorial
Three of the features in this issue-

Floyd Norman's profile of Pete Alvarado,
and Darrell Van Citters and Karl Cohen's
Roger Rabbit pieces — were originally
scheduled for publication in Jim Korkis
and John Cawley's Cartoon Quarterly
¹2, and we thank John and Jim for
making these articles available to us for
publication. The excellent Cartoon Quar-
terly ¹1 is still available by mail (see the
classified ad elsewhere in this issue for
ordering information). Korkis and
Cawley's latest projext is a book: The
Encyclopedia of Cartoon Superstars,
From A to (Almostj Z, an illustrated guide
to the most famous characters in anima-
tion which will be published by Pioneer
Books in August.

hose of you who have been with
us for a while have noticed by
now that we' ve undergone an-

other one of our periodic format im-
provements. While this has been accom-
panied by another periodic change — our
first price increase in a long time — we feel
the better interior paper, substantial page
increase, and color cover are well worth
it. (As long as we were at it, we also took
the opportunity to pep up our layout and
typography a little; fortunately, doing
that doesn't really cost anything.) As
always, we' re grateful to our readers,
without whom our journey from a little
Boston-area photocopied fanzine to
today's Animato would not have been
possible. Or at least not nearly so enjoy-
able and worthwhile. Harry McCrackenDo you remember this magazine?

Animato ¹1, Spring 1983.

gz~e
Write to Animato at PO Box 1240, Cambridge, MA 02238

TOADS, MICE, MERMAIDS,

Roy Veldboom
Appleton, WI

Well, I'm finally going to add my two
cents' worth to the opinion-soaked pages of
Animato, to shed (I hope) some light on
some things in issues ¹18 and ¹19.
Alan Dean Foster wonders in ¹18's letter

column why two shots were cut from the
Disney Mini-aassics home video release of
The Wind in the Willows. A pretty good
guess can be made-by reading the back of
the package; the tape in question is listed as
having a 34-minute running time. At 34
minutes, Wind is probably pushing the limits
of the capacity of standard tapes designed
for half-hour products. Therefore, the
Disney Home Video people probably made
what they considered the least obtrusive
cuts possible, in order to get it released at
the half-hour price point. Of course, that
doesn't change the fact that an abridged
version of the film is in release...but to get
that changed, we customers will have to

Fs> p ) ~nba<

somehow convince Disney of the error of
their ways.
In ¹18's "Praxinosxope," Mark Mayerson

makes a great deal out of the story content
of The Flying Mouse as an "aberration" in
the thematic content of Disney produc-
tions. His question may be answered by a
study of release dates. Flying Mouse dates
from 1934, which would be about the time
that story development was beginning on
Snow White. In that time frame, it is entirely
possible that Mouse's story could be an
expression of self-doubt and fear of failure
on the part of Disney and his staff...but all
those fears and doubts were swept away in
1937, when Snow White opened and be-
came a smashing success. All the examples
of "wishes come true" themes that Mayer-
son cites date from after that point. Walt
could say these things in his films because
his own dreams had come true, through
hard work and the contributions of top
talent, over and over again. He believe that
these statements were nothing less than the
absolute truth; he could, in effect, look

anyone in the eye and say, "Hey — it works
for me!"
One of the best features of Animato is the

takes on existing characters by various
cartoonists (almost a peek at the stuff that
gets pinned on the walls of studios), and I
have enjoyed none of these more than
Mark Marderosian's conceptually superb
cartoon in which he combines The Little
Mermaid with the Toontown conceit and
proceeds logically from there. That basic
idea has a lot of mileage in it, and this is just
one example.

Which leads into some responses to Our
Fearless Leader Harry McCracken's com-
ments on The Little Mermaid. It's not that
basically disagree with him, but there are
some things here that need addressing. I
think Harry gives insufficient emphasis to
the technical problems that directors John
Musker and Ron Clements posed for them-
selves by using the story device of having
the character lose her voice; if a Toon can' t
talk, then the animation has to be abso-
lutely perfect, with not a single missed
expression or pose — and in this picture, it is.
Both before and after this development,
Ariel's "pencil-point" acting is on target all
the way; in the thick of the "Under the Sea"
number, she deftly registers her opinion of
Sebastian's arguments — without disrupting
the song — with a facial take that clearly
conveys "Yeah, right."

On to a point of serious disagreement.
Hany makes a toss-off remark about "a few
early scenes whose frantic pace doesn' t
seem to serve any particular purpose." I

AND OTHERS
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presume that this is primarily directed to the
business near the start of the film with the
shark chasing Ariel and Flounder through a
sunken wreck. Actually, this serves two
purposes: first, it provides some badly-need
action to get things started; and second, that
turns out to be tbe same wreck that Ursula
chums up from the bottom at the film's
dimax, and which Eric proceeds to use to
deliver the coup de grace. (How's that for
foreshadowing, folks?)

Speaking of which, I think that Hany's
comparison of this picture's dimax to that
of Sleeping Beauty is valid only in terms of
a couple of surface similarities: Ursula
changes into Something Really Big, and
then gets dispatched by a stab through the
heart. However, on a conceptual level
there are some major differences between
the two films. Beauty, being asleep the
whole time, does nothing at all to'rescue
herself; her Prince Philip is supposedly the
one to shoulder that task...but he gets an
awful lot of help from the fairies, who direct
traffic, get rid of interferences from
Malificent's raven, and even provide the
magical weapon necessary to deliver the
killing stroke. By contrast, Ariel and Eric
have no fairy godmothers to help them.
First, Ariel tackles Ursula from behind and
deflects her force bolt, saving Eric and elimi-
nating the "henchsharks." Once aboard
the derelict, Eric proves his worth by using
his human abilities as a sailor (which have
been established earlier in the picture) to
take control of the craft and use it as a
weapon against Ursula. It is not magic but
human skill that destroys this monster, and
this demonstration is the final proof that
enables Triton to overcome his own prej u-
dice against Eric.

I haven't much comment about the inter-
views, articles, etc., because they are all so
informative that I have nothing to add. I'm
looking forward to your next issue.

MORE MERMAID MUSINGS
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wonder when the big studios will find their
own identity, instead of trying to duplicate
the Master himself?
fThis is as good a place as any to note a
correction on our presentation of Christ-
opher's letter (" Dinosaurs on the Cutting
Room Floor" ) last issue: we mlsidentifiied
the accompanying illustration as being by
"Charles" Tennaro, when it was by Christo-
pher himself. j

BLUTH VS. DISNEY: ROUND THREE
John Beam
East Lansing, MI

I found tbe letters of two of your readers
concerning your critiques of The Land
Before Time and Oliver gr Company very
interesting. They both feel (and there is an
element of truth in what they say) that your
coverage in regard to Disney and Bluth
films has Animato giving tbe weightier and
more positive reviews to the Disney camp.
And while The Little Mermaid received a
decent writeup extolling its virtues in the
Winter 1990 issue, All Dogs Go to Heauen
received no review at all.

movie has ever done before. Nor do I
believe that Oliuer 8r Company deserves
mention in the same breath with Mermaid.
Oliuer was a Disney short padded to feature
length.

Christopher Tennaro
Seffner, FL

Harry McCracken's review of The Little
Mermaid was right on the money. Though
Mermaid was gorgeous to watch, I sort of
had the feeling I'd seen it all before. I

Cartoon by Jerry Riddle
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You' ve Read the
Magazine — Now
Wear the Shirt

News flash! Animato has entered the
garment business with a T-shirt that
no self-respecting animation fan is
going to want to be without. Almost
excessively snappy, the Animato shirt
is a 50-50 blend red T with Brad
Caslor's logo on the front and the
identifying title "Animation Fan" on
the back, both in stunning white. Ap-
propriate for virtually any occassion
(at least we think so); functional; rea-
sonably priced; all in all, a genuine
fashion statement. You' ll want to order
several. $10 each, plus $1.50 postage
and handling, from The Animato Col-
lection, PO Box 1240, Cambridge,
MA 02238. Please specify size: adult
S, M, L, or XL.

Personally, I hated ANDogs Go to Heaven,
with all of its pretentiousness. It seems to
me that Don Bluth either can't find a decent
story, or the writers he bas are second-rate.
His musical numbers were all overdone,
and didn't contribute one iota to the story.
Litfle Anne-Marie was the only character
who was appealing, and the backgrounds

While The Little Mermaid was truly far
superior to Bluth's attempt, All Dogs should
have still gotten the same amount of cover-
age. You will find this out when the fans of
Don Bluth begin sending you more letters
chastising you for your oversight.
(Oh, well. Wh i le we do try to haue a
balance of articles in Animato, we don' t
meter out couerage of competing studios'
projects mathematically, and neuer will.
The lack of an All Dogs reuiew last issue was
due to me being unable to find anybody
interested in tackling the project in the short
time between the film's release and our
deadline, Ho n est, though: Animato has
had good things to say about Bluth films,
and will again, Em sure. j

Mark Marderosian
Newton, MA
The one thing in Animato 4t19 that gave

me pause was Harry McCracken's slight
coolness towards The Little Mermaid. I
would agree that the film rushed a bit from
scene to scene. I would've loved that
moment when Ariel hits the surface of the
water after getting her legs to have lasted
longer. Her silhouette and the musical
signature were beautiful, and the moment
was way too short.
Still, maybe it was just the mood I was in,

but this movie hit me between the eyes
emotionally in a way no post-1961 Disney

Animato 5



AnimatoSole Survivors.

Classified Ads

Well, it finally happened. All of the digest~ i ssues of Anlmato- issues 4i1 through
4r16-have sold out. The sole survivors in our back-issue stock are the thnM magazine-
sized issues, which zte still available at $3.00 each postpaid. Here are some of the
highlights of these jam-packed magazines:

iit'17: Our first magazinewized issue features an exclusive Ralph Bakshi interview and
preview of Tattertourn; a look at the world of Chinese animation; an interview with Jack
Hannah by Jim Korkis; a long review of Who Framed Roger Rabbit; columns, news.

4r1$: Friz Freleng, in a rare interview, talks about his career from Kansas City in the
1920s to the Pink Panther, Olirrer 8'c Company's George Scribner takes us behind the
scenes of this Disney hit; Tim Fay on Saturday Morning 1988-1989; columns, news,
film pall.

4t'19: John Lasseter on Luxo Jr., Knickknack, and computer animation's future; a
guided tour of Disney's new Florida studio; an interview with Warner Bros. great Virgil
Ross; columns, news.

Subscriptions to future issues are also avaHable, of course- and please note that while
the cover price of Anlmato is now $3 25, the subscription rate (for now) remains $10 00
for the next four issues hot off the presses, before they reach stores.
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Bill Scott was born in Phila-
delphia in 1920, and was
raised in Trenton, New Jersey
until he mas15. In1935, Bill' s
machinist father and waitress
mother discovered that their
son had tuberculosis, and the
family moved toDenver, Colo-
rado. Fortunately, the disease
caused no furtAer problems
after the move.
A 1941 graduate of the Uni-

versfty of Denver, Bill taught
school for a semester before
deciding that teaching ues not
for him. He enlisted in the Air
Force in 1942 with the hopes
of entering aeria/ photogra-
phy. Through a series of events
he found himself assigned to
an animation unit, where he
began by mashing cele, inbe-
tweening, and doing layout
work He was eventually as-
signed to Frank Thomas's unit, wAere he
learned even more about animation.
After his discharge, he signed on as a sto-
ryman at Warner Bros. in 1946, wAere he
worked for about a year. Then he worked
on Bob Clampett's Time For Beany puppet
show as a writer, puppeteer, and voice art-
ist. That Job lasted until Bill asked for a
raise. Bill next Joined a group known as
Industrial Films, later to become United
Produdionsof America(UPAJ. Whllethere,
he oo-wrote the Oscar-winning short Ger-
ald McBoing-Boing and served as assodate
producer of the Gerald McBoing-Boing
show for television.
In 1958, Bill mas introduced to Jay Ward,

and the two eventually became partnera
They mere responsible for Rocky and his
Friends, The BullwinMe Show, Fractured
Flickers, George of the Jungle, and other
classic projeds, including commerdals for
Cap'n CruncA and other cereals. Besides
serving as a writer, Scott supplied many of
tAe voices, including those of Bullwinkle
and Dudley Do-Right. Shortly before his
untimely death in 1985, Scott had been
doing voices for Disney's Adventures of the

The World of Animation

Bullwinkle at Warner's

The Goofy Gophers, whom Bill Scott worked wih during his days as a
stvryman for Art Davis's unit at Warner's. Poses from e 194? model sheet;
copyright I Warner Bros. Inc.

Bill Scott's Early Days at Warner Bros.
An Interview by Jim Korkis

"IMW~ S W ~ ~ ~ ~ M % N~ ~ W ~ M Ws~ ~ ~ ~ N ~ Ãkr&$%$@W:::":NNR~

team?

We workedtogetherasateam
(or a year. We didn't know it,
but we were working in
competition with each other.
At the end of the year, we
found ourselves put off on
our own. We each had to
write our own story andwho-

ever had the better story would be kept on
and the other guy would be fired. This is
what I called the "Fang and Claw System."

That must have made things difficult for
both of you.

It would have, except that we refused to
play the game. We worked on each other' s
stories. We justworked double-time, that' s
all. Where we would normally do one story
in six weeks, we did two stories in sixweeks.
All the jokes were joint jokes, exactly the
way we'd done it before. We tossed a coin
to see whose story would be whose.

When the two stories were done, they
liked Lloyd's story better than the one I had
supposedly written by myself. He was kept
on and I was fired.

What were some of the shorts you and
Turner worlaed together on at Warner's?

Doggone Cats (1947), about the cats pre-
venting the dog from delivering the pack-
age to Unde Louie, was ouis. One I really
remember was What Makes Daffy Duck?

Animato 7

mator named Art Davis to
the post of director. They
were looking for new story-
men for this unit, so they
hired a fellow named Lloyd
Turner, and me. Phil Monroe
had gone to bat for me. He
had talked to Chuck Jones,
and Jones was one of the
guys who said, "Sure, we
ought to try some new
people."

Were you and Turner a story

Gummi Bears jor Saturday-morning TV.
Bill Scott mas known for his honesty and

good humor, two traits tAat he constantly
demonstmted during his service as presi-
dent of ASIFA-Ho1lywood. He genuinely
enjoyed animation and the people he
worked with over the years. This brief bio-
graphical introdudion doesn't even touch
on the mony other areas that he was deeply
involved with, like communfty-theater work
as a writer, actor, and diredor.

The following discussion, dealing with
Scott's experiences at Warner Br', is an
excerpt from a much longer interview I did
with Scott ln 1982.
Jim Korkis

JIM KORKISi How did you get started at
Warner's after your discharge from the air
force?

BILL SCO'IT: I kicked around for awhile.
I went to Rudy Ising looking for woik Rudy
said he'd try to find something for me, but
nothing opened up. Then I got a call from
Warner's. Bob Qampett had left a short
time before, and they had promoted an ani-



(1948), where Elmer and a fox are both
hunting Daffy.

Here's a listing that might help jog your
memory a little.

Bone Sweet Bone (1948)! I'd forgotten that
completely. Riff Raff Daffy (1948); A Hick,
a Slick, and a Chick (1948); Two Gophers
From Texas (1948) — that was the one with
the two Goofy Gophers. I also remember
us doing some work on Catch as Cats Can
(1947) and Mexican Joyride (1947).

Other than the fact that you suddenly found
yourself working in competition with Turner, .

did you enjoy working at Warner's?

Of course. I was working with my heroes.
These were all guys I'd heard about for so
long. As far as I was concerned, they were
the greatest writers in the business: names
like Mike Maltese, Tedd Pierce, and Warren
Foster. They all tumed out to be very nice
guys, every one of them. Warren Foster
was the squarest of them, and he spent half
his time playing the horses. I think he was
the hardest worker.

How did they go about creating a story?

Those guys could produce really remark-
able stuff. It used tobe that you'd start each
story with a blank piece of Cellotex on your
wall. It was 4' by 8', I remember. You' d
start doing little pieces of story and pin them
up. When you got enough pinned up to run
seven minutes you were finished.

And it took about six weeks to do that?

On one occasion Mike Maltese was working
with another story man and got a flash of an
idea and wrote this whole bloody story in
less than a week. The other story guy was
right with him, sketching like mad. They
had finished this story in a week, but didn' t
put it up. All the sketches were shoved in
the drawer, and they goofed around and
threw push pins and told stories and snuck
out to lunch and all that At the end of each
day, they'd pull out a handful of sketches
and pin 'em up, and it took exactly six
weeks to do this story.

I know Maltese was teamed with Tedd
Pierce at this time.

You couldn't get two funnier people going
through a storyboard than Maltese and
Pierce. Pierce was a very good-looking
man. He really had had a patrician look to
him when he wasn't bruised — he used to
get in a lot of fights off the lot for a variety of
reasons. On Mondays he woukl somebmes
show up looking like death warmed over, or
he wouldn't show up at all. He had a fine
New England accent, and he was a tremen-
dous guy, a very funny fellow.

fs there one memory about working at
Mfamer's that sticks out for youP

The time dock that was at the front of the
door. It seemed like a long, long hall in a
long, long building. I guess there were a
hundred people or more working there at
the time, and everybody always wanted to
be the first to punch out Otherwise, you
had to stand in this damned line forever,
waiting to punch out. Well, about 4:45 PM
the infiltration would start to get to the clock
If you were in the hall you'dbe sent back to
your room, or the boss, Eddie Se!ser, would
call you in and bawl you out or possibly
dock your salary.
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So there was an element of danger?

Definitely. The infiltration would start
from the second floor. We'd go down the
steps, then a quick dart across the hall
into McKimson's unit's room. Then we' d
peek out and if there was no one there,
we'd work our way to the ink and paint
department. So this whole thing looks
like a group of commandos hying to get
to the time clock. And then when the big
bell on the dock went off, the hall was
instantly filled. People were racing down
to be the first one to punch out. I used to
just hugh my fool head off watching
these serious people with all these secret
strategies. People were afraid that Seizer
might come walking down the hall, so
you had to be prepared to hide inside
rooms. There were people crouching
behind desks, inside dosets, and heaven
only knows what else. It was a crazy time.

Seizer seems to haue been the "heaoy" at
Warner's.

He was a man who never should have
been there, but they couldn't find any-
thing else for him to do on the main lot so
they made him head of the cartoons. He

was a mean SOB with no sense of humor. I' ve
been told that after his retirement, he tumed
out to be a much nicer fellow. But while I was
there he was the heavy, the bad guy. There
was no doubt about it. He'd scare the pants off
me all the time.

Is there a Seizer story that sticks in your head?

My favorite Seizer story happened when I was
not there. Lloyd and I were working in the
same room and had pinned up a little piece of
cardboard on our door that said "Bill Scott
and Lloyd Turner: Story." I was fired on a
Friday, and on Monday Seizer came walking
down the hall and saw the sign was still there.
He poked his head in the doorway and said to
Lloyd, "Why don't you take that sign off the
door?" Lloyd asked why, and Seizer replied,
"Scott isn't here any more, and you' re not
good enough to have your name on the door!"
Now, it was unnecessary to handle the situ-
ation in that way; he was just throwing his
weight around. He was a mean litfle man.

But other than that, you enjoyed Warner's?

Yes, apart from Seizer, the people were great
I'm glad I had the opportunity to work there
I had fun.

About the
Contributors

: Notes on some of the contributors to this
: issue: Dave Mackey is a radio traffic
: manager with a lifelong interest in anima-
: tion, particularly the cartoons of Warner
: Bros. • Ma rk Mayerson is a Toronto-
: based animator who contributed recently
: to Michael Spom's adaptation of Mike
: Mulligan and his Steam Shovel for HBO.
: Floyd Norman, who began his career in
: animation at Disney in the 1950s, has moved
: around to most of the major studios, and is
' .now back at Disney as a writer in the
: publications department. • Emru
: Townsend is an animation student at
: Concordia University who thinks Bugs
: Bunny should be president. He is also
: editor of Quark, a magazine of SF and
: .animation ($2.95 for a sample copy from
: PO Box 932, St. Laurent, PQ Canada H4L
: 427). • Darrell Van Cltters' career in
: animation begn after he graduated from
: CalAris, and indudes work at Disney, as an
'. independent producer/director, and as
' writer and director of the upcoming Bugs
: Bunny cartoon Box Office Bunny.
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Animation Profile: By Floyd Norman
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Hanna-Barbera had decided to do a new
season of The Flintstones. It had been years
since the studio had made any new epi-
sodes of the show, and many of the talented
veterans who had worked on the first shows
were no longer around. The series needed
to get off to a strong start. The layouts for
the show's opening required solid drafts-
manship and an understanding of the char-
acters, along with a flair for good animation
composition and design. Hanna-Barbera
was fortunate enough to have such an artist
on staff. The scenes went to Pete Alvarado.
To call Pete a layout artist is not enough.

He's worked in almost every area of the ani-
mation business, including animation, styl-
ing, and character design. He's a talented
background painter, as well.
Pete came to California from Colorado. In

his younger years he had hoped to become
a painter. Because of his talent, he was able
to attend the Chouinard Art Institute on a
scholarship. It was during that time that he
studied with renowned artist Rico LeBrun.
Pete tells of a life class in which the students
were frantically sketching away at their
easels. The colorful and flamboyant Le-
Brun strode into the room, dramatically
raised his arms into he air, and shouted
"Cease!" LeBrun was intent on his students
thinking things through before launching
into a drawing, an important lesson Pete
would remember.
Like so many young artists, Pete tried out

for a job at the Disney studio's animation
department He got the job and worked on
10 Animato
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the studio's first feature film. Snoiu White
and the Seven Diuarfs. Pete didn't stick
around for Pinocchio; he moved to the
Warner Bros. cartoon deparbnent and that
legendary Hollywood facility known as Ter-
mite Terrace.

The days at Warner Bros. Cartoons are
still the ones Pete remembers most fondly.

Though some may consider the studio to
have been a perfect place for a psychiatrist's
case study, it was a unique gathering place
for many very talented people. Pete re-
members that while there were many differ-
ent kinds of personalities at the studio, they
all respected one another as professionals.

The Porky Pig cartoons were still being
made in black-and-white when Pete started
working for Bob Clampett's unit. A union
man, Pete was even made the shop stew-
ard., and tried his best to improve the less-
than-ideal working conditions at the studio.
He tells of a time when studio boss Leon
Schlesinger called one of his many "cost
consciousness" meetings. "Boys and girls,"
said the parsimonious businessman,"we
gotta start cutting comers." The boss was

Clockwise from aboue left: Aluarado background from Mississippi Hare (1949); Pete
Aluarado; Claude Cat on an Aluarado background from Two's a Crowd (1950);
Aluarado art from from the comic adaptation of The Secret of NIMH; Aluarado back-
grounds from Rabbit Hood (1949) and Homeless Hare (1950). NIMH art copyright ©
1982 Mrs. Brisby, Ltd.; all other art copyright © Warner Bros. Inc.



ters, but Warner's and MGM ones as welL
One of the few artists put under contract,
Pete has been doing work for Wesiem for
over forty years. That's a lot of books!
Pete has always said he never liked to stay

at any one place too long. In the forties, he
moved to New York, hoping to illushate
pulp novels, but ended up doing comicsbe-
cause it paid more. Pete did work for Fun-
nies, Inc. and for Fawcett; two of the char-
acters he worked on were the Blue Bolt, a
superhero, and Dick Cole, an aII-American
military cadet. Pete tells of a strange story
in which Dick tried to talk Adolf Hitler out of
invading Europe.
As nice as it was working in the East, Pete

found that the weather left a Iot to be
desired, so he dedded to return to the
milder climate of Southern Calomia. Over
the years he has divided his time between
doing storybooks and coloring books for
Western, and working on Saturday-mom-

taken athis word. From then one, the artists It was during this time that Pete began a
began clipping comers off of their anima- long relationship with Western Publishing.
tion paper. Some even sawed chunks off It was the heyday of the western craze, and
their of drawing boards. Pete found himself pencillingand inking the

Eventually, Pete joined fhe Chuck Jones adventuresof Red Ryder, Gene Autiy, and
unit and tried his hand at doing layout. He Roy Rogers. The country just couldn't get
took over as background painter when enoughofthesecowboys,soPetedidcomic
Maurice Noble became ill. His design skills strips as well as comic books. Eventually,
and fine background work helped Jones he just did the pencils, and managed to
win two AcademyAwards. Petealsoworked keep two inkers busy.
with Chuck on the very first Road Runner Pete is just as at ease doing funny-animal
cartoon;his desertscapesforFiistandFurry- characters, and the work he has done has
ous featured a brilliant use of color and a touched on nearly every cartoon character
strong sense of depth and distance. one can think of — not just Disney charac-
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ing shows for studios including Hanna-Bar-
bera, Warner's, UPA, and Ruby-Spears.
At a time when most people think ofretire-

ment, Pete continues doing what he does
best. He's been working on Hanna-
Barbera's new Jetsons feature film, and
well as pencilling the Donald Duck comic
strip for Disney. He recalls that the best part
ofbeing in thebusiness has been the friends
he's worked with and learned from."Our
work may not hang in the Louvre," says
Pete, "but more and more, the public seems
to be recognizing animation as a true art
form." Funny, we always knew thatl

Recalling his days at Chouinard, Pete
speaks of his instructor, Rico LeBrun, who
told his students that animation is an okay
job, as long as one moves on to do some-
thing more significant. All of us who love
the wonderful world of animation and com-
ics can be thankiul that Pete never took
LeBrun's advice. As far as the future of the
business is concerned, Pete feels that there
will always be a need for artists, "at least
until they can get the computers to round off
the comers."All Warner Bros. art accompanying this artkle courtesy Pam Martin
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This essay is based on a speech dell uered at
the Boston Unluersity Dean's Freshman
Colloquium "Animation: a Look Behind
the Laughs."
I have seen things.
I' ve seen things you wouldn't believe. A

Sorcerer conjuring shapes in the air above
him. A doud of colors and smoke. A
winged creature. Perhaps a butterfly. A
monster. Mickey Mouse is watching. It is
The Sorcerer's Apprentice,

I love a film called Nauslcaa. It's an
animated feature film from Japan. I watch
in Japanese, even though I do not under-
stand the language. But I understand at
least the spirit of the film. A young girl lives
in a wonderful world surrounded by family
and friends. The peace of her world is
threatened by evil, and she struggles to

Many Japanese animated films are not
made for little children. The box-office hit
Aklra is a cyberpunk, science-fiction, apoca-
lyptic epic that might get an R rating here. I
think it's thrilling to see stunning visuals and
a story of real substance in animation.

I am most happy when I see the works of
people I know. The works of my friends.
When I was first studying animation, Flip
Johnson was making a film called The Roar
From Within. Each week I got a chance to
see a film growing before my eyes. Years
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An Independent Animator Speaks
By Bob White

"I Have Seen Things"

Novel Treatment

later, I had the same joy seeing Flip create
the dial hflV countdown, in a whole new
style for him.
But it is not just style and form and look. It

is subject matter. Independent animators
are making the films they want to make.
Telling the stories they want to tell. This is
less so in their commercially-commissioned
work, but still it is one person's expression,
the work of an individual.
Last year I had dinner with Michael Man-

ning of the Olive Jar studio in Boston, the
night before he proposed his Rock Blocks
opening to MTV. I saw his storyboards and
heard a rough version of what would be his
pitch to the company vice presidents. Later
I visited the studio and saw the elaborate
sets, and I watched Michael direct the light-
ing and cinematography.
And then I got to see it all come together as

it played on MTV. An alleyway. A running
figure putting on goggles and scanning the
video inhabitants. All in twenty seconds.

I feed on visual imagery. I devour it.
Movies, TV, photos, comic books. I' ve seen
things.
I am also an independent animator. And

I make things. Twice I have taken time off
from teaching to work on my art full time. It
is a pleasure to worry about the weight of
my pencil or pen, the texture of the paper I
have chosen to work on, instead of worry-

Is it egotistical for us to point out that
Animato has been mentioned in a
novel? Probably. But we couldn' t
resist mentioning that Alan Dean
Foster's fantasy novel Quozl (Ace,
1989; $4.50) does just that. (We' re on
a table in an animation studio, along
with a bunch of other industry maga-
zines.)

The book's author is a long-time
animation fan and Animato reader,
and cartoon fans will relish the satire
of TV animation and merchandising
that plays a significant role in the
book's plot. A l an, if Quozl is ever
made into a movie — and it would
make a fine one (live-action or ani-
mated, come to think of it) — Animato
would be pleased to play itself.

say.

to some viewers.

ing about preparation for teaching.
Asking what story to try to tell, what beau-

tiful picture or frightening momentyou want
to bring to life. How it should look. What
it should be about. To have the brewing of
ideas be the main resident of your mind
throughout the day. And to wrestle with
that angel that might be inspiration, or just
might not.
I tend to end up working in pieces. I may

start a project with an idea or script, but
inevitably I end up organizing a series of
sometimes very unrelated shots and scenes
into the order or form that seems to make
the most sense to me at the time.
Often the film speaks to me while it is being

made. The next scene is revealed to me by
the sequence of scenes that have gone
before.
I made a film called Rip Out Your Eyes. It

is a dark film. It has a dark subject. Mon-
sters and witches are devouring children. It
has suggested the horrors of the holocaust

A woman came up to me afler one of iis
screenings and she said something like,
"Now I know why there are horror movies."
For her, there was something in the film that
spoke to her. For me, her comment said
that someone heard what I was hying to

I have seen things. The writhing tentacles
of an octopus become the sensuous limbs
of a nude sea woman. That image was on
the screen for perhaps three seconds. But
I remember it. I carry that with me.
I remember that in Citizen Kane someone

describes seeing a woman in a white dress
in a ferryboat in the distance. He says
something like, "Not a day goes by that I
don't think of that image." I want to make
images like that.
How am I driven? I want a lot.
How can I touch your souls?
If there is evil and hate and violence and

pain in the world (and there is; I can see it),
part of my reaction to it is to make my
pictures.

If there is evil and hate and violence and
pain in the world, perhaps what I can show
you can bey'n a chain of events, or continue
a chain of events that serves as inspiration
to you.
And perhaps one person, out o( the many

here, can contribute to really doing some-
thing. Perhaps you can remove some of the
evil and hate and ugliness, and replace it
with beauty.

I want to tty to make images that are
strong. That powerful, that magical.

I want to keep trying to make a beautiful
film.

' el~ 'sitt wle
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A series of thirteen half-hour programs
produced and directedby award-winning
animator John Hales. Over 10 years in
the making, Masters Of Animation repre-
sents the peak achievements of 7,000
artists from 13 countries. This remark-
able seriesfeaturesinterviewswithdozens
of animators, including Chuck Jones,
Norman McLaren, Gerry Potterton, John
Halas, Bruno Bozetto, Ozamu Tezuka,
John Whitney Jr. and many more. Each
program is lavishly illustrated with quite
lengthy (2-3 min ea.) film clips of many
works that can't be found on home video
anywhere else.
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Wanted: Young Male Couch Potatoes
The upcoming 1990-91 SatAM lV sched-
ule has been announced, although there
could still be some changes before the Fall
debut. The most interesting aspect of the
new schedules is how the the ratings leader,
ABC, showed the way to the other net-
works. As reported in the last issue, ABC
re dl y beat out both CBS and NBC in
the ratings for the Iastseason ofSatAM. The
network's teamupof The Real Ghostbusters
and Beetlejulce created an unstoppable rat-
ings rush. The lesson learned by NBC and
CBS? Boys were watching more SatAM
than girls.
To encourage these young males to notice

their programming, both CBS and NBC
have added a number of series aimed at this
growing couch-potato segment. CBS went
rightfor the merchandisingjugularbyadding
an hour of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtlea
The other new CBS entry is Bill and Ted's
Excellent Adaenture, based on the highly
successful feature. (I stress "successful,"
since many are under the impression that
this film was a flop, due to the negative roar
of the critics. Far from being a loser, it was
a runaway surprise hit that has inspired at
least one upcoming theatrical feature.)
NBC has also gone for a well-known boy' s

toy by expanding its already successful
Nintendo show (Captain N: the Gamemas-
ter) to an hour by adding the ever-popular
Mario Brothers. These Marlo Brothers are
the same charaders seen in the syndicated
Marlo Brothers show, but the show is not.
Also new for NBC wiII be Grairedale High,
which features monsters- always a hit with
the guys- in school, and Kid 'n Play, a live-
action and animated musical mixhue.

The Fox network, for its first SatAM
schedule, also is on the lookout for boys.
Twoseries are focusedon the "gross" humor
that attracts boys of all ages. Attack of the
Killer Tomatoes, based on the live-action
feature of the same name, and Pig Out,
centered on a world of pigs, both promise
lots of yuck and yuks.

Merchandise Management
Though the official days of the "animated

In ustry ate
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Cartoon by Mark Marderosian
who took a chance on the Turtles and won.

It may be less visible, but almost every
successful property, animated or not, is
controlled to some degree by licensing and
merchandising. Animation historians are
quick to point out that Mickey Mouse be-
came a bland character because he became
the symbol of Walt Disney Productions. He
suddenly could not be depicted in a way
that might bring shame to the studio. Live
actors, such as William (Hopalong Cassidy)
Boyd refused to smoke in public — the
heroic Hoppy would never do so. Likewise,
Walt Disney himself had his cigarettes air-
brushed out of many publicity pictures.
Today, when image is everything (people

who would never buy an expensive Honda
will buy a big-bucks Acura), the animation
community must work around and within
the merchandising department more than
ever. Almost every cartoon star has this

toy commercial" (assome called such shows
as He-Man and My Little Pony) are over,
merchandising is still a major factor in
animation...as it is in any hot property. It' s
interesting to note that the success of the
live-action Teenage Mutant ¹in ja Turtles
movie has made media heroes of creators
Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird. However,
many trade magazines point out another
key person in the Turfles' success, Mark
Freedman. Freedman is the licensing agent

4

business.

problem. Bugs, Daffy, the Flintstones,
Donald, and others must all watch their ani-
mated and comic behavior. Though none
of these characters were created to sell mer-
chandise, they sell it now...and it is big

How big? Garfield, who is considered one
of the biggest merchandised properties
around, is the subject of an annual conven-
tion for license holders. Called the "Big
Deal," from Garfield's expression of "big,
fat, hairy deal," this event featuresspeeches,
sample merchandise, seminars, banquets,
golf, and tennis. However, the main event
is the presentation.
This combination of a stockholders report,

an AA meeting, and an awards show is a big
production. First, licensees get to hear
about how successful the character has
been over the past years and the growth
potential for the future. Next, various licen-
sees give their success stories about how the
character helped them, some of which are
phenomenal. Finally come the awards to
licensees who deserve attention for best
promotion, most humorous product, and
other distincbons.
This event is a time-consuming and costly

venture for the people behind Garfield
(United Media and Jim Davis's Paws, Inc.).
The end results, though, more than make
up for the expense. Not only do the licen-
sees get to "schmooze" with creator Davis,
but they get to see up dose what a giant
property they have. When one sees that the
addition of a Garfield image can stop a
downward trend in sales, or make for the
largest introduction of a new product in
history, or create a brand-new industry, one
cannot help but be impressed. (Garfield is
not alone in this sales event; Peanuts, for
example, is the subject of a similar annual
event.)

It is the incredible impact of the ever-
increasing licensing field that will fuel ani-
mation, and probably most properties, (or
years to come. Not only will there be a
resumption of cartoon "toy shows," but
whenever new shows are introduced, that
megabuck merchandising angle will be
there. Economically, it will be hard to justify
a cartoon on its own merits.

Scoring With Animation
The Little Mermaicf s soundtrack recording
has sold over one million units, making it
the first animated soundtrack ever to go
Platinum. (It was also the first to go Gold,
selling over 500,000 copies.) No doubt the
melodic, Oscar-winning score from pro-
ducer Howard Ashman and Alan Menken
assisted in achieving this sales figure. One



hopes it will give Disney, and other studios, '.

more reason to release animation scores —:
a largely-Ignored aspect of the indushy.

When Disney released the soundtrack to :.
Oliuer 8r Company in 1988, it was the first:
full soundtrack available from Disney of a .'
Disney animated film in over twenty yeats!:
(TAe Black Cauldron had ils moody score:
released by Varese Sarabande.) Disney,
which originally released full-length motion '
picture scores of its animated hiison vinyl in:
the flfties, had shifted polides in the early .'
sixbes, excising the majority — and some-:
times all — of the inshumenial music, leav- '.
ing only the songs. By the seventies, the :.
songs in the films were so few in number:
that only storyteller a!burns were released.:
SuchexcellentflimscoresasHenryMancini's .'
TAe Great Mouse Detectiue were never:
allowed to be heard on their own.

Oddly, Disney's policy on releasing film:
scores was somwhat behind that of the rest:
of the industry. Watership Down and The .'
Secret of MMH both had their top-notch:
scores released. (Overseas, animated '.
soundtracks are quite common, in both the
East and the West.) Sadly, most U.S. stu-:
dios foi!owed Disney's lead and issued only .'
storyteller albums and/or "all the songs:
from" albums for their productions.

When Spielberg and company released;
An American TaiPs score to the ~ : .
there was reason to rejoice. Not only did it:
feattme the songs, but it also Included the '.
fine musical score. In fact, aIIof Don Bluth's:
films have strong scores, whether it's the:
haunting melodies of Land Before Time or '.
the jagged, jazzy themes found in All Dogs '
Go to Heaven. As with many live-action '.
films, sometknes the best part of the movie '.
is the music.
The success of Me rmaid may encourage

Disney to look more seriously at its music:
library. One can' t be too certain that it weal,:
though. Two recent examples show the '.
company still has the "ldds only" mentality .'
when it comes to soundtrack recordings::
when Snow White and Bambi were issued
on CD, both were storyteller albums!
However, at the same time the Bambi CD:

was released, Disney released an updated:
LP (vinyl) edition of the Bambi that had:
much of the score intact. This new release
has almost as much music as the original:.
fiflies releas, before the "all the songs" cut-:
down version of the sixties. It' s a shame this .'
excellent score can't be updated on CD.
A flnal note for those who still feel vinyl will;

somehow survive. It should be noted that
TAe Little Mermaid was released on CD:
and tape only. All Doge Go to Heauen was '.
released on CD, period.

Ever since Ihs beginning of the
home vfatro revolution, same of
themoet famousand popuhira-
nimeted chwac and Nims have
bean mleasedlalhemarkefpface
on videotape end disc. However,
along with these welf-known and
much-discussed subfects, video
hes aieo brought Ihe release of
many forgotten characters end
foreign iflms. It is these little-
known litfss that are mviewedin
this calumn.

Get Animated)

Video Lost
scenes when the ark is sinking.
However, none of these are done
well enough to warrant anything
more than a casual notice.

Character designs look fo be
borrowed from a number of
souross, mostly Disney, with a
bear (The Jungle Baaffe Balsa)
and elephants (from both Jungle
Hook and Dumbo) being most
obvious. Oddly enough for the
ark, most shots shaw only one of
each species.

Noah, though, does deserve a
mention. The handling of the
human characsers and God is
somewhat surpdsing, and points
to a whimsy that is never fully ex-
plored. A series of scenes with
Noah talking isa'boss who is no
less than God open the film, and
God has a bit of fun with Noah
with the uee.of an annoying fly.
This is one of the Disnsyssque

features that often come out of
Europe. These films feature
songs (that never work), lively
characters (thatnsver have more
than one dimension), and lots of
movement (which many produc-
ers feel means full animagon).
When at the video store, display
equal mavement and pass this
one by.

Bobabobs: the Bobular Quest
(Celebrity Home Video)
This 1 gg7 European TV series
features the Bobobobs, a race of
people (all with 'Bob ae part of
their names) who travel the uni-
verse in their epaasship. Acki-
ally, the vehide has more to do
with 'ship than 'space, since it
resembles an old sailing vessel.
They even'raw'smallboatsfmm
the ship to whatever pktnet they
ws orbiting.
The name'Bob figums heavig

in the Bobabobs' vocabulary. The
males are referred to ae "Bobo-
gents or Gsntlebobs," while
many things we described as
'bobular. These rounded char-
acters have an enormous num-
ber of powers that pop up when-
evernecessary. When they need
to hide, they suddenly have'Bobo
vanishing power. When they
need to move a giant mass, they
all concentrate their 'Bobo brain
power" andmove it Even though
they use those raw boats to gst
beiween ths ship and pkinsts,

Ihey can also just 'will them-
selves back up. These powers
are never used consistently.
Henoe at times characters get
caught, are seen, and are unable
to escape certain perils.
Trying for a form of fantasy and

whimsy handled best by the
Smurfs, these Bobs lack the
charm and character of the litge
blue folk. No doubt achild whose
name is 'Bob might be inter-
estedinwatahingashow in which
his name is featured so mgularly.
However, everyone else would
do bstlar to overkiok this one.

SNnsy: Banana Binge (Vkfeo
Treasures)
This tape stars a wrongly forgot-
tsncartoon star, SIQ Sidney(ska
Sck, Sick Sidney), an overly-
eensitivs, wimpy elephant, in six
very funny shorts from the1960s.
Uke Bultwinkfe, these cartoon
shorts ars almost too funny for
kids, though they'llprobablykiugh
as much as adults will.

In this collection, Sidney, who
always seems discontented, at-
tempts several schemes to bet-
ter himself, much to the irnuition
ofhie two bestfriends, Stanley(a
lion) and Geo(agiraNs). Wheth-
erhe's trying to dmamupaciraue
act, break his banana habit, or
learn the logging business,
Sidney's constant chatter and
outrageous expressions make
these shorts minor ckissics.
This tape features several car-

taonsoriginallypioducedin Cine-
mascops, which have been
'squeezed,' making Sdnsy look
taN and thin rather than round.
This tape isrscordedin the LP (4-
hour) mode.

Heckle 4 Jackie: the Fox Hunt
(VIdeo Treasures)
The two famous magpkis star in
e ix adventures from a ~ e a r
period(1950-105f) on this tape.
Heakki I Jeckki shorts are often
full of the violent slapsgak found
in the MGM Tom & Jeny car-
toons, and the pacing can be as
fast, or faster, than the best
Warner cartoons. But lese
characters and stories have less
consistency and thought put into
them, a fact made plain/ evident
by the wide range of quality seen
in the tape's aartoons.
The tape does shaw the range

of the team's cwser, and offers
plenty of laughs. There ars furi-
ous chases, situation oomedies,
and atmospheric adventures.
Unfortunately, the sound is
slightly out of sync during one
short, Nng Tut's Tomb, a great-
!asking Ilm with lots of mood and
intriguing I'smale cats. This tape
is also in the LP node.

John Caw/ay

Stowaways on lhe Adr(Celebnty
Home Video)
Produced in Germany around
1986, this alternate telling of the
Noah's ark story, more from ths
animals' viewpoint, has the right
idea but the wrong execution. (In
fact, a major U.S. animasion sup-
plier has recently announced
plans for a featum based on this
same idea.)

The central characters are a
pair of woodworms who bore
themselves into ths ark. They
soon discover other tunnels in
the ship besides those that they
and their ever-increasing family
have drilled. When the ark be-
gins to bmak apart, the animals
blame ths woodworms. It's only
at the end that the woodworms
discover a band ofredyedter-
mites and dispose of them. The
ark makes it to land safely, and
the woodwonns make the ark
their hams, sating it into oblivion
— the reason why no trace of the
ark has ever been found.
This is far from an exciting plot,

and the director hae managed to
drive the film even further away
from any exdtsment. The worms
have no real psmonality, and al-
though they ws womed about
the new holes, they seemunwor-
riedby ths hundreds ofhokie that
they are boring. The termites are
seen coming on board at the be-
ginning, so they're no real mys-
tery, although why their nestends
up exploding in a nuclear blast is
a mystery. (Atomic termitesy)
The film tries to be a little inno-

vative by utilizing a number of dif-
ferent elects. Though almost
totally handdrawn eel animation,
thee are occasional uses of a
miniature ark on water. There is
even mal water used in the later
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inocchio (1940), the Disney
studio's second featurewngth
cartoon, presented story
problems that were in stark

contrast to those of the studio's first feature,
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937).
In that film, the source material was a short
fairy tale documented by the Brothers
Grimm. The primary story challenge lay in
fleshing out the tale to sustain a feature film.

This article is based on a paper given at the
first conference of the Society for Anima-
tion Studies, held in LosAngeles, California
last year. The next conference is scheduled
to be held October 3-5, 1990, in Ottawa,
Canada. More informaflon can be ob-
tained from the Society at 4729 Lanker-
shim Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91602.
This article is copyright © 1990 Mark
Nayerson. Illustrations copyright © The
Walt Disney Company.
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Morality and the
Story Structure

of Pinocchio
By Mark Mayerson

With Pinocchio the situation was reversed:
the novel by Collodi was lengthy and chock-
full of inadent. The challenge was to choose
which incidents to preserve or adapt, and to
find a way to structure them. The studio
used Pinocchio's ongoing moral education
as its approach to each segment of the film.
The problems that Pinocchio's characters

must deal with are different from those in
other Disney films. In Snow White, Cinder-
ella, and Sleeping Beauty, the main charac-
ters are victims of injustice who are eventu-
ally restored to their rightful places. In
Dumbo, the main character is an outcast
wha triumphs over a birth defect. These
characters are innocent of wrongdoing and
have done nothing to warrant the problems
they face. In Pinocchio, the characters Pi-
nocchio, Jiminy Cricket, and Geppetto are
faced with dilemmas, and their own actions
result in them becoming victims of evil.
Only by behaving in a moral fashion can

they avoid or escape evil. While they
eventually leam to act correctly, the triumph
over evil is never final. Each decision
exposes them again to the possibility of
victimization, so each decision must be
morally based.

The film is structured around three epi-
sodes of capture and escape, each more
dangerous than the last: Stromboli's bird-
cage, Pleasure Island, and Monstro's belly.
In each case, the failure to know the differ-
ence between right and wrong results in a
character being captured. The conse-
quences of wrong decisions literally move
the characters away from their own human-
ity and towards a more primitive state. In
each episode, the character who knows the
difference between right and wrong is the
one who is able to effect the escape of the
others.
Geppetto is a lonely woodcarver who lives

an isolated existence. Throughout the film,
he interacts with only four characters, three
of whom are animals: Cleo the fish, Figaro
the cat, and Monsiro the whale. His isola-
tion is softened somewhat by his work,
which recreates the diversity of the outside
world. His docks and music boxes display
domestic animals and people in various
roles and occupations. Ducks, sheep, birds,
and bees are all featured. Society is repre-
sented by a church bell-ringer, a mother
spanking a child, musicians, dancers, hunt-
ers, butchers, and a drunk. However, none
of these creations are capable of interac-
tion, and Geppetto feels the lack of human
companionship, For this reason, he creates
the puppet Pinocchio. His wish upon a star
is that Pinocchio "might be a real boy."
His wish is granted by the Blue Fairy, who

brings Pinocchio to life, but does not make
him human. That advanced state must be
earned by learning the difference between
right and wrong. As Pinocchio has no idea
what the difference is, Jiminy Cricket is
pressed into service as his conscience.

Pinocchio's first morning begins with a
multiplane tracking shot, starting on church
bells and featuring the town awakening.
We see birds, tradesmen, mothers, and
children. In short, we are looking at the
docks and music boxes of Gepetto's work-
shop made flesh. The shot concludes by
focusing on Gepetto's residence as the door
opens and Pinocchio prepares for his first
day at school. One would think that Gep-
petto would accompany his new son, guid-
ing him and protecting him in a world Pi-
nocchio has never experienced. However
Geppetto sends Pinocchio on his way alone
and returns to his isolation. It is a mistake
that all the characters in the film will live to
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regret. Eventually, Pinocchio will be re-
sponsible for drawing Geppetto out of his
workshop, but it will be under much more
troubled drcumstances.

Jiminy Cricket also fumbles his responsi-
bilities on thismorning. Having slept late,
he reaches Pinocchio after Honest John
and Gideon, two small-time crooks, have
convinced the puppet to become an actor.
Their motivation is to sell him to a puppet-
eer named Stromboli. While Jiminy in-
forms Pinocchio thathe shouldgoto school,
Pinocchio ignores him and marches off with
the two villains.

To his credit, Jiminy pursues Pinocchio,
but alter seeing Pinocchio become a suc-
cess on stage he doubts his own advice.
"Maybe I was wrong," he says, "What does
an actor need with a conscience anyway?"
Jiminy decides to give up his role as con-
science and seeks out Pinocchio to wish
him luck

Pinocchio's success is an illusion. While
he is popular with the audience, Stromboli,
the puppet master, sees him as a slave and
locks him in a wooden birdcage to prevent
him fromreturning home. Having made
the wrong moral decision, Pinocchio has
forfeited his ability to control his own fate.
This will also be a consequence of the traps

When Jiminy arrives, he unsuccessfully
attempts to pick the birdcage's lock Pinoc-
chio tries to take the blame for the situation,
but Jiminy doesn't let him. "It was my
fault," Jiminysays, "Ishouldn'thave walked
out on you." His doubts about Pinocchio's
choice and his abandonment of Pinccchio
have rendered him powerless to free Pinoc-
chio. In this film, only those who are
morally right have the power to take posi-
tive action.

As no one has the moral high ground, it
falls to the Blue Fairy to intercede. When
she does so, Pinocchio fails a moral test
which reveals another aspect of punish-
ment in the film. When the Fairy asks for an
explanation, Pinocchio lies. As he does, his
nose grows. It not only grows, it becomes
more tree-like. With each successive lie, it
sprouts leaves, buds, flowers, and a nest
with two birds. With the flnal lie, the leaves
fall and the birds fly away.
In Snow White, the characters' inner states

are expressed through the surrounding
environment. As Snow White flees the
Huntsman, her own fear and shock are mir-
rored in the threatening trees which sur-
round her. When the Queen transforms
herself into a hag, the room spins around
her. When the dwarfs pursue the Queen, a
thunderstorm ts a measure of their rage and

is the instrument of her death.
All illustrations c

In Pinocchio, it's not the environment but
the characters' own bodies that reflect their
inner states. If Pinocchio is balanced be-
tween being a creature of wood and flesh,
it is dear that with each lie, he becomes
more a tree and less a person. Throughout
the film, when a character makes a bad
moral decision he reverts to a more primi-
tive physical state. Moral transgression
equals physical regression. As the Blue
Fairy comments, "a boy who won' t be good
might just as well be made of wood." With
this reprimand, she fnMs Pinocchio from
that cage and sends him on his way.

As Pinocchio and Jiminy run home to
Geppetto, Pinocchio is once again stopped
by Honest John, and once again put on the
wrong road. This time, he's headed for
Pleasure Island, where, as Honest John
says, "every day's a holiday and kids have
nothing to do but play." These events are
so similar to Pinocchio's first encounter with
Honest John that Jiminy feels compelled to
mutter "here we go again" to the audience.
But this time, there is a crudal difference.
Jiminy has learned from the first trap and
will not falter again. He has no doubts this
time that'he is right. His moral certainty will
enable him to I'ree Pinocchio form the film's
second trap, Pleasure Island.

The Coachman who takes the boys to the
island is kidnapping them, though all the
boys go willingly. It is a place where kids
can run wild, indulging themselves in all the
vices that polite sodety frowns on. Smok-

,:5

opyright © 1990 The Wait Disney Company.
ing, drinking, vandalism, fighting, and pool
playing are the activities of choice on the
isle, and there is no shortage of what the
Coachman refers to as "stupid little boys"
who are anxious to take advantage of the
opportunities.

The penalty the boys pay for making the
wrong decision is to become donkeys, los-
ing all vestiges of their humanity in theproc-
ess. The Coachman then crates them and
sells them. As Pinocchio was poised be-
tween tree and human in Stromboli's bhd-
cage, the boys are poised between animal
and human on the island, and the balance
is tipped irrevocably to the animal. Again,
moral transgression equals physical regres-
sion, and like Pinocchio in the birdcage,
their lack of morals has lost them the ability
to control their own destinies.
Jiminy is committed to sticking by Pinoc-

chio this time. The verbal and physical
abuse he takes at the hands of Lampwick,
Pinocchio's new-found companion, causes
him to walk away in anger, but he never
doubts the rightness of his position. It's this
moral strength that is crucial in altering
Jiminy's role in the second escape. Where
he was once powerless to open a lock, he
now discovers the fate of the boys and is
able to guide Pinocchio to an escape route
before it is too late. Pinocchio avoids
turning completely into a donkey, but has a
donkey tail and ears as evidence of his
wrong-doing.
The two escape by jumping off a diff into

the ocean. Pinocchio hesitates, but Jiminy
Animato 17
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urges him on, explaining that it's the only
way out. When they reach the shore, they
head straight for Geppetto's shop, and this
time theyare notsidetracked. Unfortunately,
Geppetto is not there. A bird sent by the
blue fairy drops a note explaining that
Geppetto was out searching for Pinocchio
and has been swallowed by Monstro the
whale.
It is finally Pinocchio's turn to exhibit some

moral strength. He immediately takes off to
rescue his father. Jiminy is frightened by
Monstro's reputation, but Pinocchio is
undeterred. When they reach the water' s
edge, Pinocchio shows none of his previous
reluctance to jump in. Pinocchio's correct
decision has entitled and empowered him
to be Geppetto's rescuer. Significantly,
Jiminy remains outside Monsiro when Pi-
nocchio finds Geppetto, and is a passive
observer of the rescue. Pinocchio's internal
conscience has developed tothe point where
Jiminy's guidance is no longer needed.

As the boys of Pleasure Island had their
humanity submerged into their donkey
bodies, Geppetto is submerged within
Monstro, the film's third and most danger-
ous trap. Like the boys, Geppetto fails to
distinguish between right and wrong. On
Pinocchio's firstmorning of life, Geppetto
sent him off to school alone. While Gep-
petto yeams for human interaction, he is

Roy and Wolt Disney (center) at the time of Pinocchio's release, flanked by two
gentlemen whose identity is unknown to us. (If you know, please teil us.)

only willing to imitate the superficial aspects
of it, in the same way his woodcarvings
imitate only the superficial aspects of village
life.

The film's climax contains a series of re-
versals. Where the moral movement within
the film has thus far been one of regression,
it now turns to progression. As Pinocchio
frees Geppetto, he literally and morally
extracts the human from the animal. Gep-
petto is free of Monstro, and Pinocchio has
asserted his humanity over his donkey
characteristics.
Ironically, the tool used to accomplish this

is fire. During Pinocchio's first night of life,
he naively set his finger on fire and looked
at it with delight. Geppetto, realizing the
threat, grabbed Pinocchio and extinguished
the flame in Cleo's fishbowl. The elements
of fire and water now reverse their func-
tions. Piinocchio builds a large fire, causing
Monstro to sneeze and expel them. Where
fire was the threat and water the means of
rescue, fire now rescues the characters and
water threatens them.
The fire enrages Monstro, and he attempts

to kill Pinocchio and Geppetto. He de-
stroys their raft and leaves them swimming
for their lives. In another reversal, Geppetto
again seeks to separate from Pinocchio.
This time he is motivated by fatherly love
and not apathy. He urges Pinocchio to save

himself and swim for shore, as he is too
weak to do so. Pinocchio is not about to
sacrifice his father for his own freedom, and
pulls him beyond some rocks to a cove that
Monstro cannot reach. Geppetto is safe,
but Pinocchio drowns in the rescue.

Having learned the difference between
right and wrong and having acted in a
moral fashion, Pinocchio has earned the
right to become human. The Blue Fairy
revives him, and all traces of his wooden
and animal selves vanish. Humanity has
triumphed over lower states of being.

Pinocchio and Geppetto celebrate, and
Jiminy leaves, claiming that "this is where I
came in." But it really isn' t. While the joy
of Pinocchio's first night has been recap-
tured, the characters have developed a
stronger moral base. Pinocchio has been
transfigured by his moral growth. Though
the characters have st their dreams come
true, it has taken far more than just wishing
on a star. It has taken the ability to tell right
from wrong in a world where morality has
very tangible implicafions.
What type of morality does this film cham-

pion? Pinocchio's initial dilemma between
going to school or going on the stage im-
plies a sort of middlewiass, Boy4cout mo-
rality. I think the film's choice of school has
to be seen in the context of the film's later
choices. Morality is not an abstract system
'that has to be adhered to for its own sake.
Morality in this film dearly represents the
opposites of selfishness and selflessneas.
Will a character indulge himself with no
regard for the others in his life, or will he act
in a way that strengthens his relationship
with his loved ones? The film sees morality
as a structure for strengthening the bonds
between parents and children and between
friends. It is this aspect of the film that gives
it its emotional power and prevents it from
degenerating into a lecture on proper be-
havior.

The villains in this film are immoral be-
cause they are so self-indulgent. Their
search for gratification threatens everyone
they come in contact with. Their moral
choices do not support others, they exploit
others. Unlike those of other Disney movies,
Pinocchio's villains are not neutralized or
destroyed. Honest John, Stromboli, the
Coachman, and Monstro all live on to
continue being evil and to prey on the mor-
ally weak.
It is the task of each character in this film to

constantly assert his morality through his
decisions. Behaving in a moral fashion is
the only way to avoid becoming a victim of
exploiiabon, to maintain ties to loved ones,
and the only way to become truly human.
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FROM SATURDAY MORNING
TO MUSEUM COLLECTIBLES
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The Cat in a Hat: Original production cel
from DR. SEUSS ON THE LOOSE
Cel number 2022 B 21
Price: $650

Tom 8r, Jerry: Original color production cel from
POSSE CAT Hand inked, with an appropriate
background. MGM, 1954 Price: $950

3't'ai,'

Pinocchio PVatching His Nose Grow:
Original color production drawing from
PINOCCHIO Disney, 1940.
Price: $850

Pink Panther: Original color production cel from The
Cartoon Series, Features Pink Panther and policeman.
DePatie-Freleng. Price: $500

ONE-Of -4-lUNO
Your cel source for over a

decade, at agordable prices.
C,k, CL'ti'OoOo N ihSVO 8 NCo

775 LIVINGSTONK PLACK
DECATUR, GEORGIA 30030
Phone ¹ (404) 377-3333
Fax ¹ (404) 377-6011

WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

The 1hrtles have arrived. All arhrork copyright I ite respective copyright holders.
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His First Director
Recalls How
It All Began

By Darrell Van Citters

ho Framed Roger Rabbit
was a hugely successful
venture for The Walt
Disney Company, one that

has in no small way influenced the form and
volume of contemporary animation. But
with the media blitz surrounding a film of
this scale, it's often difficult to know where
the hype ends and the truth begins. Read-
eni of the popular media might come away
with the sense that those who executed the
final film were also the ones who discovered
and nurtured the project through the long
and arduous process of development. It' s
the stuff of legends — the magic touch of in-
spired genius.

In fact, it's a common occurrence in Hol-
lywood for a film to go through a number of
hands before reaching fruition. Regardless
of who initiated a project, the ones who see
it realized will be the ones who have the
clout to get it into production, and the end
product will, of course, reflect their vision.
Occasionally, the preceding visions are
dismissed entirely, but more often then not
the final production cannot help but be
influenced by earlier work on the project.
The intent, therefore, of this artide, is not to
discount what came after, but simply to
recount what came before.
Back in 1981, Mare Sturdivant, a talented

staff producer with the Disney studio, was
casting around for his next project and dis-
covered the manuscript for a soon-to-be-
20 Animato

published book, Who Censored Roger Rab-
bit?. The story dealt with the notion that the
stars of comic strips co-existed in the real
world of human beings. Sensing the poten-
tial for animation, Mare elicited the reac-
tions of several members of the Disney
animation staff. What better plaoe to do a
picture with animation than at Disney?
While I can't recall the response of others, I
was excited by the possibilities inherent in
the material.
Enough other people must have concurred,

because rights to the manuscript were pur-
chased, and with the blessings of Tom
Wilhite, then head of the motion picture
division, the project proceeded into devel-
opment. Tom had an eye for up-and-
coming young talent, and has had a direct
impact on the careers of former Disney
staffers induding Tim Burton (director of
Beetlejuice and Batman), John Lasseter
(Academy Award winner for Tin Toy), and
Jerry Rees (director of the critically-
acciaimed The Braue Little Toaster). At the
time, I had just completed an eccentric little
short called Fun With Mr. Future under
Tom's management, and was already asso-
ciated with iconoclastic, oddball projects.
Tom and Mare must have felt I was appro-
priate for Roger Rabbit, for I was chosen to
help develop and eventually direct its ani-
mation. Of equal importance was the selec-
tion of Mike Giamo, a gifted young designer
with a flair for breathing personahty into his

drawings.
I think what initially attracted us to Roger

Rabbit was the the potential for unique
character relationships. At the core, this
was a "buddy movie," but a buddy movie
with a twist. We would be developing a
friendship between alive human being and
a Chewing. To us, there was nothing more
challenging — or exhilarating — than the
possibility of successfully pulling this oN.
Once the live-action was filmed, we would
be creating the other half of the relationship

This was the very quintessence of charac-
ter animation. When I use that term, I refer
not just to animated characters, but to per-
sonalities who are defined by the way they
act and react — that is, in a physical sense
have a plausibility that tbe viewer relates to,
and in an emotional sense reveal a truth or
feeling common to us all.

We saw the picture as essentially a live-
action film — some of the stars just hap-
pened to be animated. It was our feeling
that, in this context, we could create the
kind of interest in an animated character
that would allow Roger Rabbit to cross over
into the adult market, and perhaps allow
the moviegoing public to see animation as
something more than babysitting fodder.

We designed Roger to look like a goon.
We patternedhis appearance after both the
Tex Avery and Bob Clampett design sensi-
bilities. For some reason, big noses figure

out of thin air.



Drawings of Roger Rabbit and Jessica Rabbit
(below) as they looked during Darrell Van Citters'

work on the Roger project: opposite page, by Mike
Giamo; this page, top three drawings by Chits

Buck, bottom drawing by Giamo. Copyright © The
Walt Disney Company.

prominently in many of their character
designs; this was, for us, the archetypal
"cartoon" look. We had no interest in
designing in a more complex style — the
purpose of this simple, comic design was to
belie Roger's interior, for our aim was to
imbue an outwardly zany character with
emotional depth and heart.
Roger, despite hisbest intentions, appeared

and behaved like a clown. Everyone knows
the antics cartoon characters are capable
of, but what are these guys really like? What
does a cartoon character think of a career
that involves continual physical humiliation,
defying the forces of nature and popping
one's eyes out of one's head every time
something amazing happens? What's his
personal life like? And what does all this do
to his head?
While the wild physical action was integral

to the story we wanted to tell, it was the
actors behind these actions that intrigued
us. The combination of cartoons and
humans was to be more than a gimmick-
we would be bridging the gap with such a
relationship, creating an emotional rela-
tionship as well as a physical one. (Inciden-
tally, Roger was to be voiced by the then
barely-known Paul Reubens. Paul had
both an excitability and a naive quality to
his voice that we felt was essential to the
character's personality. Despite his firmly
established role as Pee Wee Herman, Paul
is an excellent vocal actor, and gave us
exceptional readings.)

Additionally, the relationship between
Jessica and Eddie Valiant was of prime
interest. Imagine, we thought, a live human
being being excited over the underplayed
movements and suggestions of an animated
seductress. The potential was enormous-
finally, sophisticated interplay in character
animation! As with Roger, our goal with
Jessica was not to portray her as a one-
dimensional character (the obvious femme
fatale), but to peer beneath the layers, to
glimpse into the thought processes that re-
vealed her true persona.

When it came to Baby Herman, we re-
sisted the temptation to contrast his baby-
like appearance with a tough-guy voice.
This had already been explored quite suc-
cessfully in Chuck Jones's Baby Buggy
Bunny. Our intent was to pay homage to
the past, notsteal from it. We chose to play
against Herman's appearance with a rather
haughty, Ronald Colmanesque voice — to
make him an elitist actor who resented his
typecasting in films and lived, instead, for

I mentioned before that we wanted to treat
the cartoon characters as actors. When we

y(j

"the theater."
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initiated the idea of cameo appearances by
esiablished cartoon stars, we steered dear
of using "feature" characters. They ap-
peared in just one film and were integral to
that story. They never had any other roles,
and consequently didn't seem to fit any
definition o( actor. Characters from short
cartoons, on the other hand, usually ap-
peared in many films and in many roles, just
as live actors did.
As we searched for a director for the fiim's

live action, ow chief concern was that a
candidate might see only the surface of
cartoon animation — the wild gags and fast
timing, the impossible situations and
enormous pliability the characters were
endowed with-and overlook that it was the
personalities of the characters thrust into
unusual situations that created the humor.
In short, we were afraid that in the wrong
bands, we might end up with the animated
equivalent of an Anima/ House.
This fear, coupled with the studio's reluc-

tance to invest what was then a $12 million
budget in such a risky enterprise, delayed
Roger Rabbit's production for four years.
Ultimately, the new Disney regime was able
to interest Amblin Entertainment in the
project. At that point, Roger Rabbit was no
longer looking for a director; a director was
looking for Roger Rabbit, and the picture
took on alife of its own. The rest, as they
say, is history.

Prequel Script Features Wartim
. :What's in Roger Rabbit's future? What
: secrets does his past hold? Both questions
: maybe answered reasonablysoon, if Disney
: and Amblin, as has been reported, put the
: sequel to Who Framed Roger Rabbit into
. :production in the fairly-near future.

Judging from a 1989 first-draft screenplay
: by Nat Mauldin and Je(f Stein, entitled
: Roger Rabbit Two: the Toon Platoon,
: Roger's second feature film will actually be
: a prequel, set just before and during Amer-
' ica's involvement in ihe Second World War.
: As the subtitle suggests, much of the action
: involves Roger's participation in a Toon
: regiment during the war. Roger's friend
: Eddie Valiant appears only in a cameo, and
:. there is a large cast of new animated and
' flesh-and-blood characters, including a
: young actor whose love-hate relationship
: with Roger mirrors the bunny's relations
: with Eddie in the first film.

Without revealing too many of the screen-
.: play's secrets — and it has some clever ones
: — Ill note that we leam about Roger's youth
: (he's the adopted son of a human I'amily of
: Kansas farmers), how he acquired his ied
: overalls and polka-dot bow tie, how he met
: Jessica (she began her showbiz career as an
: accomplished radio actress), and how she

Roger Rabbit Two: the Toon Platoon
e Strife, Story of Roger's Youth

became a bombshell (her beauty being
concealed by conservative dress and
hairstyle (or most o( this story). Roger
himself spends much of the film searching
for his rabbit mother, and eventually learns
some startling things about his family tree.
The story does an intelligent job of making
Roger a bit more complex a fellow while re-
maining consistent with the rabbit of the
first feature and two subsequent shorts.

There are also the expected Toon guest-
star appearances, primarily by Disney and
Warner's charachers, although the disaster-
inducing black cat from Tex Avery's Bad
Luck Blackie plays a significant and funny
role. While there are fewer guest-star
setpieces than in the first film, the Toon
Platoon's all-star membership might put a
lot of famous characters on-screen for much
of the story.

Mauldin and Stein's script includes some
excellent moments, as well as some humor
that seems a bit modem for a'tale set almost
fifly years ago. A movie based on it would
be unlikely to equal the sensation the first
one created (how could it?), but it would be
something more than the unimagnative re-
hash that (ollow-up films so often are.

Harry McCracken

Roger's Delinquent Cousin
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Dan ONeill's Roger Rabbit. From Tortoise and the Hare 41
Back in 1971, Dan O' Neill created "The
Early Adventures of Roger Rabbit," acomic-
book story about a good-for-nothing drug
dealer that appeared in the underground
comic The Tortoise and t he Hare 41 .
O'Neill's tale is about a bear who accuses
Roger of selling him pure talcum powder as
cocaine. The Rabbit replies, "Did you get
ofP." and convinces the bear that he will
give him some of his personal stash of
100% pure Columbian cocaine. O' Neill
22 Animato
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By Karl Cohen

comments in the margin, "Onceagain...dear
reader...greed conquers anger." Back at
Roger's house, his wife gives the bear a cup
of coffee laced with strychnine. The story
ends with Roger asking, "I'm not sure,
dear....Should we put our new rug in the
living room — or the bedroom'?"

The history of Roger Rabbit might have
been quite different if O' Neill had contin-
ued with his version o( Roger. His Roger
was a parody of the rabbit in Aesop's fable

"The Tortoise and the Hare," and the story
was published in a magazine that parodied
public-domain stories that Disney had used
in his Silly Symphony shorts. At tbe time,
Disney was already suing O' Neill, Gary
Hallgnen, Bobby London, and Ted Richards
for $700,000 over two other O'Neill comics,
Air Pirates 41 and P2. O' Neill had dared
to show Mickey Mouse shooting dope and
going into an outhouse. The artists' de-
fense that the work was parody was unsuc-
cessful, and part of the settlement was their
giving up rights to some of their work and/
or agreeing not to continue using ceriain
images. Roger was one of the charaders
O'Neilllostrighis to inthesettlement. O'Nei)I
talks about the lawsuit at length in the
documentary feature Comic Book Cong-

O'Neill's Roger Rabbit was not his first or
last controversial creation. In the late 1960s
his nationally-syndicated comic strip Odd
Bodklns was dropped from newspapers
when he began to be critical of the U.S.'s
role in Vietnam. His most recent book,
Farewell to the Glpper, is a collection of
cartoons about Ronald Reagan.
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DISNEY ANIMATION ART
AUCTION

Walt Disney Studio, Fantasia,
1940, 8 1/2x12 1/2, gouache on
celluloid/airbrush on board,
rare cel from the "Aae Maria"
sequence of Disney's landmork film.

Sunday, August 5th, 1990 at the Burbank Hilton Hotel

Exhibition at our gallery: July 18th through August 4th

Mail and telephone bids accepted.

Nearly 300 lots, including eels, background paintings, animation drawings, and conceptual art from Walt
Disney's SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS, BAMBI, DUMBO, PETER PAN, P NOCCHIO, ALICE
IN WONDERLAND, SLEEPING BEAUTY, and other features and short cartoons. PLUS

Selected Disneyana: Books, Posters, Autographed Items, Ceramics, more

Animation art from WARNER BROTHERS, M-G-M, WALTER LANTZ, HANNA-BARBERA.

56-Page Catalogue, fully illustrated in color and black-and-uthite
$12.00 uia jirst class mail
$16.00 outside the USA and Canada

Walt Disney
Studio, Wynk
Blynken an
Nod, 1938,
8x9 1/2, goua
on celluloid/
airbrush on board,
darling cel from
Walt Disney's
famous "Silly
Symphony"

en,
Walt Disney Studio,
Mtckey'e Parrot,
1938, 9x12, red ond
black pendl, detailed
layout dratelng for
clossic Mickey Mouse
short cortoon.
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cartoon.

HOWARD LOWERY

3818 W. Magnolia Blud., Burbank, California 91505 (818) 972-9080

Cat/amia Auction License A2219. Illustrations © Disney.
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Bugs Bunny, being the star that he is, has
naturally made many cartoons that Ani-
mato readers haue deemed fauorites in our
"Animato Film Poll" feature. The following
list, compiled by Mike Ventrella and with
comments by DaoeMackey (DM) and Harry
McCracken (HM), examines the twenty
highest-ranking Bugs cartoons in the poll, a
good sampling of the works of most of
Bugs's directors.

1. What's Opera, DocP (1957)
Directed by Chuck Jones; story by
Michael Maltese

The cartoon as Cliffs Notes: everything
you ever wanted to know about Wagner-
and Bugs vs. Hmer — in six minutes. But
what's the difference between this and any
other Warner Bros. cartoon of the era?
After aH, it has same animators, writers,
background artists, voices, musicians, and
figurehead producer as the other cartoons;
really, all Jones did was give Elmer a spear
and magic helmet, and Bugs a Brunhilde
wig and fake breasts, and put Hmer's stan-
dard preamble — "Be vewwy quiet... I'm
hunting wabbits" to Wagner music.
The difference is that Chuck Jones was the

only cartoon director at any studio, Disney's
included, to have (a) the balls to pull it off,
and (b) the technical acumen and talented
staff of animators to do it right. And he
created the most awe-inspiring cartoon to
come out of Hollywood — or any place else
— that season, or any other season. (DM)
24 Animato
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Bugs's Greatest Films, as Voted

This, the third and final cartoon of the
Bugs-Daffy-Elmer Rabbit Season trilogy, is
distinguished by its winter setting. Daffy
again tries to bamboozle Elmer into think-
ing it's Rabbit Season. Bugs, obviously the
brains of the bunch, helps Daffy Duck issue
a license to shoot a Fricaseeing Duck, which
Hmer does. As prompted by Daffy's dia-
logue, Bugs holds up signs for Goat Season,
Dirty Skunk Season, Pigeon Season, and
Mongoose Season, all of which result in
Daffy being at the wrong end of Hmer's
rifle. Daffy gets shot up so much, he turns
masochistic and asks Elmer to shoot him
some more, testifying that he loves "the
smell of burnt feathers and gunpowder and
cordite." Elmer is disposed of when a game
warden, really Bugs in disguise, tells him it' s
Baseball Season (in winter yet! ), then throws
out the first ball, which a deranged Elmer
begins shooting at. The fact is that it's really
Duck Season (remember: Daffy took down
a whole bunch of Duck Season signs off the
trees at the start of the cartoon), which is cue
enough for every hunter in the woods to
shoot Daffy up even more. Bugs, of course,
is the only one who escapes with his sanity
intact. The Rabbit-Duck season cartoons
work because Bugs is crafty enough to take
advantage of his opponents' weaknesses;
Fudd takes anything anyone says at face
value; and Daffy is stupid enough to say
those things. (DM)

4. The Wacky Wabbit (1942)
Directed by Bob Clampett; story by
Warren Foster
Bugs asks (perhaps for the first time) in this

film, "Ain't I a stinker?" Maybe so, but he
always comes out smelling like a rose.

Out in the desert, where we view moun-
tains, mesas, and a Buy War Bonds poster,
fat Elmer Fudd, canying a backpack about
four times larger than he is, is prospecting
for gold, with the scwewy wabbit out to

2. The Rabbit of Sestlle (1957)
Directed by Chuck Jones; story by
Michael Maltese
This, too, is Opera, Doc.
An outdoor ampitheatre (a Jones venue

later re-explored in Baton Bunny) stages a
production of "Barber of Seville," with
EduardoSelzeri, Michele Maltese, and Carlo
Jonzi. We never get to meet those losers.
The Bugs-Elmer chase winds up in said
ampitheatre. The curtain rises with Elmer at
center stage and Bugs, eager to play his
part, in barber attire. The befuddled con-
ductor strikes a "what the hell" pose and
leads the orchestra in the overture anyway.
Hmer is next, "so next" in fact, and so begin
the tonsorial escapades. Hmer seems to be
the character least in need of a shave and a
haircut, so this makes the proceedings even
more ludicrous. It all ends up with Elmer as
Bugs's transvestite bride. Libretto only in
the first half, with Jones wisely letting the
music and animation put the gags over
afterward (except for Bugs's parting
"Next?" ). Jones' regular animators are
joined here by the estimable Emery Hawk-
ins, who at one time or another worked
under all four of the main postwar Warner
directors — Freleng, Jones, McKimson, and
Davis — and was later a favorite of Richard
Williams. (DM)

3. Duckl Rabbitl Duckl (1953)
Directed by Chuck Jones; story by
Michael Maltese
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Hmer. The dynamite Hmer throws into a
fresh excavation is repeatedly thrown back
at him by Bugs. Though ihe firecracker is a
dud, Bugs gives Hmer the illusion of a loud
explosion by yelling "BANG!" and clanging
a pot over his head Bugs shows Hmer h;s Cel and background from 8-Ball Bunny (1 950). Courtesy Pam Martin. All illustrations
gold tooth which is no big deal to Hmer as accompanying this article are copyright © Warner Bros. Inc

I

he has one tao. Major gag: Bugs cuts
Hmer's suspenders and shirt, revealing a into a rather obese character, perhaps to l ived, and the svelte Fudd returned a few
corset underneath. Elmer defends his ab- match the rotund proportions of the man f i lms later. (DM)
dominal appliance: "Don't waugh, I' ll bet who voiced him, Arthur Q. Bryan. In white
pwenty of you men wear one of these." shirt with rolled up sleeves and black slacks 5. Ha re-Nay to the Stars (1958)
Afterahand-to-handstruggle,Elmerfinally held up by suspenders, Fudd seems to Dir ected by Chuck Jones; story by
finds his gold — by extracting his own gold resemble an accountant on holiday rather Mi c hael Maltese
tooth. than the sportsman suggested by A Wild C h uck Joneswasfascinatedbyspaceopera
Intheearly1940sHmerFuddwastumed Ha re. Thankfullythisexperimentwasshort- just as much as he was by grand opera.

Several times in his career, Jones looked to

Century, this is the best of the out-of-this-

hole considerably longer than usual. It' s
actually a rocket that's been parked over
Bugs' hole, which blasts the rabbit into
space. Bugs winds up on Mars, where
Marvin is out to blow up the Earth, which
compels Bugs to play hero and save the
planet. Bugs succeeds in wresting the II-
ludium Q-36 Explosive Space Modulator
from Marvin, who sends Instant Martians
gust add water) after Bugs. To get home,
Bugs hijacks a flying saucer, switches the
Modulator (which blows up in Marvin's
face) for the bowl of Instant Martians, and
hightails it back to Earth. Bumpy roads
back home cause Bugs to dump the Martian
pellets into an open manhole. Bugs wams
us, "Run for the hills, folks, or you' ll be up
to your armpits in martians!" Bugs heeds
his own advice as the pavement around the
manhole begins to buckle under the bulk of
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the now-activated army of Instant Martians!
Maurice Noble designed a futuristic float-

ing space city for this cartoon; he had
background man Philip DeGuard render
these designs of transparent and translu-
cent panels on black paper rather than the
conventional white stock used for anima-
tion backgrounds. The Instant Martians
resemble the space creatures Sylvester kept
seeing (and Porky never seemed to) in
Jumpin' Jupiter. (DM)

6. Mad as a Mars Hare (1963)
Directed by Chuck Jones and Maurice
Noble; story by John Dnnn

Marvin Martian, minding his own busi-
ness, pontificates on how "man is the most
interesting insect on earth," going on and
on as characters in these talky sixties car-
toons seem to do. A rocket lands; on board
is Bugs Bunny, the "expendable" rabbit re-
luctantly sent into space again as he was
fifteen years earlier in Haredeail Hare.
Bugs's earthbound commander (whose
relationship with Bugs is somewhat akin to
the relationship between Mork from Ork
and Orson) lures Bugs out of the ship with
an aluminum carrot, raising the Earth flag.
Now Marvin's on the scene again, defend-
ing his turf. Pistol gags are repeated from
Duck Dodgers, with the final pistol render-
ing Bugs a Neanderthal rabbit, eating the
aluminum carrot (" lots of i-ren") to prove
his lack of evolution.

This is a cartoon typical of the malaise
prevalent at Warner in the 1960s. It was
26 Animato
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ing to do so.) Bugs's pranks include paint-
ing Fudd's sunglasses dark blue so he as-
sumes it's night and retires; then immedi-
ately crowing, so poor Elmer rises and
shines for the next day. When Elmer is
arrested and jailed for destroying the park's
sign in rage, he thinks he' ll finally get some
rest — until he discovers that Bugs is his

Like most of Bob Clampett's Bugs Bunny
cartoons, this one (his first) gives Elmer at
least as significant a role as Bugs's. In fact,
Bugs even disappears from the action for a
crucial stretch at the end, when Elmer is
chased about the park by a grizzly bear
(who's also imprisoned in the short's con-
clusion) . The fact that this film's credits are
written in Fudd-talk ("Wobert Cwampett,"
etc.) has been often commented on; that
the credits also feature a stunning multi-
plane-like scene of Elmer driving through
gorgeous canyon backgrounds has not.
(HM)

8. A %lid Hare (1940)
Directed by Tex Avery; story by Rich
Hogan

Not the cartoon that started it all, since
there were a number of experimental lab
rabbit cartoons during '38-'39, but the one
that most successfully crystallized the char-
acters of both Bugs Bunny and Elmer Fudd,
and started exhibitors clamoring for more
rabbit pictures — a star is born.

A scene-by-scene recounting doesn't do
this film justice, since you' ve seen every-
thing in it somewhere else down the line.
Suffice it to say that all of the standard Bugs
riffs were perfected (some originated in the
lab experiments) in this cartoon: Elmer's

Pencil art from the 1940s
Capitol Records album Bugs
Bunny and the Tortoise.
Courtesy Pam Martin.

time to do something different, as evidenced
by Friz Freleng's initial work at his own
studio, and Chuck Jones's conflnued qual-
ity as an independent producer throughout
the 1960s and 1970s. (DM)

7. IVabblt Tauouble (1941)
Directed by Bob Clampett; story by
Dave Monahan
The portly version of Elmer Fudd is vaca-

tioning in Jellostone National Park, when a
fairly primitive Bugs Bunny decides to make
life tough for him. (During this early period
in his career, he doesn't need much provok-



pleas for silence as he stalks wild hare.
Bugs's cool in the face of danger, even
kissing his adversaries. The crazy-like-a-fox
Bugs that's several generations removed
from the "cponey looney tuney touched in
the head" concoction of Ben Hardaway.
The sham death throes after Bugs has al-
lowed Hmer to shoot him, which send

Preliminary sketch from the Pas a Deux sequence of Chuck Jones's What' s
Opera, Doc? (1957). Courtesy Pam Martin.

Unlike Elmer, Yosemite Sam really does
"hate rabbits," as he exclaims in disgust so
often, and his nervous collapse from exces-
sive hatred at one point in this cartoon is ac-
tually touching. (Even Bugs seems to think
so, and stops briefly to console him.) This
film seems to have inspired the stockpublic-
ity pose of Yosemite Sam in pirate garb, a

style he usually eschewed in favor of cow-
boy or other gear. (HM)

10. Tortoise Nwns By a Hare (1943)
Directed by Bob Clampett; story by
Warren Foster
To call this a cartoon in which Bob Clam-

pett violates every rule that Chuck Jones
established for the Bugs Bunny cartoon is in
no way to demean it: since Clampett
wreaked his merry havoc several years
before Jones perfected his theories, you
might call Jones the transgressor. In any
event, this film, a sequel to Avery's Tortoise
Beats Hare, features a wild-eyed, manic-
depressive Bugs who screams almost every
line of dialogue at the top of his lungs. His
ran5ngand raving concerns Cecil Tortoise's
supremacy over him as a racer, which he
attempts to overcome by donning a home-
made shell and tur8e-like skullcap himself.
This leads a gambling syndicate made up of
rabbits to try to prevent Bugs from winning
the race, especially after the turtle dresses
up in a rabbit suit.
At this point, Clampett's Bugs is a creature

ruled by his emotions; he often bursts into

tears of frustration, something it's hard to
imagineihe later,cooler-headed Bugsdoing.
This rabbit's remote relationship to the Bugs
of the later 1940s and 1950s is subtly un-
derlined by the fact that he appears to reside
not in a rabbit hole, but in a sizable man-
sion; he really is a different, but equally
funny, character — one that bears as much
resemblance to Jones's Daffy as his Bugs.
The ending, in which the gambling rabbits
commit group suicide upon realizing their
mistake, is often cut out of TV airings. (HM)

11. Rabbit's ¹n (1952)
Directed by Robert McKlmson; story
by Tedd Pierce

Robert McKimson, that leastwppreciated
of the major Warner's directors, made some
Bugs Bunny cartoons that rank with the
rabbit's best — Gorilla My Dreams, Hillbilly
Hare, and the par5cularly splendid Rebel
Rabbit among them. This strange lit6e film,
however, is hardly among his finest. The
bunny's opponent here is the extraordinar-
ily stupid Pete Puma, an indescriINibly-
voiced (by Stan Freberg) character who
was inspired by the not-very-well-remem-
bered comedian Frank Foninine. Also in
on the activities is an odd li5ie Thumper-
like rabbit in whom Bugs takes a rather
paternalinterest. Gag highlights include
the Puma's disguise as the lit6e rabbit' s
mother, Mrs. Rabbit, and Bugs's appear-
ance as Pete's second cousin, Paul.
There's no doubt that this is a well-remem-

bered Bugs Bunny cartoon, and notable for
Pete Puma's only appearance (although
Bugs refers to some previous, off<creen
encounters between them). If most of the
cartoons on this list are high comedy, call
this one a camp classic. (HM)

12. A Hare Groiss in Manhattan (1947)
Directed by Friz Freleng; story by
Michael Maltese and Tedd Pierce

One of Friz Freleng's delightful period
pieces, this cartoon, after an introductory
scene set at Bugs's Hollywood pad, fades
into a flashback to the bunny's days of
"sturdy young rabbithood" in New York' s
East Side. (He wears Litle Lord Fauntleroy
duds and does the snappiest t aping
rendition of "The Daughter of Rosie
O' Grady" you' ll ever see.) A pack of dogs
pegs Bugs as an easy mark and begins to
bully him — "dogpile on the rabbifl" — and
the gang's leader pursues the rabbit through
a nightclub, an automat, and other wonder-
fully-atmospheric New York locales.

While a good-sized chunk of the short is
taken up by Bugs's evasion of the derby-
wearing bulldog (who's a dose relative of

Elmer into teary convulsions — at which
5me Bugs miraculously revives to kick the
unknowinghunter'sass. Who'dhaveknown
that fifty years after the release of this, just
one of forty cartoons (a studio record)
Warner put into release in 1940, we'd be
throwing a year-long birthday jubilee for iis
star? History's proven A Wild Hare to be
more than your run-of-the-mill Merrie
Melodic. (DM)

9. Buccaneer Bunny (1948)
Directed by Friz Freleng; story by
Michael Maltese and Tedd Pierce
This pirate-themed cartoon is not Freleng's
greatest Bugs Bunny-Yosemite Sam con-
frontation, but it is a typically amusing and
wellwrafted example of the series. As usual,
Bugs and Sam are virtually the only charac-
ters (well, Sam's parrot does make a walk-
on appearance), and the action revolves
around their chase in a distinctive setting, in
this case Sam's pirate ship. The funniest
sequence has Bugs repeatedly tossing lit
matches into the powder hold, and a fed-up
Sam resolving not to stop him and having a
very hard time doing so.
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Freleng's later bulldog Spike), it's what leads
up to the chase that makes this cartoon so
memorable. If we might permit ourselves to
be mildly critical in this celebration of Bugs,
the brilliant set-up that lapses into a stan-
dard series of fairly routine chase gags is a
weakness of several otherwise-excellent
Freleng cartoons. (HM)

13. Bully For Bugs (1953)
Directed by Chuck Jones; story by
Michael Maltese
The story behind this cartoon is now leg-

endary: producer Ed Seizer spied Chuck
Jones drawing a bull and decreed "Bull-
flights aren't funny."

A mortal matador is chased out of the
Plaza De Toros just as Bugs tunnels into the
ring, forgetting that left turn at Albuquer-
que. In classic style, Bugs doesn't even think
of evasive action until the bull rams him.
"Of course you realize this means war," so
Bugs appears in full matador dress to the
oles of the crowd (both in the arena and the
theater) to give the bull his comeuppance.
If this isn't funny, then what is?

Carl Stalling's evocative score for this
cartoon, featuring all his stock bullfight
themes, is one of the best of the almost 600
cartoons he scored over his 22-year career
at WB. And one master acknowledged
another when Friz Freleng borrowed the

Bugs seems to be reaching for the sky in this drawing, another piece of art from a
later (circa 1950sj Capitol Records album. Courtesy Pam Martin.

opening scenes of this cartoon to set the
atmosphere of his 1963 cartoon Mexican
Cat Dance. (DM)

14. Little Red Riding Rabbft (1944)
Directed by Friz Freleng; story by
Michael Maltese

Little Red Riding Hood, an obnoxious
bespectacled adolescent with an obnoxious
Bea Benaderet voice, is taking a bunny
rabbit to her Grandma's — "to have, see?"
The Wolf, as usual, is on the case, filling in
for Granny (working the swing shift at
Lockheed). The Wolf, just wanting to eat
the rabbit, tries to get rid of Red, doing the
usual "what big teeth" bit. After a chase,
Bugs leads a singalong of "Put On Your Old
Grey Bonnet." The Bunny, hiding under
the Wolf's gown, burns him with a hot coal
from the fireplace, sending him skyward.
The Wolf lands straddled across a table and
a chair, with a shovelful of hot coals only
inches away from his rear end. Even the
weight of the world can't make the Wolf
wear the world's first pair of hot pants, but
at the last moment Bugs substitutes the
shriHy Red for the Wolf, with whom Bugs
shares a carrot at the iris out
This is a notable cartoon, as it marks Mel

Blanc's first-ever screen credit for voice
characterization, though it's also a tour de
force for Bea Benaderet. The wolf-girl

cartoons of Tex Avery would eventually
eclipse this tale twice told. Lots of keen
sound effects, including some of Bob
Clampett's beyooping and Treg Brown's
trombone gobbling. (DM)

Animation drawing from a 1960s TV
appearance. Courtesy June Schneider,

15. The Big Snooze (1946)
Directed by Bob C lampett (un-
credited); no writer credited

Any written description of this relatively
little-known Clampett film is going to sound
even more nonsensical than the cartoon
actually is, but here goes: Elmer Fudd tears
up his contract with Mr. Warner, dismayed
with his place in show business after a par-
ticularly embarrassing bout with Bugs's old
hollow-log-leading-off-a-ciiff gag (borrowed
here from Avery's All This and Rabbit Stew).
When Hmer gets a little west and wewaxa-
tion by napping outdoors, Bugs knocks
himself out with sleeping pills, whereupon
his dream-self enters Elmer's dream world
and makes surrealistic, Clampett-style mis-
chief. For reasons that are anything but
clear, all this convinces Elmer to repair his
Warner's contract and get back to work.

While nobody other than Bob Clampett
could have made this cartoon, there are
moments that hint at his stylistic influences.
A pack of decidedly Avery-style wolves
pops up at one point, and the surrealistic
gags in the dream sequence are reminiscent
of both The Three Caballeros and the pink-
elephant sequence in Dumbo, In turn, both
the storyline and visuals seem especially
dose kin to the cartoons of John (Mighty
Mouse: the New Adventures) Kricfalusi,
who has singled out Clampett as a seminal
influence on his work. (HM)

(Conflnued on page 49l
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Rabbit Rhapsodies: Three Tributes to Bugs

Bugs Bunny has always been something of
a mirade to me. The only consistant thing
about Bugs duringhiscareerwasMel Blanc's
voice. Numerous writers, directors, layout
men and countless animators all worked
with the character. To paraphrase Walt
Whitman, Bugs Bunny contained mulfl-
tudes. But he was such a strong personal-
ity that these people and their individual
approaches didn't dilute him. Instead, he
gained strength from the best they had to
offer. Bugs Bunny is such a completely
realized personality that there are times I
think that he wasn't invented, but discov-
ered.

While it's wonderful to celebrate Bugs's
fiftieth birthday (What about Porky's Hare
Hunt, Hare-um, Score-um and Elmer's
Candid Camera? Are they pre-natal?),
we' re really celebrating his first 25 years.
The last 25 have seen him come out of re-
tirement on occasion, but he hasn't been
the same. People say that cartoon charac-
ters don' t age and that they can live forever,
but the people who bring Bugs to life do age
and some have left us for good. Let's hope
that Warner Bros. will provide Bugs with
many more opportunities to shine and that
Bugs will continue to draw the best from the
people who draw him.

Nark Mayerson

Much has been written over the years about
who Bugs Bunny is and what he did for
animation, as well as about the men who
overlorded his 23-year career. The forties
frenzy of Clampett. The technical finesse of
Freleng and McKimson. The live-action
staging ofTashlin. The dassic Jones reels of
the fifties ibat show the bunny at his all-time
best. The fact that his personality was the
creative spark that kicked the Warner artists
in the pants and singlehandedly pulled the
Meme Melodies and Looney Tunes out of
the rubber-hose era and into a decade of
increased sophistication in animation, set-
ting the post-Disney standard for excellence
in the process. Herewith, on the eve of his
fiflieth birthday, amore aesthetic look at the
wabbit.
Bugs transcended being a cartoon charac-

ter; he was a star. (He is a star on Holly-
wood Boulevard, in fact.) He was known to
hobnob with Bogey and Bacall; he was

Perhaps the last expression anyone would
expect to hear me use with respect to Bugs
Bunny is "father flgure." But why not?
Through the combined forces of Chuck
Jones, Friz Freleng, Mel Blanc, and the
irascible rabbit's force of personality, Bugs
is just as responsible for shaping my charac-
ter and my aspirations in life as my biologi-

loaned out to the main Warner's lot from
time to flme for spedal appearances in iis
live-acflon films; he regularly conquered
boxwHice polls. Like Disney's Mickey
Mouse, he is a corporate image, but unlike
Mickey, Bugs sflII has that unique personal-
ity, that viability as a charader, that can
enable the new breed of Warner Bros.
animators (led by Danell Van Cltters) to
craft a new theatrical short. In 1990, yet.
I thank Bugs for maldng me less anti-sodal

than I might have been. If there's one thing
that he's taught me in my life, it's that you
can solve any problem if you just use the
power of thought — Joe Adamson postu-
lates in his wonderful book Bugs Bunny:
Fifty Yeas and Only One Grey Hate that
this philosophy was most likely handed
down from Joel Chandler Harris's tales of
Unde Remus. A Br' er Rabbit for the space
age, Bugs is the grandmaster of thinking up
deviltry and playing psychological chess
with his adversaries — even if they' re bran-
dishing sixWooters or hunting rifles — and
he checkmates every time. Seldom did
Bugs have to resort toroughhousing like the
characters from the New Yorkstudkis. Even
in the forties, Bugs exuded California cool.
Ifmoreproofof Bugs's greatness is needed,

I submit that be is the star of the highest-
rated Saturday-morning cartoon show on
any of the three major networks. No matter
what robots or teen detectives or blue elves
or other come-latelies the other networks
throw in his path, the bunny prevails, de-
spite the fact that his adventures were pro-
duced before his semi-retirement in 1963
and have unspooled hundreds of flmes
since. The end result remains the same as
it ever was: gales of laughter from a grateful
nation. So here's to you, Bugs- or should
that be hare's to you? — on your flftieth
birthday. Have a slice of carrot cake on me.
You' ve oined it, Doc.

Dave Mockey

cal father (wbo some suspect could only
have come from a cartoon, but I digress).
Bugs was right there when my burgeoning

imagination struggled to express itself. Bugs,
along with Snoopy, Andy Capp, and Bat-
man fostered within me a love for comic
book and cartoon art. Five years after my
first exposure to these characters, I started
to try my hand at comic art, which eventu-
ally led me to try my hand at animating.

At around the age of ten, my habit of
constant wisecracking — which some say
will either get me a job or beaten up — was
formed, and I owe much of my sense of
comic timing to Chuck Jones's Bugs; he
could be up to his not-inconsiderable ears
in trouble, and still pull off a witty comment
or a groan-inducing pun. L earning the
principles of squash and stretch, walks, and
what would have otherwise been boring
animation technicalities was pure j oy with
Bugs's boundless energy. Combined with
Mel Blanc's Brooklyn/Bronx accent, Bugs
had that enviable savvy, that streetwise air
that kept him on top of any situaflion.

Speaking of that master of a thousand
voices, Blanc and Bugs taught me more
about vocal manipulation than anybody
else. I think it was Hore-Nay to the Stars
that had me first tryllng to imitate anybody
— I eventually refined my impression of
Marvin Martian to near-perfection, and that
is still my most accurate imitation. In the
process of trying to perfect my renditions of
Bugs, Marvin, Yosemite Sam (which I never
quite achieved), the Tasmanian Devil (such
as it is), and other characters — I eventually
moved on to attempting non-Warner char-
acters, but that was much later — I learned
the subtleties of the human voice, and of
people's distinctive speech patterns. In
later years, I would put this to use in my
attempts to write believable dialogue.
Above all, Bugs taught me a crucial fact of

life: lighten upi There's nothing the world,
induding yourself, that you can't hugh at
When the forcesoftheoutsideworld threaten
to do you in, don't back down, and retaliate
decisively — but don't forget to have some
fun while you' re doing it. Kiss your favorite
gun-toting antagonist today.

Happy birthday, Bugs; I hope you can
teach my kids the same things you taught

Emru Townsend
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Back to the Rabbit Hole:
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BRETT KOTH: Gee, let me think For me,
the easiest way to write is to take two
characters, put them in any given situation,
and let the personalities do the work for
you. That's why writing for the Warner's
characters is such fun. They have such
strong, distinctive personalities.
The other thing is to try for a lot of visual

humor, keep the dialogue down to a mini-
mum if possible. This is mainly because of
the size the strips have to be printed. I also
think that comics should be funny pictures.

Since the strip is titled Bugs Bunny, you
obviously have to feature him. But which
character do you most enjoy writing for?

Daf ' a l b f ' h

when you have a good antagonist, but by
Koth and Keller, the Men Behind the himself there isn't much to grab onto. If you

New and Improved Bugs Bunny Comic Strip

he Bugs Bunny comic strip has
gone back to basics. The rabbit
has been appearing in newspa-

pers for nearly five decades, but for most of
iis existence the strip has featured the char-
acters in a situation-comedy world. Bugs
and friends lived in houses or condos, had
jobs, went dating, and acquired relatives
(the ever-popular nephews and nieces).
Kathleen Helppie, Vice President of Warner

Bros. Classic Animation, felt that Bugs's
fiftieth was the perfect time to bring the
comic strip more in line with the dassic Bugs
cartoons of the 1940s and 1950s. Under
the guidance of Darrell Van Citters, Crea-
tive Diredor at Warner's, the strip hasbegun
to focus on the cartoon life of these charac-
ters. Now Bugs is back living in his rabbit
hole; Daffy is trying to figure out ways to
best Bugs (or make a buck); and Hmer is,
once again, hunting "wabbits."
The new team working on this upgraded

comic strip is Brett Koth (main writer) and
Shawn Keller (penciller). Koth and Keller
both have sirong backgrounds in anima-
tion, induding work at the Disney, Bluth,
and Warner Bros. studios. Koth also has
strip experience, having worked with Jim
Davis (Garfield and US Acres).
To better write about the men behind the

new Bugs Bunny strip, I went and inter-
viewed them both. This was no small task,
since Koth works from his home, almost two
hours outside of Los Angeles. He faxes his
writing (which is in the form of rough comic
strips) to Warner's, where it is reviewed.
30 Anlmato

By John Cawley

The approved strips are then passed on to
Keller, who pencils them out.

Brett Koth is a graduate of Cal Arts. He
has worked in animation for the Walt Disney
and Don Bluth studios, and later worked for
Jim Davis as a storyboard artist for his
television specials and on the then-new US
Acres comic strip. After returning to Califor-
nia, he worked at Film Roman, the studio
that animates Garfield for TV, and contin-
ued to work with Davis on US Acres (via fax

One of Brett Koth's gag roughs.
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give him a good heavy, a good antagonist,
then he really shines. That's when you can
have the most fun with him, since he can be
mean...but he has to have a reason for
being mean. He's not aggressive unless
provoked.
Lately, I' ve been writing a lot of Sylvester.

He's fun. I'd like to get Porky more in-
volved. He's tough, though, because he' s
more of a straight man. He also needs
someone good to work with. In fact, many
of the Warner's characters don' t really work
well alone.

Which characters are difficult to write for?

The Road Runner stuff is difficult, because

it's all pantomime, for that reason alone.
The characters are fun to draw, but it's hard
to come up with a pantomime gag that
hasn't already been done in one of the
shorts.

Characters that are a threat because of
some form of firearm they carry pose a
particular problem. They [the syndicate]
don'tallow us to do that in the strip; we can' t
show a gun in anyway, even it's notpointed

ilup mNe ~ntt
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machine and mail), handling the drawing
chores and collaborating on the writing;
soon, he received a shared credit on the
strip. The U.S. Acres sirip was discontinued
in April of 1989. Koth continues to work
with Davis on the Garfield strip as an edi-
torial and layout assistant.

JOHN CAWLEYi How do you go about
writing for Bugs Bunny?
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at somebody. That's why amer in the strip
is areal challenge. You have to make avery
unthreatening character threatening. Hmer
is a real menial lightweight. The only thing
that makes Elmer a threat is his gun. The
same is true with Yosemite Sam, although
Sam's volatile temper is big enough to put
the character across.

Are there characters you'd like to bring into
the strip?

I'd like to bring in more of the incidental
characters that appeared over the years.
I' ve been toying with bringing [Chuck
Jones's] The Three Beaus back. I would
really like to do something with them, but it
hasn't occurred io me yet...but it weal, at
some point. I like the gangster characters
that were used, like Rocky, the little gang-
ster with the big hat. But again, he's a
gangster and needs to carry a firearm to be
threatening. If there's any way to get around
that, I'd love to bring him back.

Shawn Keller has over ten years of ani-
mation experience, having worked at the
Disney studio on such features as The Fox
and the Hound, The Great Mouse Detec-
tive, and the recent blockbuster The LiNe
Mermaid. A self-trained arbst, Keller got his
job at Disney directly out of high school.
Once at Disney, Keller was trained in ani-
mation by members of Disney's "Nine Old
Men," including Frank Thomas and Qllie
Johnston. At Disney, Keller was known for
his ability to capture subtle gestures and
emotions. Where other animators excelled
at the freewheeling, bouncing, and squash-
ing, Keller's animation was more attuned to
the understated and reserved movement.

JOHN CAWLEY: Was it difficult switch-
ing from animation to comic strips?

SHAWN KELLER: Not really. For one
thing, Warner's desired the strip to look
more animated, by using animation poses,
so I'm still doing about the same kind of
drawing. It's just a little easier. In anima-
tion, you have to do thirty, forty, sometimes
fifty drawings a day. And at Disney, most of
those will get thrown out by the new direc-
tors, whether they work or not. Drawing a
strip means drawing only a few drawings a
day.

Do you find yourself with a lot of free time?

Oh, no. Along with the strip, I handle a lot
of publicity art and merchandising art
Whatever they need, they bring to me. I' ve
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Recent emmples of the revamped Bugs Bunny comic strip. All illustralons accompa-
nying this article one copyright © 1990 Warner Bros. Inc.; distributed by NEA.

donevideoboxes,postjsrs,covers, publicity I'm only familiar with ihe Disney feature
items", all sorts of things. characters, though I did work with Donald

in Mickey's Christmas Carol. I really enjoy
Which characters do you li%%de drawing? some Disney charaders. The Jungle Book

and Song of the South are full of good
Probably Bugs and Wile E Coyote are my character designs. The animals in Sleeping
favorites. They are reallyappealingcharac- Beauty are quite appealing. I even enjoy
ter designs. They' re the type of characters the Milt Kahl Robin Hood designs. These
you'd like to meet That's what the old are all similar to the better Warner's, like
timers at the Disney studio used to teII me: Bugs and Wile E.
you know that you've developed a success- Some of the newer Disney charaders, I'm
ful character if it's someone the audience less fond of. For example, the designs in
would like to meet Bugs and Wile E. also Oliver & Compony can just be tossed. Ac-
pose easily. tually, what I like best about the Warner's

characters is that they are almost all ani--
Ans any characters tough to draw? mals, or animal Itke. I'm not really fond of

human characters. It's too bad that most of
It always takes me some time to warmup to the upcoming Disney I'eatures are empha-
a new character, cine that I haven't drawn s izing these over fun animal designs.
before. A good drawing must not just look
like the character, it must stand and move Now that you' ve broken awoy from anima-
like the character. tlon, are there other avenues you'd like to

Porky and Tweety are tough to handle. explore?
Their heads are so big, and shaped so
strangely. Theyaren'teasilybroken down Well, I'd be interested in maybe trying
into round shapes. It just takes a bit more chilchen's, books or comic books. I also
time to think them through. think at some point I' ll get back into anima-

tion. Though animation is a lot more work,
How do the Warner characters compare to it's fun when you can work on a fun, weII.
the Disney charocteni? designed character.
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A Look Back
at Robotech

With Carl Macek

By Bob Miller

Importing
o oec n o o

ne day in 1985, Carl Macek
had to confront the Dreaded
Deadline Doom. Harmony
Gold, U.S.A. had commis-
sioned him to Wesiemize three

Japanese-animatedseriesandcompileibem
inta one cohesive story: Robotech. Before
the show premiered, however, Macek dis-
covered he had to produce a 90-minute
spedal that would kick off the series.

He had four days to do it. KCOP, an
independent station in Los Angeles, had
scheduled Codename: Robotech on a Fri-
day evening.

"We went into the studio on Monday to
edit together all the relevant scenes to our
point of view," Macek said. "Then on
Tuesday, webroughtin the actor thatplayed
Captain Gloval, Greg Finlay, and he gave
an entire narration in a day. And then
Wednesday we remixed it. Thursday we
mastered it and delivered it to KCOP, which
they showed on Friday."
To celebrate the premiere, Harmony Gold

scheduled an office party for that evening.
The excitement mounted as everyone
waited for Robotech to be broadcast for the
first time.

Macek recounted what happened
next:"The movie was broadcast, and the
first fifteen seconds everybody at Harmony
Gold was screaming when they saw the
name 'Harmony Gold' up there, and the
name of Agrama, who owned the com-
pany. About three minutes into the pro-
gram, thee was total silence. Then about
five minutes into the program, there was a
sense of, 'I don't understand this,' and
about ten minutes into the program they
32 Animato

changed the channel and everybody at
Harmony Gold walked away. They didn' t
understand what Robotech was. I sat there
confused. I had thought we had done
something very, very interesting. And it
was apparent to me that no one in the or-
ganization was aware of what Robotech
was or what it meant. They had no idea it
was a whole complex, unique science-fic-
tion story for television.

"I remember talking to the owner of Har-
mony Gold at that party, and I said, 'You
know, this may sound pretentious, but, I will
bet you that five years from today, that
there will be groups ofpeople sitting around
discussing what Robotech is all about."

To which the response was: "Bovine ex-
crement" (or words to that effect). But
Macek's prediction came true.

On March 17th of this year, some (oriy
fans from the Cartoon/Fantasy Organiza-
tion in Los Angeles celebrated the fifth
anniversary of Robotech. The series had
been a success in TV syndication, playing in
up to 119 markets. Every episode had been
adapted in comic books and novels, and
new adventures continue to be published.
Harmony Gold profited from sales in vide-
ocassettes, CD records, role-playing games,
models, and toys, which boosted their staff
from six to over sixty workers by 1987.

The C/F'0 invited Carl Macek to their
salute to Robotech, and he,took the oppor-
tunity to discuss the series, respond to criti-
dsms, dear up misconceptions, and talk
about his current projects.

"When we made Robotech, we tried to
emphasize the fact that we were building
something that was interesting, that had

value, that would relate to a large audi-
ence," Macek said. "We were way ahead of
the game in terms o(what the American au-
dience was ready for.

"But because Robotech was serialized in
85 episodes, it was very hard to sell to a
large number of stations. Watching
Robotech was an investment; you had to
watch it on a dally basis or else you would
lose track of what was going on. He-Man-
no investment. You could watch one epi-
sode and it would basically be the same as
any other episode. There was a commit-
ment on the part of the audience to watch
Robotech, which really made it unique."

What also made Robotech unique was
that it rarely condescended to iis audience.
The series touched upon adult-related top-
ics such as incest, racism, marriage, the loss
of loved ones, adultery, and genocide.
Because Robotech depicted war, people
actually got hurt, even killed — unlike other
"robot" shows like Transformers and
GoBots. Robotech's characters were por-
trayed as real human beings, with first-rate
vocal performances by the cast, strong sto-
rytelling by the writers, and an outstanding
soundtrack. That plus the show's emphasis
on characterization pushedRobotech ahead
o( the competition.
The story began with the crash-landing of

an alien battleship, the SDF-1, in the year
1999. Scientists process the ship' s
"robotechnology," and use it to defend the
Earth against a race of giants, the Zentraedi.
The resulting war involves Rick Hunter, an
insecure pilot; his girlfriend Lynn Minmei,
whose air-headedness is o(fset by her re-
markable singing ability; and Rick's com-



All illustrations from Robotech model sheets.

understand his concept of incorporating
their shows into the Robotech saga, and in
fact, approved of it. To prove it, he referred
to a letter written by the chief production
staff at Tatsunoko Studios in 1985, at the
time they were discussing production of
The Sentinels, the sequel to Robotech:

"The great epic Robotech is a mas-
terlul reconstruction of stories from
Macross, Southern Cross, and
Mospeada. But this new series, The
Sentinels: The Robotech Saga will
be expanded by an additional 65
episodes.
We are devoting all of our efforts to

the successful production of this new
Sentinels project, in the develop-
ment ofbackground, characters, and
mechanical settings which should
ensure the smooth interlocking of
the three stories. As we proceed, we
are being particularly careful not to
forget these important points.

1. While constructing the smooth
connection between the Macross,
Southern Cross and Mospeada sto-
iylines, with which is interdepend-
ent, emphasis must be given to fully
developing the points of interest in
the Sentinels storylines.

2. The new Sentinels must not
merely be used as a vehicle for the
uniting of the Robotech series. We
currently believe that its originality
must be emphasized, in much the
same way as the three stories to
which the Sentinels is based is em-
phasized. Towards this goal, we are
using familiar characters and mecha-

attraction.

nisms from the three earlier works
while creating new characters and
mechanisms with which we can con-
struct a new story with fresh points of

The Sentinels has its own attrac-
tions that should help the Robotech
series become the biggest animated
series ever.
Mr. Macek's ideas on character po-

sitioning and setting prove extremely
instructive, in helping us piece to-
gether a Robotech series. We be-
lieve we can put these ideas to good
use. We would like to expand the
details in Macek's outline, and spread
them over four or five episodes.

We have great confidence in his
story idea and hope you will under-
stand our arrangement of it, as we
desire to complete The Sentinels in
its final form."

"The Japanese understood what hap-
pened with Robotech," Macek related.
"They were willing to take part in the Sen-
tinels project, not as a studio-for-hire but as
a creator of importance. Lots of people kept
saying that they never really liked what we
did and that we were butchering their work,
and if the Japanese got their hands on us
they'd 'kill' us. A letter like this shows you
that was not the case."

The Japanese had planned the original
Southern Cross to last 39 episodes, but the
show was cancelled after 23 episodes.
However, artwork for the unfilmed epi-
sodes 4i24 through 4i39 had been done,
and the initial plan was to recycle this art for
TheSentinels. This material included robotic
lions and horses — which bothered fans,
who wrongly blamed Macek for what were
originally Japanese concepts.
For The Sentinels, Macek wrote plot points

and "overblown outlines," which depicted
how the relationships between the charac-
ters developed. These were handed out to
ten writers who would add the dialogue.
Macek chose people "who had no precon-
ceptions about traditional animated story-
telling." They were actually novelists who
specialized in "cyberpunk" science fiction,
and they included John Shirley, Arthur
Byron Cover, Steve Bames, and Richard
Mueller. Duane Capizzi, a popular Satur-
day morning writer with ALF Tales and
Gummi Bears to his credit, got his start by
writing for The Sentinels.

Robotech II: The Sentinels would be 65
all-new stories, with all-new animation, not
only continuing the adventures of the char-
acters from Macross, but eventually con-
necting the events between Macross, South-
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mander Lisa Hayes, whom he later marries.
The conflict becomes more complex as it
continues for three generations, with sev-
eral alien races fighting for a mysterious
power source known as protoculture.
Robotech derived its stories from 36 epi-

sodes of Super Dimension Fortress Mac-
ross, plus an episode called "Dana's Story"
that linked it to 23 episodes from Super
Dimension Caoairy Southern Cross, fol-
lowed by 25 episodes of Genesis Climber
Mospeada.

According to Macek, a lot of people
criticized Robotech for not being faithful to
the original stories.

"My only explanation is that — had we
made them authentic, had we made Mac-
ross or Southern Cross or Mospeada as
separate individual episodes, they would
never have been shown on television be-
cause the marketing people at Harinony
Gold, several sublicensed toy companies,
and everybody else involved would not
have been able to understand or get behind
it. They needed the crutch of a single
storyline. Because of that, we had to alter
the character names, and the internal phi-
losophy about what was going on.

"But, I do believe that however altered
Robotech was in terms of the surface plot,
the soul of the characters were as authentic
to the original Japanese point of view as
could have been made at that time, given
the criteria of American broadcast televi-
sion. l understand everybody's criticisms,
but I also feel that, in order to accomplish
something, one also has to recognize change
is inevitable."

Macek revealed that the Japanese did



most excessive use of 'Robotechism' that
you could possibly imagine. Every grunt,
every groan, every wheeze, every eyeblink
— [everything] was accompanied by a grunt
or a noise, some noxious sound. The guy
that put it together was so convinced that
because this was going to be a gigantic
picture on the big screen, that audiences
would feel slighted if every physical move
was not accompanied by a grunt
"Beyond that, they didn't have the ending

on the film the way it was, because Artland
Company, the animation studio that pro-
duced this, agreed with me there should be
a new ending on Megazone 23 Part I to
show to theaters because it didn't work as a
theatrical piece. So I prepared a storyboard
for the way I felt it should end. And they

that Robotech stuff was done in 16mm;
Negazone 23 is 35mm; it's going to look
crappy when it's blown up. [They said]
'Don't worry, just do it; just do it; just do it'
"So I did it. I edited together a new version

of the Robotech movie in about six bours. I
went into a meeting the next day. I played
the film silent, and I acted out all the parts
for about eighty minutes, and when it was
over the lights came on and Menacham
Golan said, 'Now that's a Cannon movie!'
However, Macek pointed out, "the physi-

cal production of it, taking what footage as
it existed and turning it into English and
doing six-track Dolby with it, was greot.
[To] the viewing public, the people who
nothing about Japanese animation, [it] was
satisfactory.

em Cross (renamed "Robotech Nasl")
and Nospeada (renamed The New Gen-
erafion"). Each week, the story would be
presented in five parts, with a new adven-
ture starting the following Monday.
While Macek was planning The Sentinels,

he was also prepadng a Robotech movie.
Originally, the siory was to occur just after
the third TV episode, "Space Fold," when
the SDF-1 and Macross Island abruptly
vanish from Earth. The Government at-
tempts a cover-up by saying the 70,000 in-
habitants perished in an explosion. A group
of youngsters investigate what really hap-
pened, and leam the Government is using
Robotechnology for military purposes, and
is keeping the existence of the Zentraedi a
secret from the public. Most of the footage
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would come from the Japanese original
video feature Megazone 23 Part I.

were producing the animation when I re-
tumed from Japan.

"What I didn't realize was that Harmony
Goldpreviewed this version ofibe Robotech
movie to the executives at Cannon Films
and they freaked out. They didn't under-
stand it; they didn't like it There was too
much talking. So they said, 'Cut this scene
out and cut this scene out; they' ve got these
girls; there's too many girls; get rid of this;
get rid of that.'

"I was told I had 24 hours to make a new
movie. So I said, 'Okay, what do you
want7' And the Cannon people said, 'We
want lots of guns, lots of shoofing, lots of
robots.' So I went back and took the most
recent footage from Robotech that was
available to me at the time, which was
Southern Cross, and we edited tbe Soutb-
em Cross (ooiage into Megazone 23 Part .
Against my better judgement, I did the
unthinkable. But eveiyone said it would be
great I said, 'Look fellas, Nacross and aII

"But — if you knew anything at all about
Macross and if you knew anything at all
about Japanese animation, it was a joke. I
didn't want to do it, but I did it. 'Cause
when you work for a company, you do
what is requested. I was actually glad that
it never got a broad release because it was,
to me, an abomination. I never look at that,
though I still have it on tape."
Cannon released Robotech: The Nouie-

The Untold Story July 25, 1986, to 35 thea-
ters in north Texas on a limited engage-
ment. The eighty-minute feature was rated
PG, and itboasied a budget of some $8 mil-
lion. The orchestral score was by Ulpio Mi-
nucci and Arlen Ober, with additional music
by Three Dog Night, Joanne Harris, Mi-
chael Bradley, and Gigi Agiama.

With the incorporation of the Southern
Cross footage, Robotech: The Movie takes
place after Rick Hunter leaves for the home
planet of Robotechnology, Tirol. Alien
technovoyagers called the Robotech Mas-

acek described making
Robotech: TheMoaieas "the
worst experience of my pro-
fessional career. I d id

¹gazone 23 Port I fairly much intact from
my point of view as a story. I went to Japan
with Ahmed Agrama to set up the produc-
tion of The Senfinels and I left the physical
producfion of tbe script in the hands of
trusted staf'fmembers. I was gone for about
a month. I came back during the Thanks-
giving of 1985 to okay the remix of the film
to make it available for a Christmas 1985
release from Cannon, and I sat there in
stunned amazement because what we saw
was a really bad post-production job on this
really cool movie.

"The end result of this first version was the



ters arrive on Earth, seeking the data con-
tained within the SDF-1. The Government
tries to keep the public from finding out, but
that's absurd. With aliens blasting cities,
how can itbe aseczet? It's easier to hide the
fact of people disappearing from an iso-
lated Pacific island, which was the original
premise.
The movie violated continuity with the TV

series, but that was the least of its problems.
An ovedy-complicated story and choppy
edi5ng marred what otherwise was an in-
triguing adventure. As Macek pointed out
to his bosses, the print quality was uneven,
with the Southern Crass scenes being fuzzy
and the Megazone 23 scenes being razor-
sharp. However, the movie did have some
redeeming values: its music, vocal perform-

looked like themovie was called "Robotech
Masters" staidng Dana Sterling {who was
never in the movie). In the Sunday paper,
theadchangedthe55eto "Robotech Nasl
of the Universe." (WatYII He-Man Snds out
about that>)
The following July, the movie played to a

sell-out crowd during the Second LosAnge-
les International Animation Celebra5on at
the Nuart Theater. It was released as a
videocasse5e overseas, but not in the U.S.
Meanwhile, Harmony Gold sent SenNneis

scripts and storyboards to Tatsunoko Stu-
dios in Japan for animation. But the dollar
weakened against the Japanese yen, which
caused producffon costs to skyrocket. In
addition, Matchbox withdrew Snanctalsup-
port for the show. The budget collapsed,

ances, and realistic sound effects. In places
where there was no dialogue, the charac-
ters didn't gasp or go "oh" every time their
mouth was open — a significant improve-

Robotech: The Mouie didn't pass the test
at the box office, lasting only three weeks in
north Texas theaters. Of the three major
area papers, only the Fort Worth Star-
Telegram reviewed it, its critic rating it 7 out
of 10 stars. Theaters limited show times to
afternoon maffinees, so there was no way
Robotech could attract an adult audience
except over the weekend.
The Sherman (Texas) Democrat received

no publicity materials. Ail they knew about
Robotech was it was "a science fiction
adventure movie with music by Three Dog
Night." The only local advertising Cannon
provided was a one-sheet poster and a
Robotech Masters comic book, issue 4i8.
The ad in the Friday Sherman Democrat
(July 25) used the comic's masthead, so it
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but some footage had been completed, and
Harmony Gold decided to use it for a home
video release.

"When people talk about The Sentinels,
they say this is a compilation of the first
three episodes of the series, and in reality it
isn' t," Macek said.

"What happened was, I did to my own
stuff what I did to Robotech footage. I was
given an opportunity by Harmony Gold to
salvage the footage shot for SenNneh and
turn it into a feature. There wasn't quite
enough footage in the storytelling. So I
completely cut apart the footage of various
episodes and selected into the arrangement
that appears in The Sentinels videotape."
To pad out the story, scenes from Macross

and Maspeada were mixed in with the new
footage. The 90-minute video shows Rick
Hunter and his crew prepadng to leave
Earth in a nau starship, the SDF-3. Their
mission: to challenge the Robotech Masters
at their own homeworid of Tirol. Unknown

knot

while Tiroi is beseiged by hcndes of allen
Invld. The highlights of the video are an
exci5ng simulated air batle, the Invld inva-
sion ofTtrol'scapital city, and aspectalsong
sung by Lynn Mtnmei and her partner,
Janice Em, as Rkk and Ltsa Snally 5e the

Robotech8: The SenNnels introduced new
characters, music, and "~ " but Ss
story was leftopenhanded. Fortunately for
Robotech fans, the saga could and did
con5nue in other media

Ballan5ne/Dei Rey published a sedes of
Robotech novels, wd5en by two authcms
under the pseudonym "Jack McI0nney":
six Srom the Macross saga, three from
Southern Crcies, three hem New Genera-
Non, Sve from The SenNneh, and a Snal
volume, The End of the Circle.
"When the books were conceived, they

had akeady wdtten certain things in the Srst
Robotech book which they were com peSed
to bring into The SenNnefs," Macek said.
"So they eliminated certain efements of the
plot that I had. They added things; they
changed personali5es, to the point that the
essence of the skny was the same, but the
sub5ety and the drama5c rhythm that I had
~ wer e different"
In 1989, Harnjony Gold licensed Eternity

Comics to adapt Robatech k The SenN-
nels, based on Carl Macek's plots. The
black-and-white comics con5nue to be
published, recen5y intmluctng the allen
Sen5neis. Two issues of Robotech N: The
SenNneh Wedding Special ce)ebrated the
maidage of Rick Hunter and Ltsa Hayes. A
~p ar t minisedes, Robotech ff: The
Malcontent Uprtslngs, dealt with a Zen-
traedt revolt shorly aSer events InMaciosa

Regarding the comic book version of hts
story, Macek said, "The comks are adapt-
ing the scdpts fairly authen5cally, and I also
thinkthey're taktngelementsfiomthebooks
as well. So iYs kind of a hybdd.

"I have no cd5ctsms of that I know that
had The SenNnels been made, the novels
would be different, because there were so
many strong images in the story points that
I wanted to express in the anima5on that
were taken out What I wanted ts not realy
what's there. The authors talked to me
aboutit,and I told them whatmyideas were
and they had to intedace [my) ideas to their
books.

"To me it's very successful; to me IYs
amazing that they' re able to seS as many
copies of those books, and for al practkal
purposes,theirversion istheverston. ThaYs
it ThaYs the way I look at it, and I don'tsee
it any other way."

ment over the TV show.



Will Robotech II; The Sentinels ever be
completed for television?

"Never," Macek states. "You will never,
ever ever in your li(e see any more anima-
tion of Robotech. The only thing you can
see that's already been done is that
Mospeado rock video (Love, Live, Alive;
there is also aMocross music video. Neither
has been translated into English]. And
that's about it You will never see anything
else based on Robotech, because Harmony
Gold has no interest in reinvesting time or
money into a project that they think has no
value. There are people at Harmony Gold
administering the licensing that don't even
know what Robotech is. Some fan called
up and said, 'Hey, what's happening with
Rick Hunter?' They said, 'Well, he doesn' t
work here any more.'"
"You know what I mean? They don' t care.

So I would say that Robotech lives on in the
books, the comics, the role-playing games,
and on videotape and that's where it's at.
You know, if you have your own imagina-
tion and your own stories you want to tell,
by all means, do it."

~d ard boxes made for twelve volumes.
With twelve 100-minute tapes, that would
have been twenty hours in length.

"They were going to put out 20 hours of
Robotech, and they thought that's more
than anyhuman being willbe able to stand,"
Macek said. "What they wanted to do was
cut out the redundancy and the bumpers
and the recaps and the 'next episode'
[previews]. Then they wanted to cut out
stuff which they felt did not advance the
plot.

"It was their choice. Harmony Gold got a
good deal on the licensing of the videotape.
And the people at the video company real-
ized that if anybody was going to edit it, that
I would know what scenes to take out, or
arrange it so it wouldn't be noticeable. But
Harmony Gold refused to have that hap-
pen. The Harmony Gold executive said no
way, they' re not going to get him to work for
them; he works for us. I was like some dog
on a leash, exclusively under contract. I
couldn't work (or anybody else. They
thought that I was some ignorant guy that
was so star-struck that I wanted to work with
this one company for the rest of my life and
had thoughts outside of those benefitting
Harmony Gold."
In addition to the six-volume Macross set,

Family Home Entertainment had planned
to release Southern Cross in three volumes,
and Mospeeda in three volumes, but these
were never released.
Before Robotech, Harmony Gold had pro-

duced a Macross home video, a faithful
translation of the first three episodes. The
model kit company Reve)I, which was in-
volved in an early licensing program with
Harmony Gold, wanted some of the names
changed to suggest anything but Macross.
To wit: "Hikaru Ichijo" became "Rick
Yamata" (which was changed to "Rick
Hunter" when the cartoon became part of
Robotech). The video is no longer available
and thus is a collector's item.

In 1984, Toho International released a
feature film, Macross: Do You Remember

series.

o, what else is available on
Robotech and its related shows?

Comico the Comic Company
published the first three series-

Robotech: The Macross Sago (36 issues);
Robotech Masters (23 issues); Robotech:
The New Generotion (25 issues). Robotech
Special adapted "Dana's Story." Robotech
in 3-D retold the beginning of the Macross
saga. The 48-page Robotech GrvphicNovel
revealed the events that led to the SDF-1
being sent to Earth by Zor, the purveyor of
protoculture.

Starb)aze Publications released a trio of
Robotech art books. Robotech Art I, by Kay
Reynolds and Ardith Carlton, contained
color art reproductions. They discussed the
saga in detail, with summaries for the 85
episodes and cast credits. Robofech Art II
showcased fan art by Colleen Doran, Trina
Robbins, Dave Garcia, and others. Carl
Macek wrote Robotech Art III: The Senti-
nels, in which he revealed his plans for The
Sentinels and explained the demise of the

Family Home Entertainment released the
first three episodes of Robotech on home
videocassette; then, the 36-episode Mac-
ross saga in a six-volume set. Each tape
contained six episodes — which meant that
the story had to be trimmed down to fit the
tape's 100-minute length.
Originally the company wanted to release

a twelve-volume set because there were

vleweis.

:V

Love?, a two-hour retelling of the TV series.
An Australian recording firm dubbed it into
English, poorly translated it, chopped out
about twenty minutes of the story, and ba-
sically ruined it. It's available on video from
Celebrity Home Video asMacioss: Clash of
the Bionoids. However, English-subtitled
copies of the original do circulate among
Japanimation fans. There are no plans for
a theatrical release here in the States.

Megozone 23 continues as a series of
original home videos in Japan, with Part II:
Tell Me the Secret; Part III, Volume 1: Eve's
Awakening and Part III, Volume 2: Emon-
cipation Day, released by Victor Video.
As for Robotech, Carl Macek believes that

it will return to syndication, probably in
1992, to entertain a new generation of

Macek envisioned a third series after The
Sentinels, called Robotech III: The Odys-
sey. He revealed what it was to the C/FO
audience:
"Since it was a serial, I wanted to do some-

thing that had never been done before. I
wanted to have 260 episodes o( the show,
with one show a day every day (or a year.
It would have been Monday through Friday
for 52 weeks.

"I wanted the story to function like a
Moebius strip, where the beginning be-
comes the end. There is no beginning; it' s
all one big story. So no matter where you
started, when you watched it for a year, you
would see the whole story and it would
make sense to you. That's what I tried to
do with The Odyssey. I envisioned it as a
Moebius strip of storytelling, where ulti-
mately, Episode One is the SDF-1 crashing
into the Earth and Episode 260 is the SDF-
1 crashing into the Earth, but with the story
that led up to that. That's what it really

"I also had in the back of my mind an evil
joke in which I wanted to have Minmei
become the mother of Robotechnology."
The audience laughed, and someone said,

"That would explain a great deaL"

,was.
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From Snow White to Disney World
(And Almost Everything Inbetween):

An Interview With

// mich
A self portrait of the animator in hoppy retirement.

/ l~+
I

By John Province
Illustrations by Bill Justice

Bill Justice joined the Walt Disney Studios
as an onimator in 1937. His career lasted
four decades, five Oscor nomfnations, nine-
teen full-length feotures, and 57 short sub-
jeds; his talents also enhanced many of the
rides and attractions at Disneyland, Disney
World, and Tokyo Disneyland which are
enjoyed by thousands each day. I inter-
uiewed Bill Justice in November of 1989,

Bill Justice is currently at work on his auto-
biogmphy, to be published in 1991 by
Tomart Publications. With the exception of
the portrait of Chip 'n'Dale, the illustrations
accompanyingthis interview aredrawn from
that work, and are copyright © 1990 Bill
Justice.
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and was uery pleased to be able to spend o
pleasont afternoon with this most versatile
and creative individual. Bill and his wife
Marie live in Burbank, California,amidst
room after room of mementos of his career
and, appropriotely enough, within strolling
distance of the studio where he invested so
many productive years.

John Prouince

JOHN PROVINCE: Could we begin by
tallong about your art schooling?

BILL JUSTICE: I originally wanted to be
a portrait painter, and attended Arsenal
Technical High School in Indianapolis.
There were about 6500 students and about

thirty art dasses to choose from, so I took
three or four a day! I then won a scholarship
from the John Herron Art School, and it
was like a review of everything I'd learned.

Had you been a fan of Disney cartoons prior
to applying for a job at the studio?

What really sold me on them was when the
Disney organization released what they
called "An Academy Award Revue." This
was a collection of all the films that had won
Oscars: The Old Mill, The Three Little Pigs,
Pluto's Judgement Day, The Country
Cousin, and Flowers ond Trees. When I
went to see that in the Lyric Theatre in
Indianapolis, I thought to myself, "Boy,
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would I love to be a part of that, to be able
to draw all of those great characters!"
I was about a year out of art and working

part-time for a commerdal advertising firm
when I answered an ad by the studio in Es-
quire. When I told some of the artists I
worked with that I'd sent some samples to
Walt Disney, they said, "Oh Bill, you' ll
never hear from them!" The very next day
I received a telegram invi5ng me to come to
Hollywood for a tryout. There were thirty of
us in my group. At the end of a month there
were only twelve. At the end o( two years
I was the only one left from the bunch.

It sounds like it was pretty grueling.

We started at 8:00 am and worked until
5:00. Then we'd come back at 6:00 for
training classes and work until 9:00; then a
half-day on Saturday. Some of them
couldn't take the criticism. Some were
there to make a name for themselves. We
were all just inbetweening, l earningthe
basics of animation. I loved it.

Did you get to do any work on Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs?

Just on the tail end of it during the last three
months of production. The very first thing
I ever worked on was a scene of the wicked
queen talking to herself in the mirror. About
the only thing that moved her her lips, and
they were so dose together that I had to use
a 6/8th pencil, like a needle. You had to
keep it real sharp, and it was very tedious.
I also got to work on some of the dwarfs, and
those were the sort of thing I loved.

Who was the animator that you trained
under?

Woolie [Wolfgang Reitherman]. When I
first started with Woolie he was working on
the Goofy shorts. He did great Goofy stuff,
like Hawaiian Holiday. Lots of funny mate-

I learned nearly everything I know from
Woolie Reitherman. He was a wonderful
animator and did great action stuff. But on
my job on Pinocchio, Woolie's crickets were
about eight heads high. You'd practically
have to start all over again to get the same
poses he'd had, then get them in the right
proportions, which was tough because his
stuff was real loose and rough. He'd never
let you use a dean sheet of paper, which
meant that you had to [imitates erasing].
He'd work in blue pencil, then red pencil,
then black pencil on top of that. You'd have
to scrub that thing down just to see what it

K~~~

Bill Justice with some of the character models he has created; the toy soldiers were
used in Babes in Toyland. The sketches in the background are master drawings he
created for a mural at Disney World.

was, and then redraw it in the proper pro- charactera
portions.

After I'd finished with Woolie's scenes, Yes, creepy litle men. Freddy had a talent
they asked me to dean up some of Milt of making everything look so cute.
Kahl's animation. I was afraid to touch an>
of itbecause itwasso beautifully drawn. All He also did a revamping of Mickey himself,
I really did was connect the lines. I thought didn't he?
to myself, "Boy, when I get to animate I'm
going to try and do it just like this!" It was For a long time Mickey just wore the pants
an inspiration just to get to work on Milt's with the two big buttons. When they began
stuff, because it was just beautifuL doing the more complicated stories, like

The Brave Little Tailor and The Sorcerer's
What wastheveryfirstpieceoffilm youever Apprentice, he had a different costume in
animated? every film from then on.

It was in Plnocchio, where Jiminy Cricket is
floating down past the whale's eye with his
umbrella. I also did the scene where he' s
floating in a bottle in the water after the
whale had destroyed the raft.

Besides Woolie Reitherman and Milt Kahi,
who else did you admire at the studio?

Freddy Moore. Freddy was my idol. I think
what really made the difference for Walt
Disney was Freddy Moore. When they first
worked on the Three Lttfle Pigs, they really
weren't too attracflve. When Freddy got
ahold of them, they tumed out to be really
cute little pigs. Same thing with the dwarf's
in Snow White.

I' ve seen early character models of the
dwarfs They look fike Arthur Rackham

After Pinocchio you went right to work on
Fantasia?

Woolie was on vacation when Ham Luske
asked metosubmitsomedrawingsofcupids,
centaurs, and un!coma. Cute things like
that. I made a whole stack of drawings
which they liked very much. They wanted
me to start animating right then and there!
But I said no, I'd rather walt until Woolie
gets back to see if he thinks I'm ready.
W hen he came back on Monday, he said,
"Bill, I understand you have the opportu-
nity to animate. I think that you' re ready-
go io it!" That gave me a lot of confidence.
The scenes I did ln Fantasia are long shots
of the centaurettes, cuplds, and unlcoms
who tde followed by Bacchus.

Did you work on any of the government

rial.
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Art class — Don Graham, instructor.

films during the isar?

I worked on Der Fuehrer's Face, Reason
and Emotion, and The New Spirit, where
Donald is trying to get people to pay their
taxes on time. I drew a lot of military insig-
nias and iIushated little booklets and things
for the government

We did a lot of camp shows during the
war. These would usually involve a lot of
candy-siripers and [Ward] Kimball's band,
which was then called the Huggajeebie
Eight I was billed as "The World's Fastest
Sketch Artist." While the Huggajeebie Eight
played their numbers, I would draw fifteen
Disney characters about so high [approxi-
mately four feet]. They'd put on an old-
time melodrama called "Curse You Jack
Dalton!" with the villain with the mustache
and cape. Real dumb stuff, but lots of
laughs.
Once a week, about eight of us would be

picked up out in front of the studio and be
taken to one of the veteran's hospitals,
where we would draw portraits of the
wounded soldiers.

Besides the features, you also worked on all
thirteen of the Chip 'n' Dale shorts,

There had been a Mickey Mouse cartoon
with two chipmunks in it that looked exactly
alike. They had worked out pretty well, so
the next time we used them we tried to
de+lop a contrast between them. For a
while was had buck teeth on Dale, which I
never liked and gradually eliminated. But I
see they' ve brought them back on the new
Rescue Rangers series.

I

As o top onimator, were you euer subjected
to a weekly footage quota?

I was always fairly fast. At one time I was
averaging between twenty and thirty feet
per week. They asked me to slow down,
and I'd meet my quote around Wednesday

They were always after me to put more
slapstick in it. I watched different artists
draw, and even a couple of the top ones
had a heck of a time. They'd have to
measure in practically every drawing to
make sure it was properly proportioned. I
never had to measure anything. I have
what I call "visual imagination," in that I can

noon.

An onimator and his assistant
check a scene on the Movieola.

g i/g/~+~I~+

worked on?

I did a little bit on Winnie the Pooh. Xavier
and I had done the storyboards, which were
almost exactly like the book. Walt liked
them and said not to change a thing.
Woolie's unit had a big group of animators
that needed some work. So they took all of
our storyboards and gave them to Woolie,
and then moved me over to WED. I liked it
at the studio and didn't want to go at the
time, but it tumed out to be the best move
I ever made because of the wonderful
contacts we made.
My assignment was to put my knowledge

of animation into the Audio-Animatronic
figures. My first job was programming the
"Pirates of the Caribbean" attraction. The
people there could make the figures move,
but they really weren't animators. There
was so much work that went into them!
Programming the movement of the figures
kept us busy all of the time. We had to time
the opening and closing of the curtains, the
doors, the music, the lights dimming, the
turntables, the sound system. You' re the

actually see a drawing before I finish it.

You were inuolued in making some experi-
mental pictures — projects like Jack and
Old Mac and Noah's Ark

I was called into a meeting and told to start
thinking about how to produce a Disney-
quality product that didn't cost as much as
animation. A heck of an assignment! That
was on a Friday afternoon. At 2:00 am
Saturdaymorning I woke up with this crazy
idea of using inanimate objects as charac-
ters,usingstop-motionphoiogiaphy. Xavier
Atencio and I went out and bought around
forty dollars worth of little pieces of junk-
chains and things. I arranged to have the
camera department, and with all of this stuff
and the simple little backgrounds we' d
drawn, I did about fifty feet of stop-motion
photography in about 3-1/2 hours. Walt
looked at it and said that it worked okay, but
we needed a story. So T. Hee was hired to
write the story of Nooh's Aric T. helped to
design the characters for the film, and I did
all but avery few scenes. It wound up being
a twenty-minute short subject.

I now know that what they were looking
for was something like the Muppets. Good
quality, funny stuff that can be done in
quantity. We did quite a bit of stop-motion
photography: the credits for The Shaggy
Dog and The Parent Trap, as well as Babes
in Toyland.

What was the last animated feature you

$//+lit/U



animator, the director, the producer, the
whole darned thing! I worked on "Mr.
Lincoln," "Country Bear Jamboree," "The
Haunted Mansion," and "Hall of ihe Presi:
dents" at Disney World in Orlando.

You retired in 1979 but still do quite a bit of
public appearance work on behalf of the
Disney organisation, don't you?

I'm not doing as much as I used to. In 1986
I did over fifty shows, and I' ve been back on
the S.S. Norway Vacation Cruises eight
times as an entertainer. I' ve developed a
show with a former big-band piano player
named Judy Darling. While I'm drawing
Pinocchio she' ll play "I Got No Strings on
Me." When I draw Snow White, she' ll play
"Some Day my Prince Will Come." I do a
slide show about my career, then there's a
question and answer session and auto-
graphing afterwards.
The National Fantasy Fan Club and Mouse
Club invite me all of the time. I just got back
from Florida three weeks ago from another
convention, and I was in San Francisco last
week for the Bay Area Youth Fair. It keeps
me busy.

Looking back over your career, is there th e Main Street Hectrical Parades. I also
anything in particular that you are most designed the costumes for the 135 figures
proud of? that walk around the park. I did some of the

murals at Disneyland, some 78 figures that
There are several things I'm proud of. I'm s t i l l look brand new. I did a large mural at
proud of the work I did on Bambi. I did D i s ney World in Orlando. Then there's the
quite a few of the scenes where he and carouselatDisneyland,which telisthestory
Thumper are on the ice. I'm proud of the o f Sleeping Beauty in nine murals. I also

Chip 'n' Dale greet Animato reoders.

work I did on "The Mickey Mouse Club
March," which was the first piece of film I
ever directed. I'm proud ofthe work I did on
the Audio-Animatronic figures. I also de-
signed the floats for the Disneyland Christ-
mas parades from 1959 to 1979, as well as

Portrait sketching at a veteran's hospital.

decorated the Baby Station atDisreyWorld,
where children can find "lost parents"
[laughs j.

With all of your knowledge and experience
with the Disney characters, ivere you called
in for any consultation work for Roger Rab-
bit or any of the more recent films?

No, when you start gsNng grey hair you' re
in trouble. I feel that Roger Rabbit is basi-
cally just Bugs Bunny. It's pretty obvious
that he's just Bugs.

Spealdng of Bugs Bunny, what is your
opinion of the workof your contemporaries
at some of the other studios?

Well, the Tom and Jerrys were great, and I
think a lot of those other studios had some
real good animators. But in having to turn
out sbdy, seventy, eighty feet each week,
you could never do Disney~ality anima-
tion. I imagine some of them could have,
given the time and budget

What about current animation?

I think that some of the current animation is
very good. One of these days, when they
get a really good story, I am sure that they
w!II turn out a classic.

Mr. Justice, it's been a real pleasure io visit
with you this afternoon and discuss what I
would think ts one of the most versatile
careers in animation that I' ve ever heard of.

Interview copyright © 1990 John Province.
Animato 41
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A Fleischer Studios'Column by G. Michael Dobbs

The Making of
Gulliver's Travels

0
0

. 0

ommen s

Part Two

nticipation was running high in
Miami, Florida during the
month of December in 1939.
Children were looking forward
to the upcoming Christmas

season, as were shopkeepers; but the big
news was the premiere of the animated fea-
ture-length cartoon, Gulliver's Travels,
made at Miami's new movie shdio, the
Fleischer Studios. The Miami Chamber of
Commerce saw this event as a validation of
the long-held Florida notion the that
"Sunshine State" was just as good a place
to make movies as California, and a huge
world premiere event.ivas being planned.
In the December 6th, 1939 edition of Va-

riety, Max Fleischer announced his studio
would produce another feature, as he was
quite confident of the success of Gulliver's
Travels. Paramount also announced in the
same issue that a Spanish-language version
of Gulliver was being prepared, and ihat41
prints of the film would be available for
Chrtstmas with another fifty for New Year' s
Day release.

A massive advertising plan was put into
play with an estimated potential of reaching
60,000,000 people. Included in the plan
were elaborate full-color ads in magazines
such as The Saturday Evening Post and
Good Housekeeping, a first for the Fleisch-
er Studios.
Much was ridingon the success of Gulliver's

Travels. Fleischer needed a hit because of
his financial relationship with Paramount.
Although his association with the studio
predated the talkies, Fleischer was finding
his role changing with Paramount They
had fronted him money to build his new
studio and to make Gulliuer. They weie
camng ihe shots now more than ever.

To make matters worse, the relationship
between Max and his brother Dave was
deteriorating. The brothers had been
"married" into the business together by the
wishes of their parents, and Dave wanted to
be out on his own. He had tried to make the
break during the "Out of the Inkwell" days
of the 1920s, but had been drawn back into
the studio. Some people have reported that
by 1939 Max and Dave were only commu-
nicating when their business didated it

The success of Gulliuer's Travels would
also mean a vindication of the Reischer
studio's place in the animation industry.
According to Ruth Kneitel, Max's daughter,
her father would attend screenings of
Disney's shorts and would often comment
how his cartoons were just as good. Max
was a proud man, and certainly was upset
that the public thought Disney had pro-
duced the first synchronized sound cartoon.

An Nustratlon Pom a Gulliver's Travels book
published at the time of the mouie's release.



Fleischer, working with Dr. Lee DeFonest,
achieved that break-through in 1924, five
years before Steomboot Willie. Disney's
first success in animation, the "Alice in
Cartoonland" series, was a blatant ripoff of
the "Out of the Inkwe!I" format Fleischer
had popularized. Among all the major
animation studios — Lantz, Teny, Van
Beuren, Harman-Ising, Warner, and Flei-
cher — the Disney organization was the
only one to have garneredserious treat-
ment from the media, which was another ir-
ritation to the men and women of the
Fleischer studio.
The feature had put considerable strain on

the Fleischer staff, which was eager to not
only have the feature finished, but get re-
sponse from the public. In The Flipper, a
booklet published for the Fleischer Studios,
numerous artists and writers contributed
cartoons, poems and essays on the experi-
ence of making a feature.

famous. Overhead floated a balloon with
the theaters' names and banners reading
"Gulliver's Travels, World Premiere."
Spotflghts illuminated the scene just the
same way they did at Hollywood openings.
Max was dressed nattily in a tuxedo, while
radio star Jessica Dragonette, who had
supplied the singing voice of Princess Glory,
was the height of sophisticated elegance.
The Miami Hero!d gushed over the as-
sembled dignitaries and made spedal note
of how popular CBS radio announcer Ted
Husing tried sneaking through the ~
disguised by a pair of amber glasses.

The premiere even boasted an appear-
ance by Gulliver himself. No, not Sam
Parker, who had supplied Gulltver's voice,
but an unidentlfied man nearly seven feet

Animator Willard Bowsky's uision of what life

a feature, we faced some very real prob-
lems. For example, more than two years is
required to produce an animated cartcen
feature in color and sound, provided one
has a huge enough siaff suffldently experi-
enced and coordinated to do the work

"When westarts this pictunz we lacked
space, manpower and the machinery for
feature work We only had one and a half
yems instead of two years in which to build,
move, organize, equip, and complete the
picture fordtstnbuthnbyChristmas, 1939."
Although Fleischer made some humorous

remarks about some of the obsiades the
featuie had to overcome, his message was
dear. Gullluer had been an almost impos-
sible assignment
The next gauntlets to run were the crttks

at F/efscher's ofter Gulliver would be like.
NNNN&"«NNPX «Y«MN~WFM%%%%%WN~

A Song of Impatience
By Seymour Reit

The feature's finished,
the feature's done

Come bite your nails,
come tear your hair

Come hany the gods in
hysterical prayer.

We mumble morosely,
all joy we despise

As we watch the growth of
rings 'neath our eyes

And we wait for the day that

The wondrous merits of
"Gulliver's Travels."

Hark! Winchell and Fidler
and Nugent and all!

When "Gulliver" opens,
heed promptly the calL
We know it's a "wow"

and we' re sure it will click,
But huny, we beg you,
and tell us that quick!

Work is over and worry's begun

NOW THAT THE FEATURE'S FINISHED...

the critic unravels

<N~M&W%%%8x~aMNKMS'.MFBRW~ F~«

Gulliuer's Trauels would show the public
and the critics that Disney was not the only
animator of note.
The big day was Monday December 18th,

1939. Paramount officials, Florida politi-
cians, members of the social elite, and en-
terhinmentfiguresdescendedupon Miami's
Sheridan and Colony Theaters for the world
premiere. A special unit of police helped
hold back a crowd straining behind rope
barricades for a glimpse of the rich and

tall decked out in a Gulliver costume.
The nextmorning Fleischer, Lanny Ross,

Jessica Dragonette, and Paramount oHi-
cials met with Florida politicians at a special
luncheon. It was a pat-on-the-back session
which nonetheless did have a small note of
reality from Max. When it was his turn to
speak, Fleischer recounted the very tough
assignment Paramount had given him.

"Eighteen months ago when the decision
was made to produce Gullluer's Trauels as

and the public. The public loved the Nm,
making it one of the top money-making
films of the year. Millions of dollars were
spent on Gulliuer merchandise.
The critics were another matter. The New

York Timesdismissed the feature as a "fairy
tale for eh!khan," while Snow White had
been a "fairy tale for adults." The paper's
crtflc thought the film was entertaining
enough, but was just not up to the standanl
set by Disney. Variety, on the other hand,



described the movie as " an excellent job of
animation, audience interest, and all~und
showmanship." The trade publication be-
lieved the two films should notbe compared.
Newsweek also enjoyed the film.

Looking at Gulliuer's Travels today, one
can see several real problems with the film.
For me, the characters of the Prince and
Princess are terribly realized. They seem
only to exist as vehicles for the singing
performances of Jessica Dragonette and
Lanny Ross. Despite the vaunted reputa-
tion Grim Natwick had developed as an
animator of female characters, the Princess
is unmemorable. The one scene in which
the Prince speaks is ruined because of the
odd high-pitched voice Dave Fleischer
decided to use.

The worst scene in the film is the odd
walking scene in which Gabby is telling a tall
tale to Gulliver in verse. The dialogue here
just doesn't seem to fit in with the rest of the
movie, and the scene certainly doesn' t
advance the plot much.
The songs are also a bit of a drawback for

audiences today, I think, although the
composers Leo Robin and Ralph Rainger
were considered top-notch talent at the
time the film was made. The biggest hit of
the film was Sammy Timberg's "It's a Hap-
Hap-Happy Day," which he fought to get

into the picture.
I do like the film tremendously, though,

because there are indeed wonderful mo-
ments and characters....Gulliver sitting at a
makeshift table illuminated by firelight, his
hand dancing with the Li lliputians, the
wonderful "capture" sequence, and the
Three Stooges-like spies are among my fa-

Tbe Fleischer Studio responded to
Gulliver's success by putting its "star,"
Gabby the Town Crier, into a series of solo
cartoons. The characters of Gulll uer's Trau-
els, unlike Popeye, were the studio's own
creations and they hoped Gabby would be
a hit in short subjects and in subsequent
merchandising. Eight Gabby shorts were
announced for the 1940-1941 Fleischer
production schedule. Although there are
some laughs in these cartoons, the charac-
ter did not catch on with audiences. Gabby
was a braggart and bully, an antihero who
was more obnoxious than amusing.

By the time the January 10th, 1940 edi-
tion of Variety was published, Paramount
had made the announcement that Fleiscber
would make a second feature. "Getting the
right story, it is said by Paramount's story
department, is made difficult by the de-
mands of the company's beads it should
not be scary, yet have suspense," reported

the newspaper. One should note the Para-
mount story department, as opposed to the
Fleischer story department, was making
choices for the next feature.

By June 1940, Max had begun his own
work in developing the studio's own story
for the next feature...but that is another tale.
After Max lost the studio in 1942, Gulli uer's

Travels remained a Paramount property
until the company sold it and the second
Fleischer feature, Mr. Bug Goes to Town, to
National Telefilms Associates in the mid-
fifties. Both films saw theatrical release in
the late fifties and subsequent sale to televi-
sion.

Notes on last issue's column and other
matters: 1. The debut date in the first half
of this article was a typographical error.
Sorry! tThe mistake wasn't Mike Dobbs's,
but mine. — Harry McCracken.] 2. An-
other source said that Max wanted a musi-
cal version while Dave wanted a satire
doser to Swift. I'm inclined to believe Dave
would have wanted a musical because of
his love of music. 3. My apologies to the
UCLA Film Archives. I did not mean to
imply any incompetence on their part. 4.
Change of address: Please feel free to write
me at 17 Spruce St., Springfield MA 01105.

Copyright © 1990 by G. Michael Dobbs
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1. Fantasia
2. Snow Whke and fhe Seven
Dwarf's
3. YeNow Submenne
4. Pinocchia
5. 7he Secret of NINH
6. Bsmbi
7. Who Farmed Roger Rabbit
8. 101 Dalmaeons
0. Wateiship Down
10. Wizants
11. Dumbo
12. Heavy Metal
13. Laputa CasVe in the Sky
14. Agegro Nan Tioppo
15. Rack 8 Rule
16. Peter Pan
17. Lady and the Tramp
18. Castle of Cagliostio
10. Tran
20. 77ie Jungle Book
21. 7he LitVe Mermaid
22. The Hobbit
23. The Black Cauktron
24. Wantcm of the Wind
25. 7he Last Unicam
28. Be Forever Yamafa
27. 7he Great N'ouse DeaicVva
28. Raggedy Ann and Andy
20. Phoenix 2772
30. Lard of the Rtngs
31. Gsy Purrwe
32. Robin Hood
33. Lensman
34. Sang Of the South
35. Galaxy Express ggg
38. Mr. Bug Goes fo Town
37. Three Cabagmos
38. Cindwwge
39. The Rescuers
40. The Brave LIIVe Tasster
41. Fantasgc Pktnet
42. Plague Dogs
43. Animal Farm
44. Terra Hei
45. Sea Pnnce and Fim Child
46. An American Tei7
47. A Bay Named Chariie Brown
48. Fritz the Cet
40. Fire and Ice
50. Gnendel Grendel Grendel
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Bacik again by popular demand, may we present the Animato film poll
— listings of your favorite animated films in each of aur five categories.
Once again, please forgive us for nat listing directors and for printing
this in such small type, but that allows us to include as much of each list
as possible.
Ta cast your ballots (or for those of you who have already sent yours

in, to update your old ballots), send in your tap tan in each category (in
order af preference, please) to Anlmato, PO Box 1240, Cambridge,
MA 02238. Remember, you can vote for films you don't see here-
who )knows, you could start a groundswell!

Feature Films Theatrical Shorts

1. MCzsndof Speed and Time

Independent
Shorts
2. 7he Gnsst Cagnita
3. Animeto
4. Futurapalis
5. Bsmbi Meets Gadzilla
6. Closed Mondays
7. Quasi at the Quackadero
8. Tango
0. Knickknack
10. Broken Down Film
11. The Sg Snit
12. Luxo Jr.
13. Technological Thiast
14. The Cogector (Mickey Msdnessj
15. VIncent
18. Opera
17. Anne and BeNs
18. Jumping
10. Make Me Psychic
20. Cmc
21. Tin Toy
22. The Criyc
23. 7he DewT's Bsg
24. Your Face
25. Furies
26. Sunbeam
27. Rapid Eye Movements
28. Sundaein New York
20. 7he Street
30. Elbowing
31. 7he Interview
32. Seaside Woman
33. 7he Rj
34. Oil Spat and Upsftck
35. Ubu
38. Fiank Film
37. Yan Kant Danz
38. Adventures of An '
30. Tony De Pekne
40. AllsgraVo
41. Mosaic
42. Stenkty and fhe Dinosaur
43. Gets Job
44. Fling Fur
45. Sand Castle
48. Hot StufF
47. Viewmester
48. St@a fo Your Hasit
40. La Tenktmsse du Naudit
50. And She Was

1. Little Rural Riding Hood
2. Duck Amuck
3. One Fnoggy Evening
4. What's Opere, Dac7
5. 77ie Band Concert
6. Duck Daa!'Nersin tbe 24 I/P
Century
7. Coal Black 8 de Sebben Dwarfs
8. Popeye Afeets Sinbsd the Sailor
0. The Dover Hays
10. Bsd Luck Blackie
11. Rabbit of Seville
12. The Great Piggy Bank Robbery
13. Snow Nhite
14. Robin Hood DsfFy
15. Popeye Meets Ali Bsba's 40
Thieves
18. Bimbo's InifiaVan
17. 7he Old MiN
18. Book Revue
10. Duck Rabbit Duck
20. Mechanical Monsters
21. King Size Canary
22. Paikyin Weckyktnd
23. Heieway to the Stars
24. Minnie the Moocher
25. The Skeleton Dance
28. 7he Cst Nho Heard People
27. Cookie Carnival
28. Mickey's Trailer
20. Webbit TwouMe
30. Nad as a Atsrs Hare
31. Superman
32. Gerald McBaing Baing
33. A Wild Hans
34. Kitty Komemd
35. Dizzy Red RicNng Hood
36. Clock Cleaners
37. I Love fo S'inya
38. AladhNn's Lamp
39. Lucky Ducky
40. Der Fuhre'' Face
41. Titck or Treat
42. Appli Andy
43. Red Hot Riding Hood
44. 7he Msd Doctor
45. Tummy Trouble
46. 7hree LiNe Pape
47. Let's Celebrake
48. Lonesome Ghosts
40. Solid Senene'e
50. Scrappy's Television

Television Specials

TV Series
1. BullwinklsNocky 8 His Friends
2. Nighty Mouse: 7he New
Advantums
3. Dangeimause
4. Janny Quest
5. Gsonge of the Jungle
6. 7he J'eteans (old episodes)
7. The Rintstanes
8. Beany and CecN
0. DuckTakts
10. Dungeons and Drayans
11. Lapin III
12. Sktr Tisk
13. Dirty Pair
14. Sterbktzere
15. Real Ghostbusters
18. ANAII Taiae
17. Yogi Bear
18. Top Cst
10. Adventures of the Gummi Sam
20. Kimbe the White Uan
21. Asso Boy
22. Rabatech
23. Count Duckula
24. Tom Tentgc
25. Cat's Eye
28. Misadventures of Ed Gitmley
27. Roger Ramjet
28. Speed Racer
20. Space Ghost
30. Fantastic Faur
31. Teenage Muaurt Ninja Turtlee
32. The 8th Nan
33. Happify Hoopar
34. Mighty Orbats
35. Huaklebeny Hound
38. Inspector Gaktget
37. Mspia Town
38. Dynomutt
30. Wally Gator
40. Thund'create
41. Cities of Gold
42. G.l. Jae
43. 7he Alvin Show
44. The Simpsons
45. New Adventures of Winnie the
Posh
48. Good Naming Spank
47. New Adventures of Rash
Gantan
48. Beany and Cecil(nsw episodes)
40. Undsntcg
50. Galaxy High

14. A Pcyo Spaced Birthday Spaced
15. Cheriie Sown's AN Stere
16. Spait Goo/in Soccennanis
17. Meet the Ridsins
18. Hem Comes Peter CottcntsN
10. The Snowman
20. A Casmic Chiistnul
21. It's Rashbeagle, Charlie Sewn
22. Fiosty the Snowmen
23. Christmas in July
24. Kofac the White Seel
25. Cathy
26. A Soldier"s Tale
27. The Lorax
28. Gsrgeid's Nine Uvas
20. GarNeld's Halloween
30. Bsbar and Father Chitstmss

1 . How 7he Grinc Stole Christ-

2. FamiTy Day
3. A Chnstmas Carol
4. A Charlie Brawn Chnstmes
5. It's the Gneat Pumpkin, Charlie
Sown
8. A Docnesbary Special
7. A Clsymation Christmas
8. RiNd 7ikkt Tavi
0. eggy's Christmas
10. Rud'olph the Red Nosed
Reindeer
11. Bsnja the Wao+ iTe Cst
12. Mr. Msgao's Christmas Carol
13. Hem Camas Gerifakt



Chuck Jones on
Chuck Jones;

Joe Adamson on
Bugs Bunny
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A Book Column by David Bastian

Chuck Amuck: the Life and Times of
an Animated Cartoonist
By Chuck Jones
Farrar Straus Giroux; $24.95
Chuck Jones is probably the most famous

name in animation history after Walt Disney,
and his career and films have been traced
more closely than those of any other direct-
or next to Tex Avery. So I will spare you the
indignity of an introduction. I won't start an
argument by proposing what I feel to be his
best work. I won't even suggest that he was
the best director at Warner's. Among fans
of the WB output, there are definitely camps:
the overlapping Clampett and Avery camps,
with their fondness for commenting on the
unique aspects of the medium of anima-
tion, and the Jones camp, among whom
character and motivation reign supreme.

I' ll just say that Mr. Jones's long-awaited
autobiography is directed towards those
who will wholeheartedly agree with him
when he states that "Character always comes
first." That's not to say that you must favor
Jones's approach to animation in order to
like this book. But it helps.
Throughout his career at Warner's, Jones

established rules for himself concerninghow
the characters should be handled. The
notion that Bugs Bunny only becomes
aggressive when provoked is one that Jones
adheres to staunchly. As he puts it, "There
is no such thing as sympathy without be-
lievability; there is no such thing as real
laughter without sympathy." Avery would
dispute this, but no matter. That two such
different directors could emerge from the
same studio is one of the things that make
studying the Warner cartoons so interest-
ing. And the fact that Jones is the only
Warner's director to share his own experi-
ences at such length makes this book all the
more valuable.
Those unhesitant to experience Jones on

Jones will find a wealth of his filmmaking
philosophy in these pages. Here at last is
Jones's own account of the evolution and
inner workings of the character of Bugs
Bunny. And though he didn't create that
character (and doesn't make the clailn), he
did contribute more to Bugs's complexity
than any of the other directors who were
given the chance first.

Listing those films which he feels to be
important in Bugs's earliest development
(including his own first attempts), Jones
gives us a chronology that is interesting to
compare with the ones in Maltin's Of Mice
and Magic and Schneider's That's All Folks.
The list is similar, but the attitude differs.
Jones displays his love for Bugs by describ-
ing him as being "in the good hands of

Bugs Bunny's coat of arms, as imagined by Chuck Jones
ln Chuck Amuck. Copyright © Warner Bras. 1nc.



parents who loved and admired him...and
who were just as uncertai as parents are
about our contributions to the children' s
growth."

The book is at its most enjoyable when
Jones is volleying the reader back and forth
between a specific childhood lesson he
learned and how he applied it to his craft. In
the opening chapter we are introduced to
Johnson, the mysterious cat who one day
wandered down the beach and adopted
Jones's (amily. From Johnson, Jones
learned to "eschew the ordinary," and that
"it is the individual, the oddity, the peculiar-
ity that counts." Memories of living by the
ocean and his father's gentle lectures on the
importance of learning to swim lead us into
Jones's experiences working on his adapta-
fion of Kipling's The White Seol, which
themselves lead into a dissertation on the
importance of studying animal anatomy.
But the lessons didn'tstop with childhood' s

end. As an animator in the early days of
Warner's, he worked under both Tex Avery
and Friz Freleng, and he devotes an entire
chapter to his admiration for them. His lists
of "What I learned on my way to becoming
a competent director" and the nine rules of
the Road Runner sertes could be taken as
philosophical counterparts to the lists of
rules for technical expertise in Frank Tho-
mas and Ollie Johnston's Disney Anima-
tion: the Illusion of Life.
Both animators and fans will find Jones' s

thoughts very inspiring, in a way that is im-
possible to convey except by sharing it: "As
you develop a character, you are, of course,
looking into a mirror, a reflection of your-
self, your ambitions and hopes, your reali-
zations and fears." Passages like that make
you want to get up and make something!

Interestingly, there is an undercurrent
which runs through the book that suggests
that the Warner studio employees (for all
their cajolery) were less than happy with
their work situation: the studio manager
whose insensitivity to their work resulted in
the installment of a command post and
warning lights to signal his coming; the
writer (Cal Howard) who managed a bistro
concealed in his desk; the janitor who for 45
minutes a night would nap on the private
toilet of the producer, his "quiet contribu-
tion to the studio-wide contempt and stu-
dio-rebellion." Not to mention the adverse
effects Schlesinger and his successor Seizer
had on the output of the studio.
Jones's advocation of rebellion may seem

strange coming from someone who is oth-
erwise sensitive to the need to create rules.
But Jones attributes (to an extent) some of
the studio's finest work to its "constant fight

against negativism."
Perhaps the point o(all this is not to blindly

adopt Jones's rules, or anyone else' s. An
artist must go his own way, as Warner Bros.
went iis own way(rom Disney, and as Jones
went his own way from his colleagues at
Warner's. But Jones's best work is testa-
ment to the importance of establishing a set
o( guidelines for oneself, and then working
within those guidelines. What the WB
directors found out was that once a charac-
ter was developed around guidelines for
what he would and wouldn'tdo, story ideas
seemed almost io suggest themselves.

This fact becomes evident in the book's
longest section, a detailed account of the
making of a Warner Bros. cartoon, begin-
ning with the first germ of an idea and then
taking us through each stage of production
to the finished film. Unlike the many ani-
mation historians who feel obliged to in-
dude only a dry aside explaining the proc-
ess, Jones personalizes the experience by
introducing us at each interval to the par-
ticular Warner staffer who filled that job. (A
stage of the process which may have been
unique to Warner's was the "Yes Session,"
during which only positive comments were
allowed and a story idea was judged by its
ability to inspire further ideas.) This chapter
alone is a valuable record o( the Warner
cartoon production process.
This being the only book by an insider on

"how it really was" at Warner's, there is an
extra burden on Jones to be thorough and
accurate. Some readers who come to the
book with this expectation may be disap-
pointed. Jones is an intellectual (perhaps
the first in his field), and never passes up an
opportunity to embellish an anecdote with
his encydopedic wit. This leaves us as
frustrated as entertained; when Jones be-
gins a passage with "If Tedd Piece were to
conduct a tour of the studio, it might. have
gone something like this," we wonder all
through the next five pages whether what
we' re reading isn't complete fiction.

Those hungering for a meaty historical
volume will feel slighted by the light-and-
airy style of its scrapbook-like format. In
addition to drawing on press releases and
artides which he wrote years ago for the
Museum of Modern Art and Gallery
Lainzberg, Jones peppers his pa~ with
sketches, photos, studio Christmas cards,
memos from studio personnel (some per-
taining to the 1941 strike), a letter io Jones
from Ben Washam, and transcripts of six of
his cartoons. None of this is bad, but there
are pieces missing. We are whisked through
Jones's apprenticeship at Walter Laniz's
studio too hastily, without picking up any

impressions of what Jones thought of Laniz.
Equally brief are his accounts of working for
Ub Iwerks and the Pentagon, his partidpa-
fion in the first UPA cartoon, his short stint
with Disney (!), and his year as a vice
president of children'sprogramming atABC,
which resulted in the admirable but tedious
Curiosity Shop. Not just coincidentally,
there is scant mention of coeval C!ampett (if
you can't say something nice...).
But then the book opens with no less than

three disdaimers cautioning the reader who
is in search of facts. Jones sees his respon-
sibility to be not so much accuracy in "fime
and place" as in "feeling and spirit." Leave
history to the historians; now that we have
several objective histories of animation to
choose from, it's easier to put personal
recollections from Bill Peet, Jack Kinney,
Shamus Culhane, and Jones into their
proper perspective.
Jones's book does not concern itself with

trying to set the record straight so much as
it does with giving us an idea of the creative
conditions and atmosphere of the Warner
Bros. studio and iis employees as only an
insider could do. This he does with words
that are often as poetic as his cartoons. For
me, the page that sums it all up is page 218:
a photo of Chuck in his home (circa 1960),
lolling on a couch surrounded by paintings,
brushes, and two tree lamps, and dwarfed
by a massive unabridged dictionary in the
foreground; the perfect portrait of a man
whose best work was a marriage of words
and images.

Bugs Bunny: Fifty Years and Only One
Grey Hare
By Joe Adamson
Henry Holt and Co.; $35.00

Bugs Bunny is the single greatest ani-
mated cartoon character in the history of
film. No other creation comes dose. When
we talk of the "unlimited potential of the
medium," especially the potential that has
yet tobe reached, we are talking about him.
The term "suspension of disbelie(" is used
to weigh a movie's success in involving us
with the drama on the two-dimension
screen, a phenomenon that made photog-
raphy so powerful and became the llve-
action dnema's stock in trade. Bu t t o
achieve this effect without a photographic-
ally-recorded performance (or "stencil of
light," as Susan Sontag called it), but with
mere drawings which act out a perfonn-
ance that never happened, is something
akin to magic. We' ve become involved
with many cartoon characters in the last
ninety years. But in qualitative degrees.
Bugs Bunny is a metaphor for the apex of



this involvement.
His closest rival is Mickey Mouse, and

Mickey is as deserving of a fiftieth birthday
book as Bugs is. But read Mickey Mouse:
Fifty Happy Yearsalongside Joe Adamson's
Bugs Bunny: Fifty Years ond Only One
Grey Hare, and it becomes evident that our
love for Mickey is more subjective, more
rooted in nostalgia. There is a sense of time
and place associated with his image, his
Sihns, and every tin toy that ever bore his
likeness that does not seem to haunt Bugs
quite as much. Our love of Bugs needs less
of a historical preface, less of a context to
understand. Oh sure, Bugs's heyday was
the war years, just as Mickey's was the de-
pression. But a depression is best fought by
tightening the old belt and holding tough. A
war is best fought by tightening one's boot-
straps and yelling "Charge!" ( Indeed,
Mickey's escapades for the most part took
place within the walls of a benign, pastoral
toontown, while Bugs's adventures took
place "on location," facing the challenges
and threats of the outside world.)
Put another way, the atmosphere of sim-
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The formidable bull Bugs Bunny tongled with in Bully for Bugs (1953j. From Bugs
Bunny: Fifty Years and Only One Grey Hare; copyright © Warner Bros. Inc.

plicity and innocence which is at the center studio. Once thebunnybecamethestudlo's
of the beauty of the Mickey films makes symbol,thepressuretoemulateWaltD!sney

was forever relieved; Snally,thestudiocould
stop eating Walt's Disneydust. For the di-
rectors, Bugs represented a level of success
thatLeonSchlesinger founddifficulttoargue
with. The creative impetus that Chuck
Jones has attributed to the "Sght against
negativism," Adamson aitribuies to "The
Bugs Bunny Spirit"

One would think that in the wake of the
recent spate of books on the Warner Bros.
cartoons, yet another one would be hard-
pressed to wring new insights from the
already-overworked subject of Bugs's birth
— who his real creators were, and which of
the formative rabbit films to include in his
cartoonography. But it's important to keep
in mind that most of the previous accounts
of the bunny's birth drew from Adamson's

But in addition to these early rabbit prag-
matisis, Adamson feels Bugs's most impor-
tant ancestor to be Charlie Chaplin, whose
dictum that "nothing transcended person-
ality" was carried over to the Hoaywood
cartoon by Bugs alone. Before the wascally
wabbit first popped up from his hutch,
displaying a personality of his very own,
theater audiences had to be content to Snd
amusement in the fact that a cartoon char-
acter could express any personality at all-
and this inc!udes Mickey Mouse, whose
phenomenal success was primarily a result
of his attractive design. (Remember all
those Maurice Sendak essays a few years
back?)
In Adamson's view, Bugs was the first car-

toon character to combine, like Chaplin's
Litle Tramp, the Comic and the Hero. The
examples he uses to strengthen the tie be-
tween Bugs and Chaplin are the sort of
serious Slm study that the Sve-action cin-
ema enjoys only rarely and the animated
cinema almost never.

Telling Bugs's story ls impossible to do
without also telling the tale of the Warner

own interviews with members of the Warner
siafS His version is not just one more
rehash — it's the last word!
It is interesting to note that the issue of the

collective fathering of Bugs Bunny has been
bandied about more times than any similar
questions about Mickey Mouse's creation;
Mickey's birth is shrouded in the Disney
myth and that delirious train ride. The story
of Mickey's development usually focuses
on the alterations made in his design. Clues
as to who contributed what (pupils courtesy
Kimball?) can be found in the plethora of
Disney books, but no one has sat down and
tried to sort it all out the way that's been
done with Bugs. That, I suppose is the
problem with having only one father: poor
Mickey, historically deprived of an artistic
past!
The last segment of Adamson's book raises

similar questions about what we value in
Bugs versus what we value in Mickey. A list
of Mickey's greatest hits will usually include
those films in which the gags are camed out
through impressive artwork: The Bond Con-
cert, Mickey's Trailer, and others. With
Bugs, we are willing to forego the issue of art
in favor of subject matter — what the car-
toon is about instead of how the artists went
about doing it.
Adamson strives to hone his Greatest Hits

list for Bugs down to sixteen films which he
feels "capture just about everything that is
great about Bugs Bunny." You will no
doubt quarrel with his choice of favorites,
but his analyses are so inspiring that you' ll
wish he went on to discuss every Warner's
cartoon ever made. To Adamson, Bugs is at
his greatest when he's satirizing high art
(" There's something funny about every-
thing grand, and something grand about
everything funny"); sending up show-biz
cliches (" When they won't accept the old
eom anymore, give it a roast until it pops,
and they' ll eat it up"); lampooning his own
formulas (" Whatever it took to avoid stale-
ness and redundancy"); and play-acting
("My, I' ll bet you mahnsters lead innter-
es5ng lives" ).

Along the way, Adamson utilizes a few
quotes from Chuck Jones that Jones him-
self actuary hasn' t exploited yet. (Savor his
commenis on Bully for Bugs). And Friz
Freleng shares his thoughts on the making
of one of his favorites, RAapsody Rabbit.
With this, his third book on the subject of

animation, Joe Adamson proves himself to
be its best historical writer. This may not be
the first search for the elusive Bugs, but like
the searches for Seymour Glass and Sebas-
tian Knight, it's the most "innteresting."
And the most fun to read.

them difficult to "get at." In all probability
they could not be made today. The frenetic
pace of the Roger Rabbit films is an indica-
tion that we are attempting to get at Bugs.
In his attempt to get at Bugs, Adamson is

not content to paste together the usual
collection of "magic moments" from the
career of a Hollywood star that this kind of
book usually presents. Instead, he as writ-
ten a book that is as much a history of the
Hollywood cartoon — no, make that a
history of the evolution of screen comedy
— no, wait, make that the history of prag-
matism itself, as it all leads up to Bugs
Bunny. Bugs's family tree is traced back as
far as the African folk tales of Zomo the
trickster rabbit„who is himself a forefather
of Pre'r Rabbit, another of Bugs's ancestors.
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WINNERS BY A HARE
Continued from Page 28

16. A-Lad-In His Lamp (1948)
Directed by Robert McKlmson; story
by Warren Foster

Bugs digs his new hole in a gorgeous
Richard.H. Thomas pastel forest and finds
Aladdin's Lamp. The genie therein offers to
grant Bugs a wish. Bugs' offhand comment
"I wish I could go to-Bagdad" is a self-
fulfilling prophecy as the Genie whisks the
bunny off to ihe city by the bay — Turhan
Bay, that is. Bugs is then pursued for the
lamp by Caliph Hassen Pheffer, one of
those large men with a beard and a big
sword seen in cartoons of this type. The
Genie is repeatedly called on by Bugs for
help at inopportune times, which helps set
up the final gag: the Caliph finally rubs the
hmp, one time too many for the Genie's
taste, so he beats the crap out of the Caliph.
The Genie then sets up Bugs with his own
hare-harem as the hero's reward.

As voiced by the late Jim Backus, whose
Mr. Magoo and Thurston Howell III careers
were still a while down the road, the Genie's
speech is peppered with such colorful phra-
seology as "Heavens to Gimbel's," "Oh
fiddle de dee," and "Sweet spirits of cam-
phor." (DM)

17. Long Haired Hare (1949)
Directed by Chuck Jones; story by
Michael Maltese

Chuck Jones and Michael Maltese's first
Bugs BunnyMassical music film is less weII-
knownthan TheRabbitofSevilleand What' s
Opera, Doc?, but only slightly less magnifi-
cent a creation. Bugs's impromptu wood-
land pop-music perfornances keep getting
violently scuttled by Giovanni Jones (any
relation?), a tenor trying to practice in his
nearby home. Finally, Bugs declares "Oh
course, you know this means war!" (sic),
and when Giovanni gives his concert that
night, Bugs intrudes in several ways. The
climax comes when Bugs enters as as Leo-
pold (presumably Stokowski) the conduc-
tor, and procedes to conduct in such a way
that Giovanni sings himself into exhaustion
and the theater erentually crumbles.

Much of the fun here comes from the
animation of burly Giovanni Jones, who' s
reminiscent of an animated Oliver Hardy at
his most expressive. (His utter helplessness
over Bugs's revenge is hilarious.) Oddly
enough, the edited version of this cartoon
that Jones included as part of his Bugs
Bunny-Road Runner Movie (1979) is tighter
and even funnier, perhaps the only time a
Warner's cartoon has actually been im-
proved by latter-day editing. (HM)

their past But now it's time for Bugs to die,
so he digs his own grave and lowers himself
in. Turnabout! Hmer's now about to be
entombed, and in an eerie point of view
shot from inside the grave, Bugs gleefully
throws dirt on him. Closing scene: As Hmer
commenis on how "that pesky wabbit is out
of my wife fowever and ever," Bugs from
beyond the grave hands Hmera firecracker,
which explodes a bar and a half into the
dosing theme. (DM)

19. Falling Hare (1943)
Directed by Bob Clampett; story by
Warren Foster
At a top secret Army air field, where even

what the men think of the top sergeant is
CENSORED!, we leam that gremlins wreck
planes with their diabolical sabotage. Bugs
scoffs, but one such litle man is hammering

18. Tiie Old Grey Hara (1944) on a bomb ( to the tune of "I' ve Been
Directed by Bab Clampett; no writer Wo rking On The Railroad" ). Bugs offers to
credited help but realizes his potential mistake. Was
This cartoon was my first primitive lesson that a Gremlin? "IT AIN'T VENDELL

about death. Through the years, it also V ILLKIE!" The gremlin takes Bugs for a
taughtme how quickly those years goby. p l ane ride he' ll never forget, diabolically
Hmer is sent ahead in time to his old age, sabotaging Bugs's Sight and causing it to

"past 1970, 1980, 1990..." (I'm old enough plummet. Just before hitting ground zero,
torememberwhen 1970wasthefutureand the plane runs out of gas, for which the
not the hazy past!) Winding up in the year Gremlin and Bugs both apologize. "You
2000, Hmer learns from a newspaper that, know how it is with these A cards!"
among other things, that Smellovision has P r o duced at the height of Warner's bor-
replaced Television (despite claims to the rowing from the great comics of the day,
contrarybyCarlStal!ing). OldgeezersBugs th ere are probably more of the famous
and Elmer pullout the old album and relive catchphrases in this cartoon than any other.
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Typically kinetic Rod Scribner animation in
this one, too. (DM)

20. Tortoise Beats Hare (1941)
Directed by Tex Avery; story by Dave
Mon ahan

Bugs reads everything on the title card
except "Approved MPPDA Certificate
Number 6640" and the union logo, then
rips the artwork apart upon learningof his
fate. It's a purse of $10 on the line as Bugs
encounters the turle around every comer.
Bugs loses and hands the money over ("1-
2-34-5-6-74-9-10! An' I hope yachoke!").
The turtle splits his winnings evenly with his
nine identical accomplices.

The same framework was adapted by
Avery for two almost-identical Droopy car-
toons at MGM: Dumb Hounded and North-
west Hounded Pokes. (DM)
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The Care and Restoration of Vintage Animation Cels
I 'TIT'AGE IN 6 I H 'TTT'

Wntten bg Stephen Worth and Lee Stude

A nimation eels from the 1930s, '40s and '50s were originally consistent, versatile and durable of all the vintage cel binders.
Since it was rewettable and flexible when dry, it allowed for easy
correction or repair; and, if properly stored, would last for many
years with no deterioration.
Unfortunately, many Disney eels suffered from mistreatment.
Since animation art was not considered valuable until quite
recently, eels were usually stored in garages and attics where
temperature and climate would vary greatly from season to
season. Dehydration caused paint to become brittleand cracked,
losing its bond with the cel. In an attempt to prevent this, many
eels were encased between sheets of lamination, or sealed with
lacquer. This ended up causing more problems than it solved. Cel
binder absorbs moisture from the atmosphere to maintain its
flexibility. Sealing eels under a layer of lacquer or lamination
slowed the rate of moisture loss, but prevented the paint from
reabsorbing humidity from the air. In addition, the solvents
contained in the lamination adhesives and lacquer, as well as the
glue used to attach eels to backgrounds, would attack the
pigments, causing colors to fade or mottle. Other factors also
contributed to damaging paint. Certain brilliant pigments were
unstable and, over the years, migrated into surrounding areas,
discoloring other colors. Rough handling often dislodged paint
or ink lines, and since the paint was water soluble, ink and paint
were often washed off accidentally or smeared.

Paint isn't the only thing susceptible to damage; the cel stock
itself can deteriorate or be destroyed. Dirt and glue from tape
adhesives make a cel sticky and dull. Scratches, dents and tears
detractfrom theimage.Diiferencesbetween theratesofshrinkage
of paint and cel stock can even cause eels to pucker and wrinkle.
Nitrate eels are the most vulnerable to damage because, as it
ages, cellulose nitrate shrinks, wrinkles and yellows. If nitrate is
stored in direct contact with other nitrate for any length of time,
it can emit fiimes and resins, eventually becoming brittle and
cracked, or in some cases, soluble in water. Since nitrate was
made from wood pulp, it is also subject to infestations of insects
or mold.

Some aging is inevitable, but there are certain precautions to
take to extend the life of your eels:
• Nitrate celsshouldbe matted with acid-freeboard and encased
in a metal frame. Every year or two, the frame should be
opened to allow the art to air for a few hours.

• Unframed celsshould be stored face-down, with paperbetween

created for the sole purpose of being photographed as a
frame of action in an animated cartoon. They were not intended
to last any longer than was necessary for the production of the
film. In fact, eels often became damaged before they reached the
camera department. It was not uncommon for an inker to assist
the cameraman by making last minute repairs as the eels were
being photographed. Although thousands of eels were needed to
produce each cartoon, only a fraction of them still exist The
artwork that has survived is highly prised by collectors and
commands ever-increasing prices on the animation art market.
The types of materials used in vintage artwork varied greatly
from onestudiotoanother. The developmentofplastictechnology
and supply shortages during World War II contributed to the
wide variety of eel stock found in vintage animation art. The two
types of celluloids used were cettuloee nitrite and cellulose
ecelrhr. Variation in thickness, hardness and tint was common.
Although nitrate eels were not highly flammable, as is generally
believed, they were subject to shrinkage and discoloration when
exposed to light or heat. Eventually, the use of nitrate was
discontinued in favor of the more stable and transparent acetate
cel material that is still in use today.

Celpaintwasoitenmanufactured in-houseat the variousstudios,
using formulas developed by trial and error. All cel paints prior
to the 1960s were opaque watercolors consisting of three main
components: NNer, pigment and blmfer. These elements were
combined and ground between stone plates in a mill to ensure
even dispersion. The filler, which was usually talc, made the
paint opaque and determined the drying characteristics. The
pigmentsprovided thevibranthues,and in combination, formed
all the subtle shades and tints one often sees in vintage art (An
interestingsidenoteisthatMichaelangeloused onlysixpigments
to paint the Sistine Chapel. Disney used over forty different
pigmenh to make up a feature palette, consisting ofhundredsof
colors.) The last, and perhaps most important component of
paint, from an archival standpoint, is the binder. It added body
to the paintand acted as the glue that bonded paint to cel. Every
studio used a different kind of binder. Some simply used store-
boughtglue; others, like Warner Brothers, used aciieeln binder,
which was an acidic glue made from dairy curd. Most of these
early eel paints began chipping and flaking in a few months. The
exception to this im permanence was the binder manufactured
by the Disney Studios. Developed over a period of years, the
Disney gum arabic based binder was the most expensive,
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each level, and notstacked under weight Wheneverpossihle,
backgtoundsandcelsshouldbestoredseyatatelyuntilhamed.

• Artwork should be displayel only in indirect light, in a
moderately humid envitonment, away him heaters. A toom
humidifier can be a very helpful in dty weather to prevent
dehydration.

• Greatcare shouldhe taken toavoid flexingorbendingbrittle,
old paint. If deaning is necessaty, it should he done gently,
with a selt doth that won' t scratch or fog the cel material.

• Laminated or lacquered cele should be carefullyinspecled for
damage or hding beiore yutchase.

• If a eel issealel in a vintage mat and frame, and apyears tobe
ingood shape,thereisnoreatontoopenitRestorationshould
beattemptelonlyif thedamageisseriousenough to interfere
with the image.

Restoration of animation cele can be a very imolved and time
consuming process. Usually, it is best lett to an experienced
animationart conservator. Thereateseveralserviceswhichoffer
cel restoration, but only Vintage Ink 4 Paint has a thoroughly
teseatched, historical basisior itstechniquesand materialL The
Nsllowing is a partial listing of setvices offere by Vintage Inks'

bonded to the cel hy means of slow exposure to humidity.
• Color Natcbiug

Accurate reptoductionof color is the key toawellWne job of
restoration. Other services talk about "reflectivity" and
"syectrum analysis," but there is no form of mechanical
evaluation that can surpass the trained eye. Vintage Ink 4
Paintcancorrecti'oryellowed nittate and lamination,and can
ctoss reference colors to similar cele to determine the extent
of fading but, this is never used as an excuse to repaintin the
wiongcolots.wootherrestorationsetvicetakescolormatctung
asseriously. Upon request,swatches are available foraypioval
before restoration is begun.

Vintage Inks' Paint uses three types ofyaintfoimulas for use
on different types of eels:
~ ArDfemyceh;wecustomgrindoverfifiydiffeltntpigments

to form the hase for mixing the diffetent jelettes of colors
used over the years. This paint, which we manufacture in
our lab,isthesamepaint thatwasoriginallyontheattwotk.

• iilorcufshuwt otftersletftee, we have develoyedapaintwith
allofthepropertiesandappearanceoftheoriginalpaint,hut
with a longer life and greater durability.

• Ar newt cufe, originally yainted in actylic paints, we
restore using modern cel paints that have become the
curtentindusttystandatd. Thiswidelyavailableyaintisfine
for use on recent eels, but is inadequate fot matching the
more brilliant or subtle shades of a vintage Disney color
yalette.

Vintage Ink Ei Paint is the only restotltl©n setvlce able to
ofier thesamepaint thatwasoriginalyonthecel,asweI as
vintage paint formulas, redesigned iorinctaased durablity.

Coloredorblackinklinescanbe replaced usingthesameyens,
inks and colorel yaints usel in the 36s, '40s and 50a There
is no loss of line definition or expression, and the color match

Paint.
• Cieaulsg

Safe solvents are used to temove lacquets, dirt and taye
tesidues,without affecting the delicate, original inklinesand
yaint.

• Datuagsd Cel Naletlal
Deteriorating or tern cele can be carefully trimmed to the
outlines of the character. The cut out figure is then attached
toanew eel,soitcanbeyositionedoverabadqitoundwithout
having to glue it down, which damages both the cel and
background.

• LatnlnaSMI Places
Cele with Ming and chiyping yaint sealed between sheets of
lamination are probably the most time consuming to reyair.
First, thepaintcolotsaremixed,conectingior theaddedlevel
ofylastic,and iorcolorhdingcausedbylaminationadhesives.
After carefully cutting through the bottom layer of laminate,
attheedgesof the character, the laminationbehind the image
canberemovedtogainaccesstothedam+sdyaintunderneath.
The flakingyaintis removed,and the eel is repainted through
the opening in the back of the laminatiotL

• Reattacblng Loose Paint
In some cases, paint that is slightly dehydrated can be te-

ls plecNL

Vintage Inks' Paint'sprofessionaliem aisosetsitapatt Advice
and inforrhation are always provided at no chatge, by
appointment. There are nosetup fees, lab i'eesoryenaltiesior
retutningartworkbefoteworkisbeguiLAllbillingisbased on
work yeriormed and there is no charge ior our services if you
atenotsatisfied.Askahoutourdiscountforarlworktransfetrel
to us from other restoration setvices.

To acksdhiea Iree consultation d'or more inIortettion, or to gtuin permission toreprint this urtide
in pert or in eItok, contuct: Leu Sttufe(213) N94764 or Shrike lVorth (818) %5-7NF

0 19S9 Steyhen Worth and Lcw Shxh •
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Bart Simpson and Family,
Two Big Animation Books,

and Some of the Most Obscure
Cartoons Ever Made

Reviews of Books, Films, Television Shows, and More
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The Stmpeone
(Gracie Films/Twentieth Century Fox Tele-
vision; airing on Fox Television)
Reviewed by Dave Mackey
Within animation fandom, this has become
the most talked-about show since Ralph
Bakshi's Mighty Mouse: the New Adven-
tures. The general public has taken to it,
too; since its premiere, The Simpsons has
been the highest-rated show on Fox, de-
spite its cast of orange-skinned, bug-eyed
grotesques masquerading as your not-quite-
so-typical American family. T h is might
explain why I saw some Bart Simpson
graffiti while driving down the highway a
few Sunday afternoons ago.
So why is everyone having a cow over this

show, man? Flash back to 1987...cartoon-
ist Matt Groening had difficulty adapting his
Life in Hell comic strip to animation for
Fox's Tracey Ullman Shoui, so he instead
created the Simpson family for a series of
short bumper segments aired between
Tracey's sketches, which soon became one
of the show's most popular features. The
expansion to a half-hour series was inevi-
table.

Groening drew on his own life to create
the characters. There is some similarity
between Bongo, the one-eared bunny from
Hell who is Binky's illegitimate son, and
Bart Simpson, the attitude-infested (though
thoroughly legitimate) young son of work-
ing-class lout Homer Simpson. Besides
being the central focus of their respective
works, both Bongo and Bart are to some
degree inspired by Groening himself.
Homer and Bart are voices respectively by

Dan Castellaneta and Nancy Cartwright,
whose Bart voice is sort of a cross between
Paul Reubens as Pee Wee Herman and Cliff
Nazarro as Egghead. Homer's wife Marge,
performed by Julie Kavner, is a clone of
Binky's girlfriend Sheba from Hell. The
cast is rounded out by Bart's little sister Lisa
(Yeardley Smith) and littlest sister Maggie
(unidentified constant sucking on a paci-
fier). Inspired by Groening's real-life sisters,
Lisa and Maggie's comic origins can be
traced to a 1986 Life in Hell strip called
"Lies I Told My Younger Sisters," in which
they appear in rabbitized form as the younger
sisters of Binky. Former Saturday Night
Liue cast member Harry Shearer provides
many supporting voices, as do Marcia
Wallace, Russi Taylor, Tress MacNellie, and
other well-known cartoon-voice talent.

The series was previewed over the holi-
days with a Christmas special, and began
regular Sunday night airings on January
14, 1990, leading in seamlessly to the longer-
established Marr ied...With Chi ldren.

The Simpsons. Copyright © 1989 Twentteth
Century Fox Rlm Corporation.
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Though Married is a hilarious show, it is
raunchy, and I suspect many parents will be
putting their kids to bed after the end of
Simpsons, just as I was shuttled off to dream-
land after the end of The Flintstones on Fri-
day nights in my youth.
The L.A. animation house Klasky-Csupo

is responsible for the animation production
of the program. The opening sequence,
while a little long, is never quite the same
twice, so it bears dose watching each week
for variances in what is written by Bart on
the chalkboard and when the Simpsons
gather on the sofa to watch their latest
adventures (sort of reminiscent of the open-
ing to The Flintstones, in which they go to
the drive-in to see their show). Credit Dave
Silverman for his direction of this complex
sequence, and Kevin Petrilak for iis anima-

Besides Silverman, the other series direc-
tors are Wes Archer, Milt Gray, Rich Moore,
and Kent Butterworth, a member of Ralph
Bakshi's late and lamented Mighty Mouse
production team. After a few weeks Brad
Bird, who directed the now-legendary
Family Dog, signed on as a production
consultant. The work of the Klasky-Csupo
cartoonists, augmented as most shows are
by overseas labor but being expanded to
five units of eight animators each for tbe
next season, is unlike anything ever seen on
television, taking the stark, black-and-white
Groening style into a different direction
with the addition of garish pastels. And
there are lots of little gags and in-jokes to be
seen if you look closely: a video boxing
game Homer and Bart play in one episode
features a referee who somewhat resembles
another familiar Life in Hell character- one
of the gay brothers, Akbar and Jeff.
As good as the voice work, animation, and

layout/background design are, the writing
on this show is even better. Besides Groe-
ning and series producers James L. Brooks
and Sam Simon, there are a couple of
writers from Saturday Night Live and It' s
Garry Shandling's Shou, Al Jean and
Michael Reiss, plus story editor Jon Vitti.
They appear to put the same craft and care
into their Simpsons scripts that they would
if the show was in live action, although the
use of animation is justified by gags and
stunts that couldn't possibly be done live.

For instance, the premiere episode fea-
tures a fantasy sequence in which Bart
wrestles with math word problems. Taking
a cue from the Chuck Jones cartoon From
A to Z-z-z-z-z, Bart visualizes one problem
as a train in black and white with red
numbers that pile up on the Ioor as the
problem becomes more and more complex

and have to be shoveled aside by a porter.
The surplus numbers are stoked into the
firebox, fueling the train to a head-on colli-
sion as Bart's reverie ends. Superb anima-
tion, voice work, and sound effects help put
over this intricate gag.
The scripts have put Homer and his family

though their paces in a number of humor-
ous ways. In one episode, Homer buys a
motor home so he can take tbe family on a
camping vacation. The Simpsons become
stranded in the middle of nowhere when
the vehide hik off the edge of a diff. When
they lose their dothes, Homer and Bart don
mud and thatch, while baby Maggie is
adopted by a family ofbears (in a really cute
sequence), and Mary. and Lisa build a fire
and fend for themselves. To complicate
matters even more, Homer is mistaken for
Bigfoot.

In another show, Llsa is depressed for
reasons she can't seem to verbalize. Sbe
plays her saxophone in the middle of the
night, and is joined by a blues singer. He
explains to her why one sings the blues:
"The blues Isn't about feeling better, it' s
about makin'other people feel woise." A
chat with l4sge convinces Llsa that she' s
too young to cany the weight of the world
on her shoulders.

In perhaps tbe most adult animated half-
hour yet, Marge takes bowling lessons and
is hit on by her lothario bowling instructor;
she very seriously considers cheating on
Homer. The instructor's bachelor pad in-
dudes many dever design motifs which
would be quite logical for a bowler's home.

But Bart is responsible for wreaking the
most mischief, as is demonstrated when he
cheats on an IQ test and is sent off to a
school for gifted children, where he is ridi-
culed by smarty-pants kids canying "Brlde-
shead Revisited" lunch pails. Or when he
causes an acddent while on a dass trip to
Homer's nudear power plant that gets dad
fired. Or when he succumbs to peer pres-
sure and beheads the statue of the town's
founder. Who knows where Bart will strike
next?
With the exception of America's Funniest

Home Videos, The Slmpsons is the most
successful new series of the 1989-90 televi-
sion season, and almost always ranks in the
top twenty — no mean feat for the Fox net-
work, which doesn't even have the affiliat
count or coverage of the big three. But
perhaps the generation weaned on the
pioneering adventures of the Flintstones
and the Jetstonsisnowsophlsttcatedenough
to enjoy something a little more acerbic and
adult-yet which reminds them of a little bit
of their cblldhoods.

Anfmoted TVSpeclals: the Complete
Directory to the Ffrst Tcoenty-Flee
Ycare, 1962-1981
By George W. Wooieiy; Scarecrow Press;
$59.90
Reviewed by Bob Miller
What a wonderful reference boold At last

we have a record of nearly every 7V ini-
mated special that aired up until 1987,
induding those from Disney, the Peariufs
series, Bugs Bunny spechls, and even
obscure fare such as Carleton, Your Door-
man; Flash Gordon: the Greatest Arfuen-
ture of Them All; and The Great Heap. In
all, the book lists 434 programs.

You may be familiar with George
Woolery's earlier works, Children's TVi
the First Thirty-Flue Years, 1946-1981, '

paris I and II (Scarecrow, 1983), in which .
he details nearly everything you'd want to
know about television cartoons and live-
actlon children's series. Woolery is just as
comprehensive wlib Animated TV Spe-
ciale, citing broadcast dates (induding
reruns!), producthn credits, voices, songs,
awards,distributors,recordings, and home
vkleo cassette releases. With his latest
book Wooleiy indudes 103 cel reproduc-
tions and other Nustratlons.
Woolery also discusses the history of the

animated TV spedal in considerable de-
tail. In addition, be indudes appendices
listing the most frequently aired and long-
est-running network spedals, speclals us-
ing stop-motion animated puppets, spe-
dals listed by holiday and topic, and serfs
of specials (with air dates) — plus exten- .
sive indices and aoss references. It' s
enough to boggle. the mind.
Although the subtitle cass it "The Com-

plete Directory," Wooley, alas, failed to
indude Codename: Robotech (1985) and
the G./. Joe TV movies (1985, 1986). But
that's a minor nitpick
Don' t be discouraged by the price, ewber..

Yes, 459.90 ls a lot to spend, but lt's mors
economical than having to research the in-
fonnatlon for yourself. Why tsike frequent
trips to the Ilbney, wasting money on gas,
time, and parking fees, when you canbave
the book handy at your home?
Woolery has undertaken amajor effort to

cbronide children's television, and the re-
sult ls a wealth of Information available
nowhere else. Animated TV Speclofs ls a
must-have for every fan of animation.

Enchanted Drossiness the History cg '
Asslmatfoss
By Charles Solomon; Alfred A. Knopf;
$75.00
Reviewed by Harry McCracIsea

tion.



pany.

Model&est drawings of the dogaatcher from Ter Aaeiy's Tllse L58» Pups
(1953). From Enchanted Drawings. Copyright © Turner Entertainment Com-
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may be moved to wonder if there is only so
much that can be wrttten about Mighty
Mouse, or tbe Walter Lantz cartoons of the
1950s, or even far more interes5ng sub-
jects, like Tex Avery' work. Or even, perish
the thought, Disney and Warn»r's them-
seiv»s., (We'r» fortunate 5ui't the body of
anima5on Uteiatur» has Newn to the point
where material on these topics isn't fasci-
na5ng for iis very exlstenc».) While a I'resh
ouflook can make the most overWscussed
subject worthwhile, Solomon recapitulates
basic factsandechoestheaccepi»dwhdom
on most of the as»as he examines. Part of
the pceblem is bis prese style, which is
rather aust»i» and soberly: there are few
writers who can tacMe a subject as presatc
as, say, the Famous Studios cartoons — or
much of the anima5on of the past thirty
years — and s5ll wr5» engagingly and
tboughtfufly. Mal5n is such a wrtter; Solo-
mon isn' t.

Solomon is at his best when his inter»st
level is high, as it is in ihe Disney chapi»rs.
The sec5on on the studio's 1%0s features
is particularly worthwhile for iis cri5cism of
Disney's work in the period.. The chapters
on "Anima5on Goes to War, 1941-1945"
and "UPA and the Graphic Revelu5on,
1943-1%9," unlike most of the book, con-
tain much kt8e-known informa5on and
suggest a fresher, more lnfoima5v» work
that could have been.

The book is also maned by a surprising
number of factual errors scatter»d threugh-

/ p,a

out, especiallymisiden5fied illusha5onsand
misspeflings — Arthur Q. Bryant instead of
Bryan, Speedy Gonzalez for Gonzales,
among many others. An entire studio, Van
Beuren, has its name appar»nay consis-
tently missp»II»d throughout the fairly
lengthy sec5on devoted to it.

If edi5ng Animaio has taught me any-
thing, it's that eners can and do escape the
attention of knowledgeable wrihns and
editors, even when they knowperfecily well
the facts of a matter. I don't really think that
the book's da5ng of a photograph of Bob
aampett in which a sketch of the fully-
realized Bugs Bunny is plainly visible as
"mid-1930s" means that Solomon doesn' t
know that Bugs wasn't even created until
several years later. It's possible that that's a
typographical ener for "mid-1940s," or
that somebody other than Solomon wrote
the cap5on. I can't imagine, though, how a
r»ference to Superman's ci»ators as "Jerry
Siegal and Joel Schuster" — three misspell-
ings in flve words- could have slipped by,
especially when the page it's on includes a
r»preduc5on of a poster wiih ihe cori»ct

There are really two primary reasons to
buy an expensive, exhaus5ve art book of
this type: to browse through a large selec-
tion of weIIWosen illustrations, or io leam
a lot about the subject tn ques5on. Those
who come to Enchanted Drawings with the
former expecta5on wiIIbe delighted. Those
with the latter in mind would be better
sewed by inves5ng one flfth of iis purchase
price in Of Mice and Magic, still the best,
most reUable history of the medium avail-
able.

Cuftoono, Volume» One and Two
Snappy Video; $19.95 per volume
Reviewed by Harry McCracken
The world of anima5on enthusiasis can be

divided up into two groups, I suspect those
who wiII love these tapes, and those who
can't imagine why anyone would even be
interested in them. If you' ve felt unedu-
cated because you' ve never seen a Toby
the Pup cartoon, or long to have examples
of Ted Eshbaugh's work in your collec5on,
these videotapes are a real flnd. (They
aren't new, beartng 19N copyright dates,
but are s5ll available and deserve wider
atten5on than they' ve received.)

Volume One has ihe rarer selection of
films, by a slight margin. Four of the selec-
5ons are the work of Ted Eshbaugb, a man
whose studio produced flims over at least
an eleven-year period, but who remains
one of the more obscure figures in anima-
.tion history. (The few passing references in

As I flrstlookedthrough Charles Solomon's
Enchanted Dreylrigs, ihe word thatpopped
into my mind to describe it was "imposing."
Not just in phyjlcoI bulk — it is one of the
hlgest books ever on its subject — but in
deials down to the stately typefac» used
and ambi5ouoeounding chapter titles like
"Wabbit Twacks in the Sands of Time,
1946-1950." Even the subtitle — The
History of Anim»Non — suggssts that ibis is
the deflnitlv» welk on the subject. (It' s
above the 5ile, in larger type; from the
cover, it seems tobe the book's title.) Ment
importanly, and pksssingly, the many illus-
tra5ons are splencUd in both reproduc5on
quality and historical interest The eels,
pencil drawings, and photographs in the
"Animation Goes to War, 1941-1945"
chapt»r, ahnost every one of which is r»-
markable and pr»viously-unpubUshed, are
nearly enough to justify the book's prtce.
If only Solomon's text lived up to the aura

the r»st of the booker»ates. The basic facts
are there, but ihe book's overwhelming
flaw is how Utfle it has to say that will be new
to readers who ar» at all w»ll~ersed in
anima5on history. The author has appar-
en5y r»fled as m uch on other books on the
subject as on flrst-hand r»search or his own
interviews. Ther»ar» few signilicant facts to
'be found in the book that aren't in Leonard
Mal5n's Of Mfoe and Magilc, the only other
vaguely allwncompasslng work on the his-
tory of American animation.
Slogging t)lough much of the book, one



Of Mice and Magic are almost the only
material on Eshbaugh that I am aware of).
The Eshbaugh cartoons on the tape are
uniform in both their technical competence
and their strangeness, and amount to a
mini-survey of American animation trends
in the 1930s and 1940s: an attempt at cre-
ating a Mickey Mouse-like character (Goofy
Goat Antics,, 1931); a Silly®ymphony imi-
tation (The Snowman, 1933); an adapta-
tion from another medium (The Wizard of
Oz, 1933); and a particularly weird propa-
ganda cartoon (Cop'n Cub (1942), which is
about an adorable little bear cub who leads
a fighter mission against Japanese mon-
keys).
Other cartoons on the tape indude a Toby

the Pup cartoon (Toby in the Museum,
1931), one of a series that was thought to
have no surviving entries (Toby turns out to
be similar to one early version of Fieischer'6
Bimbo); Ub Iwerks's version of Little B/ack
Sambo (1935); Spring Song (1933), an-
other pseudoNilly Symphony from a for-
gotten studio; and the relatively well-known
Fleischer cartoon Let's Sing Along WitA
Popeye (1933).

As Volume One concentrates to some
degree on Ted Eshbaugh's work, Volume
aK~ @$f /+l rr@reggc+v,ya@@dg'& ' Kcg;1Wh' ~Q'@Qgr lbw' 'sa<@gcgy<y+04@&r4 1;ping'Q~ g+~ ' Q~pgg)x jv@~pgvgg~e '., Ip+v +ph;,&p~v, s ~ ( @@ Y+reXevyvtra@c~v ' RM5va~ hv @bM&v

Two emphasizes commercial films. Winky
the Watchman (1946) is a Hugh Hannan
commercial film made to promote dt.nttstry
that is actually available elsewhere: it's a
memorable cartoon that's also notable as
an example of Hannan's later work (Winky
is a tooth~aiding elf who's a cross be-
tween Dopey and Fleischer's Gabby in
looks and personality.) In a vaguely similar
vein, but much less well-known, is Ub
Iwerks's The Microbe Army (1935), pro-
duced for the Boots chemical company.

Beauty Shoppe (1939) is a Gran'pop
cartoon, part of a short-lived series abut an
elderly monkey that is almost as forgotten
as the Toby one. Three Blind Mce (1945),
an Otiawa Film Board production about
industrial safety in a rather modem-looking
cutout technique, is one of the few films on
these tapes that doesn't seem like a relic
from a very musty past. Duck and Coper
(1955) is a tfefy dated film for schoolchil-
dren about avoiding the ill effects of a
nudear blast by hiding under one's desk;
it's actually primarily in live action. PM
Picnic (1948) is a — the word is unavoid-
able when discussing these cartoons-
strange salesman's film in which woodland
creatures eagerly look forward to a night

spentdrinking PM Blended Whiskey. Sureet
Adeline (1926) is a comparatively-normal
Fleischer boundng-ball cartoon.

The tape also includes what is probably
the oddest, most obscure film on either
volume. Monkey Doodle (circa 1932) fea-
tures some quite sophisticated animation,
but a sense of story and gags that is so
absolutely unique that it's pretty hard to
even explain what's going on at any given
time. I' ve already seen more than one
knowledgeable animation hn left speech-
less and slightly befuddled by this story of a
monkey and dog involved in questionable
activities in the jungle.

If nothing else, these tapes indicate just
how much animation history remains un-
explored: most of ihe cartoons on them
aren't even mentioned in any books on the
subject. While home video's power to Ictus
own copies of beloved films like Pinoahio
is wonderful, its ability io rescue eccentric
stuff like this that everybody had forgotten
about is just as valuable.
Cultoons Volumes One ond Tfafo are auatl-

able from Snappy Video (PO Box 3206,
Ann Arbor, Mf 48106), from Bosko tiideo
(3802E. Cudahy, Cudahy, Wl 53110), and
through The Whole Toon Catalog.

WWXCC~

For the serious animation scholar or fan, theseincredible
reference fiyorksby George Wooleryareirreplacable. These
are NOT the usual coffee table art portfolios or pretty-
looking mass-market fluff pieces. They' re meticulously
researched, hardcore, encyclopedic reference tools.

Children's Television 1946-1981
Part 1: Animated Cartoon Series
Far and away the most comprehensive, detailed and complete reference
work on cartoon series animated for TV. Over 300 network programs and
syndicated packages from 1 946 to 1981, including hundreds of sub-series

and components, are profiled. They contain a wealth of features and
valuable croas-references ars included to assist identification. Each
entry includes broadcast history, production crediis, principal charac-
ters 6 voices and an in4epth description of the program. 386 pages,
with 11 appendixes and 8 indexes. This book has been torture-tested
over and over by our customers, and has rarely failed to produce a
definitive answer to even the most obscure research question.
$0A
also available: children's Television Part rn Live, Film & Tape Sense ($49.95)
a%r 95 plus ga op shipping (vvA nssldehrs ruhr $Rop rsxi

Animated TV Specials:
1962 to 1987
Unrivalled anywhere for complete, accurate, in-depth information on animated TV
speciale. An encyclopedic listing of all animated speciale aired in the U.S. from
1962 through 1 987, including network and syndicated presentations, daytime and
prime-time, stop-motion and csl animation. Each of the 384 entries includes
broadcast history, production credits, narrators. hosts and voices, and a detailed
description and background of the program. Generously illustrated with still
frames, ths book consists of 476 pages, plus 4 appendixes and 7 indexes.
ace

0 0 e
PEPT.A ' P.O. BOX i69
ISSAQUAH, WA OSOX7
PHONE ORDERS: 006) N1-SW
For more information on these books or any or the more
than 14ffganimaffon videos and 45 animation books rre, ~
oany, please send $200 for our new 64-page catalog.i%r 95 pl us $2 oo shipping (vvA residents add $5 sa tari



Little

Told Me
A Gossip Co .mn by Thelma Scumm

ello, drearies! I'm back again
to bring you the latest in Toon-
town gossip. I say! It's been so
long since I' ve appeared in

these pages, and I have so much to say that
I don't know where to begin.

The huge success of The Little Mermaid
over the lusher All Dogs Go to Heaven
proves once again that substance will al-
ways triumph over style. The extremely
rapid release of Mermaid onto video will
help to further push the characters into the
public consciousness. But hey, using Ariel
to push McDonald's is a bit too much (sort
of like when McDonald's put Jewish Fievel
on Christmas stockings). After all, is Ariel
going to swim into McD's and order a Filet-
0-Fish?

Mermaid is truly a magical film, and to
prove that statement, here's a quick list of
some of the magic that animation buff Wil-
liam Simpson (no relation) discovered in
the film: Ursula's lipstick disappears the
moment before she applies it; the thimble
that Sebastian gets caught in disappears
and reappears; Sebastian himself disap-
pears in a shot with King Triton near the
end; and lemon slices disappear from
Grimsby's dinner plate.

By the time you read this, the second
Roger Rabbit short (Roller Coaster Rabbit)
will have been released, attached to the big
budget Dick Tracy. Seems to me that The
Great Piggy Bank Robbery would have
been more appropriate, but hey, it ain' t
Disney... (And does this mean they' ll in-
clude one of those awful 1960s Dick Tracy
cartoons with Roger Rabbit II, whenever it
comes out?)

Speaking of Roger, did you notice that
Tummy Trouble wasn't even nominated
for an Oscar as best animated short? It was
without a doubt the most widely-seen ani-
mated short in .;.:..ars, but yet the Academy
56 Ar,into

in its finite wisdom dedded to snub it. "For
years, artists in the industry have com-
plained about the death of the studio short
cartoon," said one of the creators of Tummy
Trouble (who asked to remain anonymous).
"Here's the first cartoon short from Disney
in 25 years and it's ignored. What kind of
message does that send?"

By the way, has anyone noticed that
Disney's recent success in the Roger Rabbit
shorts is because these shorts are basically
rehashes of (or "tributes" to, if you' re feel-
ing nice) old Warner Brothers and MGM
cartoons? Disney will try to move away
from this when it releases The Prince and
The Pauper starring Mickey and the gang.

In case you haven't heard (and if you
haven' t, you haven't been reading this
magazine), Disney is making a sequel to
The Rescuers with the cast traveling to Aus-
tralia for some ridiculous reason. Along
with the new TaleSpin with Baloo from
Jungle Book, this seems to signal a new
trend in Disney animation. Be sure to look
out for more sequels: Three Caballeros Go
to Panama, One Hundred and Two
Dalmations, The Sword Out of the Stone,
and Cinderella II: The Wrath of Mom.
On to other news: the new Universal Stu-

dios Tour theme park, just opening within
shouting range of Walt's place in Orlando,
features a ride that takes visitors through the
many worlds of Hanna-Barbera animation,
including The Flintstones, The Jetsons,
Scooby Doo, and others. This is accom-
plished through animated footage that's a
combination of expensive hand-drawn,
Roger Rabbit-like cartoons and computer
animation. The attraction is said to be the
best ever done of these characters, and an
impressive tribute to Hanna-Barbera,
except...the animation it contains was done
by Sullivan-Bluth! Why this is the case is
understandably notsomething that the folks

at Universal are eager to talk about, but
maybe three decades of the SatAM grind
have been hard on Bill and Joe's ability to
do high-gloss work. (Another clue as to
whether or not they' ve still got the touch
may be their new theatrical Jetsons fea-
ture.)

Animation fans are quite excited over the
sucess of The Simpsons, but Concerned
Parents everywhere are in an uproar.
(Whenever you see the words "Concerned
Parents" simply replace them with the word
"Censors.") Matt Groening responds to
narrow minded criticism over the series by
screaming "It's satire, people!!!"

And don't you just love the things little
Bart is writing on the blackboard at the start
of each episode? My favorites are "I will not
instigate revolution," "I did not see Elvis,"
and "I will not waste chalk."

They will be mimed: Disney animators
Hal Ambro and Daniel MacManus, and of
course, Jim Henson. If Henson's position
as an honorary member of the animation
family wasn't already solid, it was certainly
made official by his sale of his company to
Disney just a few months before one of the
most untimely deaths I can think of.

Time out to answer my fan mail! Anima-
tion art dealer Pam Martin (of Cel-ebration!
fame) writes to ask what it takes to get
mentioned in my column. Well, Pam, it is
hard to get ink from an animation gossip
columnist. Being seen in the company of
Bugs Bunny might do it. Or you might try
writing a tell-all biography of, say, Pluto...
And while sighting Elvis in your local pizza
parlor won't get you any attention here,
,spotting Winsor McCay there wi%P

That's all the room I have for this issue,
folks. Keep those cards and letters coming
(those of you in the animation industry: I do
not reveal my sources!) and remember:
turn out that light!



• AUCTIONS •
Did you know that only Creative Moments can offer att these features?

BIDDING/PURCHASING CONSIGNMENT

• Buyer's Premium — the Exception not the Rule
• Every Lot Pidure in our Catalog
• Inspection & Evaluation for Authenticity

Guarantees against Fraud/Concealed Restoration
• No Misrepresentation
• Complete, Detailed Condition Reports
• Convenient Phone Bidding eliminates "Live

Auction Fever"

• Graduated Commission Fees based on Total Value
• No/barge for Photos in our Catalog
• M Buy-Bank Charge if your art fails to seII
• No Mandatory Matting & Framing Charge
• Consignors Paid within 30 Days
• Free Authentication/Evaluation of your Art
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• SALES •
Sold for $1172

In addition to our 4 fully-illustrated Auction Catalogs per year,
we also publish 4 fully-illustrated Direct Sale Catalogs,

featuring Vintage Art from the Major Studios-
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A TRULY UNIQUE SELECTION OF WONDERFUL
ANIMATION ART TO DELIGHT YOUR EYE

'The Pointer" (1939)
Beautiful cel of Mickey on original Disney
watercolor production background &om
"Officer Duck" (1939). 8 x 10 1/4. $12,500.

Multi Cel Set Up of
Tom &. Jerry on background
layout from "Life with Tom"
(1956). 8 1/4 x 11 2/2. $1100.

jl

A::

Fred, Barney 8r. Betty in
Fred's car. Cel on Flintstones
production background.
8 1/2 x 9 3/4. $550

"Stop Look 8t Hasten" (1954)
Hand inked cel of Wile E. Coyote
throwing a stick of dynamite.
9 x 11 3/4. $5000.

THE STUDIOS — WE HAVE ALMOST ALL OF THE STUDIOS COVERED.
DISNEY, WARNER BROTHERS, MGM, PAUL TERRY, MAX FLEISCHER,
COLUMBIA, HANNA-BARBERA, RALPH BAKSHI, AND FILMATION.
THESE ARE JUST SOME OF THE GROUP FROM WHICH YOU HAVE TO
SELECT YOUR ARTS DESIRES.

THE CHARACTERS — A WIDE SELECTION IS AVAILABLE NOYV!
MICKEY, DONALD & BUGS. DAFFY, DUDLEY & GOOFY. PORKY, THE
SMURFS, TOM & JERRY, FOGHORN LEGHORN, SYLVESTER & TWEETY,
THE ROAD RUNNER & WILE E. COYOTE, THE JETSONS, BARNEY BEAR,
TONY THE TIGER AND ELSIE THE COW. THERE ARE SO MANY MORE.

TYPES OF ART — WE HAVE EVERYTHING FROM PRELIMINARY ART TO
STORYBOARDS, MODEL SHEETS, CELS AND ANIMATION ART. COMMER-
CIAL ART FOR TOYS AND PREMIUMS.. WE WILL ALSO HAVE, FROM TIME
TO TIME, SPECIAL ART FEATURING YOUR FAVORITES DONE BY TOP
ARTISTS IN THE FIELD!

MICK, DUCKS, AND WABBITS
41- 66 LITTLE NECK PKWY.

wee LITTLE NECK, NY 11363
1-S00-541-A.ART

All artwork 'ght © its respective copyright holders.


